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1.0 SUMMARY
The continuouslyTraversing Microphone System consists of a novel data
acquisition,data processingmethod for obtaining the modal coefficients of
the discrete, coherent acoustic field in a fan inlet duct. _,_esystem is
: intended for use in fan rigs or full-scale engine installationswhere present
measurementmethods involving impractical numbers of microphones and long test
times are not feasible.
The purpose of the investigationreported here was to develop a method for
defining modal structure by means of a continuously traversing microphone
system and to perform an evaluationof the method, based upon analytical
studies and computer-simulatedtests. A further requirementof the
investigationwas to prepare a plan for further development of the method that
would lead to a practical operationalmethod for full-scale engine use.
: In the course of this program, a variety of system parameterswere examined,
: and the effects of deviations from ideal operating conditionswere explored by
, analytical methods and by running simulated tests using computer-generated
data in place of actual test microphone data. Effects of traverse speed,
digitizingrate, run time, roundoff error, calibration errors, and random
noise background level were determined.
It was found that for constant fan operating speed, the sensitivity of the
method to normal errors and deviationswas acceptable. Good recovery of mode
coefficientswas attainablewithout imposing unrealistic requirementson the
system operating characteristics.
The subject of operation under fluctuating fan _peed conditions received
special atten:ion, since speed variations have long been recognizedas a
source of inaccuracy in all mode measurement systems. It was found that when
highly propagatingmodes are measured close to their source, the effects of
fan speed variation are negligible. For modes closer to cutoff and/or measured
farther from their source, fan speed variations can seriously affect
measurementof their strengths.
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However, a relatively simple modification of the basic Traversing Microphone
System was (_evisedto counter the adverse effects of speed fluctuation.T_is
modification involves using a time delay in the data processing phase of the
system to match the acoustic time delay between the time when the rotor speed
changes and when it is received at the microphone. Even though the acoustic
delay time varies among the propagatingmodes, use of a single compensating
average delay in the data processing results in marked improvement.
Based on results of these speed variation studies, it was concluded that the
: Traversing Microphone Hethod, employing suitable time delay procedures, can
obtain satisfactoryinformationon mode coefficients under realistic
full-scaleengine operating conditions.
In view of the favorable evaluation of the Traversing Microphone Method, based
on results of these analytical and computer-simulatedstudies, an appropriate
plan for further developmentwas evolved. This plan includes refinement of the
compensating time delay modification and details for guiding the selection of
a fan rig and test program so that the system can be fabricated and checked
out under actual test conditions.
1983011304-009
2.0 INTRODUCTION
2.l BACKGROUND
Knowledge of the modal structure of fan noise plays an important part in the
developmentof quiet powerplants.For example, identificationof the Dreclse
source of fan discrete tones in a new engine under development (which points
the way to the appropriatedesign) is greatly enhanced if the associated mode-
can be defined. In another illustration,where engine modifications are
tested, the effects of these modificationsmay be obscured unless changes in
the appropriatemodes are isolated. In the area of sound-absorbingfan duct
liners, design of the liner is facilitated by knowledge of both frequency
distributionand mode structure of the noise field to be attenuated.
Despite the importanceof mode measurement capability and the duration of this
requirementfor over twenty years, no practical method for obtaining suitable
mode measurementson full-scaleengines has been demonstrated.On small,
experimental fan rigs, on the other hand, where the number of propagating
modes is limited, successfulmode measurements have been made since the
earliest fan noise investigations.Comparable success with full scale engines
and large rigs ,)asnot been attained.
i Many methods have been explored in pursuit of this goal, a sample of which may
. be found in ref. l through lO. The primary reason that these methods have been
i unsuccessful in full-scaleapplications is the very large number of
! microphonesor microphone locations required to measure the corresponding high
'_ number of propagatingmodes. If only a limited number of such modes were of
interest,the microphone requirementwould still be excessive because of the
need to isolate the limited modes from the total number present. To overcome
this problem of impracticallylarge quantity of microphones, procedures have
been examined where a smaller number have been successivelypositioned in the
duct at the larger number of required locations. Such procedures are
prohibitivelytime-consumingfor full-scale tests. Further problems arise when
microphone-holdingrakes penetrate the duct and generate wakes that interact
with the rotor, creating spurious interactionnoise.
The TraversingMicrophone System was conceived as a method t) overcome these
problems. It consists, basically of a single radial rake, mounting a small
number of microphones,which is rotated continuouslyat relatively slow speed
during the data acquisition run. Tape recorded microphone data together with
fan shaft and traverse shaft position data are then processed to give cs many
modal coefficientsas are required.By this method, the number of microphones
is reduced to a practical value and the test time is kept within feasible
Iimits.
This report is an account of the development of the Traversing Microphone
System and an analytical and computer-aidedevaluation of the system.
I 3
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2.2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
An account of the basic features of the Traversing Microphone System is given
in Section 3. The section also presents an analysis of the extraneous noise
generatedwhen the wake of the microDhone rake is cut by the fan and shows how
this noise is isolated by the system se as to not contaminate the desired
modal coefficients.
Section 4 gives the computi,lgalgorithms used in data reduction to generate
the requiredmode coefficients. This program did not involve actual tests on a
fan rig. Instead, data that would be generated by test were simulated for
processing by the traverse system. The data to be analyzed were generated in a
simulationprogram, which is also described in Section 4. This
computer-s_nulatedtest procedure allows very close comparisons to be made
between known modes that are used to make up the synthesized acoustic field
and the correspondingvalues that result from applicationof the Traversing
Microphone Method.
Sections 5 and 6 present a detailed account of the system characteristics,as
determined by analytical studies and the computer-simulatedtests. Section 5
deals with selection of design parameters and the effects of deviations from
ideal operating conditions, such as measurement errors and random noise. These
effects are examined under constant fan speed operatirdgconditions. The
effects of small variations in fan speed, a major problem in all fan noise
measurements,are treated in Section 6.
The results reported and summarized in Sections 5 and 6, comprise an
evaluation of the Traversing Microphone System. A plan for further development
of the system is presented in Section 7.
The conduct of the work performed in this investigationwas divided into
contractual tasks as a logical means of describing and monitoring the course
of the program. The format of this report, outlined above, was chosen to
present as clear a picture as possible of the principles and features of the
Traversing Microphone Method. In order to provide a bridge between the
contract Statement of Work (S.O.W) task designation and the section in this
report where the correspondingwork is described, the following
cross-referencelisting is provided for convenience:
Contract (S.O.W.)
Task Designation Task Description Report Section
Task l, Part l Development of Mode Coefficient Algorithm 4.1, 4.2, 4.3
Part 2 Analytical Studies of System Characteristics 5, 6
il Part 3 Develop Computer Program for Mode Coefficients 4.1, 4.2 4.3,
B
Task 2, Part l Develop Computer Program to Simulate Test Data 4.4, B
Part 2 Computer Simdlated Test and Method Evaluation 5, 6
Part 3 Plan for Further Development 7
4
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3.0 PRINC,?L_S OF THE CIRCU_ERENTIALLY TRAVERSING
MICROPHONE METHOD
3.1 BASIS OF THE METHOD
There are several closely related ways of describing or interpreting the
continuous circumferentialtraversingmethod for mode extraction. The
viewpoint adopted herp is, first, to rerall the procedure used to obtain the
amplitude spectrum of a particular class of coherent time signals and, second,
to demonstratethat the time signal of a circumferentiallytraversing
microphone is a function of the circumferentialmode structure at the axial
and radial location of the microphone in the fan duct. A final step, not
unique to the traversemethod, is needed to resolve the circumferentialmode
structureat each microphone radius into its radial mode constituents.
3.1.1 Analysis of a Class of Time Signals
Consider a general rotating machine naving a drive shaft turning at speed.CL
(rad/sec).Depending on details, a variety of vibration or acoustic signals
can be generated at angular frequencies_l,_2 • • ._k- These
components are constant, not necessarilyInteger, multiples of the single
basic shaft frequency:wI = gl_,O2 = g2£_ . . ._k = gkA, where
the gk are called "orders".
For such a machine, the vibratory or acoustic time signal at some location may
be written
Ck +_-" Ck*
p(t) = ReZ Ck expi-Okt :Z Texpi-(_kt f-.- Texpi_kt (3-I)
k k k
(The negative argument of the exponential is used here in anticipationof the
conventionaldescriptionof forward waves in an acodstic field.)
From a ,,_cordingof p(t) it is required to determine the complex (amplituae
and phase) coefficients,Ck. Suppose that, in addition to p(t), there is
available on another channel a corresponding recordingof drive shaft angle
_(-At, and suppose we wish to first extract from p(t) the specific "target"
coefficientCK correspondingto k = K.
This may be done by computing from the shaft angle signaI,_t, a complex
target signal VK(t) : expi_Kt - expi(gKZLt), multiplying this by p(t),
and averaging over a time interval, T. The result will be a transform of p(t)
defined as
Tr{p(t)1 = 1 I T
T p(t) expi(gk_t)dt (3-2)
, 0
I
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On substitutingthe series representationfor p(t)
L
.; Tr{p(t)} =Z Ck ITo -_ expi [(gK gk)_t]dt + (3-3)
", k
t'
, _ _ expi (gK gk)z)'t]dt
k
For the single component of p(t) correspondingto k = K, the target signal,
the inte]rand in the first series is unity and the resulting time average is
CK/2. All other terms in both serics ha_e oscillatory integrands.The
resulting integralswill vanish if tileintegration time c.rrespunds to an
integer number of cycles, but this feature is not essential. Because of t_
time-averagingfeature, the contributlons from such terms may be reduced to
acceptably small levels by use of a suitably long averaging time, T. These
extraneous contributionsto the transform of p(t), called residual terms, are
discussed in some detail later.
The result of this processing of the pressure signal is thus
T,/:Tr{p(t)_ = p(t) expi(gKAt)dt (3-4)
CK
= _+ residual terms
With the understandingthat the residual terms can be made as s_na11as we
please by taking T large enough, there follows the expressions for computing a
typical target coefficient
CK = 2Tr{p(t)} (3-5) .
By repeating this process for values of K corresponding to frrequenciesor
orders of interest, the components of p(t) may be determined.
An important feature of this type of transform is that small variations in
drive shaft speed,/1.,are accommodated since they are reflected in
proportion_.1changes of the p(t) con_ponentsas well as the target signal. The
integrand,expi [(gK-gk)At]remains unity for k = K whether_is constant
_' or not. F_r variable speed,/),tis replaced by the measured shaft ungle
If(t)= (t)dt
6
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To conform with the fact that the target signal, V, is formed from direct
measurementof shaft angle,V, rather than measurement of shaft speed,m, and
since this distinction is an important, advantageou._feature of the method,
the transform,eq. (3-2), is better expressed in the more general form i.
Tr(b(t)} I I;=T p(t) expi [gKV(t)]dt (3-o)
For speed variations normally encountered in practice, as with the constant
speed case, it is shown later that the "residualter_s" can be reduced to
satisfactorylevels so that the coefficient,CK is still given by eq. (3-5).
It will be recognized that the process defined by eq. (3-6) is analogous to a
tracking filter where the tracking signal frequency is a selected multiple,
gK, of the shaft frequency.Because the process gives the coefficient
correspondingto a selected multiple of shaft frequency rather than a specific
fixed frequency, it may be called an "order" transform.
The foregoing gives the essentialsof the procedure for analyzing a class of r
coherent time signals in general. It will now be shown how the acoustic mode
structureof fan noise can be made to correspond to a time signal having
propertiesthat allow the order transform to be employed effectively.
3.!.2 Time Signa: of Traversing Microphone
The expressionsfor the behavior of the coherent fan noise field in a duct are
well known. Howe_er, for the purpose of introducingthe basic features of the
; circumferentiallytraversingmicrophone system it is best to restrict
I attention to the acoustic pressure at a fixed radial location in a fixed
I transverseplane (perpendicularto the duct axis), and to describe the
! acoustic pressure there in terms of t_,"variables: angular location,e, and
time, t. The resultingexpression is simply
n
p(@,t) = ;_._ Z Cm expi (me- nat) (3-7)
lfl n
_ere m is the circumferentialwave number (with positive integer values
corresponding_o forward spinningmodes and negative numbers indicating
reverse spin)..rLisshaft speed (assu_ed cor_stantinitially),and n is an
integer giving the harmonic or order with respect to shaft speed, n is
restrictedhere to positive integer values, the most important bv far
correspondingto fan blade-passageharmonics: n = B, n = 2B, etc., where B is
the number of fan blades.
l_e complex circumferentialmode coefficient,Cn, gives amplitude and _hase at
order n of the m-mode pattern at the radial loc'_tionand transverse plane of
I the microphone.
J
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The traversingmicrophone system that will be used to measure the pressure
field is shown schematically in Figure 3-I. Several microphones are disposed
radially along a rake asse;nblythat rotates in a circumferentialdirection at
angular speed r. The expression for the pressure, eq. (3-7), applies to any
one typical microphone radius.
/
" ROTOR ANGLE
RECORDED },(t)
: _
/
MICROPHONE RAKE
RECORDED
MICROPHONETRAVERSE
RAKE ANGLE I
RECORDED
I
--r"- -
/
• / yet) ,, Qt FOR CONSTANT ROTOR SPEED
I 0(t) = Ft FOR CONSTANT MICROPHONE
TRAVERSE SPEED
Figure 3-I Schematic of Traversing Microphone System
The signal sensed by a typical microphone is obtained by replacing 8 in
eq. (3-7) by_t to give
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ZZ np(t) : p(O:T't, t) = Req Cm expi (mT'- n_Jt (3-8)
m n
n expi nt (3-9)
or p(t) = ReZ Z Cm -_m
m n
n = (n/_- mT) (3-10)
where W m
is the circular frequency, sensed by the rotating microphone, of the m-mode
spinning pattern associatedwith the nth order fan shaft harmonic.
Thus, for each mode, m, associated with a shaft harmonic, n, there is a
correspondingfrequency,w_n,in the time signal of the rotating microphone.
This relation is illustrated in Figure 3-2, where a frequency component
_n = n_.in fixed coordinates splits into a tone cluster with constituents
spaced _ radians/sec apart in the rotating microphone coordinate system.
! Reverse sginningmodes (m negative) sweep past the moving microphone at higher
relative speeds than correspondingforward modes (m positive) and generate
slightly higher frequency signals in a way that transformshigher relative
velocities into higher frequencies.
MODE ROTATION
(+ m) FORWARD REVERSE(-rn) ¢_n =, (no -- mr)
m
n n n n+l n+l n+l
MOVING _'_3 _°0 _-3 _3 r_0 _ -3
: CI SPECTRUMI.MI.M
e,
t4J
u3
I.M
;>
tv-
I--
RXED MICROPHONE
n_ (n+l)Q u
CIRCULARFREQUENCY,co
Figure 3-2 Frequency SeparationEffect of Traverse Speed
If the microphone rotational speed is not too high the tone clusters from
neighboring n-harmonicswill not overlap, and there will be a one-to-one
reciprocal mapping between the (m, nll_ points in the modal-frequency spectrum
9
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n in the traversingof the neise field and the frequency components,_m,
microphone time signal.
This relationship,illustrated in Figure 3-2, may also be interpreted in terms
of the modal-frequency spectrum of the acoustic field, as shown in Figure 3-3.
To simplify presentation, it is assumed that the only significant frequencies,
_, in the fixed-coordinatespecificationof the fan noise field, correspond to
multiples of blade-passageharmonics: _= B:, 21_, etc. For each such
harmonic, the circumferenti_In_odalstructure can be represented by a set of
delta functions of strength |Cm| located at the appropriatemodal coordinate, m.
Thus the sound field in fixed _oordinates can be represented by a two-
dimensional spectrum in variables m ands. The effect of microphone rotation,
as given by eq. (3-]0) is to transform each (m,_) point in fixed coordinates
i into the frequency_> : _mn - (n_t-m_ in the rotating microphone coordinate
) system. This transformation Is shown in Figure 3-3 by connecting each (m,_)
point in the modal-frequency spectrumwith a point _' = _ on the vertical
.{ frequency axis by means of a line with slopeT_.
ij FREQUENCY,o_
iI oo =_mn =(nQ-mF') 2 BPF CONTAMINATED BY
3 BPF IN THIS RANGE
UNCONTAMINATED SIGNALS
FROM BPF MODES
l , I I I l
- 3B - 2B - O 0 B 2B 3B
CIRCUMFERENTIALMODENUMBER,m
' Figure 3-3 Modal Frequency S;_ctrum and Its Equivalent in Rotating
Microphone Signal
n
Recovery of the modal coefficients Cm comprising the microphone time signal,
lO
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p(t), in eq. (3-8) is patterned after the procedure described previously for
analysis of a time signal. In this case two parameters, m and n, are involved.
By measuring both fan shaft angle, If =.a.t, and microphone angle, • ='rt, a
reference signal is formed for target mode m = M and o_'dern = Ni
vN(t) : expi - (MT'- NA)t (3-II)
or : expi - [Me(t) - N_(t)]
#, /
where, generally,e(t)
= )_(t)dt and If(t): J-_(t)dt.
Multiplying this target signal by the microphone signa| and time-averaging
gives the transform
ITocnTr Tm-expi _] VN (t)dt |2{p(t,] =-_ - [Re (m_- n (3- ,
ITo _m _n CR
Tr{p(t)} = -_- -_-expi [(m- M)0(t)- (n-N)_(t)]dt (3-13)
n*
+ conjugate terms IrvolvingCm
For the single component of p(t) correspondingto th%target signal, that is,
m = M and n = N, the integrand is the constant, (I/2)C_. All other integrands
are oscillatory,including those for the conjugate terfls.Therefore, their
time-averageseither vanish exactly or can be made as small as desired by use
of a suitably long averaging time, T. Neglectingsuch residual terms, the
transform reduces to
c_ (3-14)
Tr {p(t)} :T
from which the modal coefficient is given by
CN = 2Tr{p(t)} (3-15)
For a harmonic, N,NOf fan shaft frequency (usuallyB, 2B, etc.) a succession
of target signals VM(t), with M --O, +l, +2, are used in the transform, eq.
(3-12), to give all the coefficier,cs _f the propagatinqmodes, in turn. In
II
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this manner, all the CM or, alternatively, only those of special interest may
be computed.
Details of the process will be developed later, especially the reduction of
residual terms. At this point i" is worth noting that for the targetN(m = M,
n = N) mode the integrand in ,.. (3-12) is just the constant (I/2)Cu,whether
or not the fan shaft and microphone speeds are constant, so that reci_ve_ of
the coefficients C_ by eq. (3-15) would not seem to depend upon maintaining an
ideally constant f_n speed during the data-acquisitiontime. Further analysis
of this question, which turns out to be more complicated,was a major subject ."
of the investigationand is reported later.
"_I 3.1.3 Determinationof Circumferential- Radial Mode Coefficients
B
The final step in the traversing microphone method utilizes the values of the
i circumferentialmodal coefficients,Cn, that have been calculated, as
:i described above, at _ach microphone r_dial location, to determine the radial
.! mode constituents,C_ , of the pressure field corresponding to each (m,n) pair.
! This radial mode dec_J_positionis not unique to the continuouslytraversing
_ microphone method, but common to all mode measurement systems where the
! acoustic pressure is measured at a plurality of angular locations and radii in
a common transverse plane of the fan ducz.
For each microphone radius, r=ri, the continuous microphone traverse method
has generated, as previously described, a set of circumferentialcoefficients
that depend on the_microphoneradius and can now be designated by Cn
instead of just C" to indicate their radial dependenc_. From the w_llr')- (-_nown
properties of the _coustic field in a cylindrical duct each such Cm (ri) (the
• complex pressure at r=ri due to mode m, order n) can be expanded in a series
of radial mode eigenfunctions,Emj_
Cn =__nC n E 'm(ri) m/L m/_km_i ) (i = 1,2, . .I) (3-16)
where E_(k_¢ri) = dm(km/wri)+ Q_Ym(k_r i) (3-17)
: Computer programs exist for calculating the eigenvalues km_and Qm_v.and
the resulting eigenfunctionsEm_ for circular or annular cructsin terms of
the appropriate inner and outer radii. Therefore, eq. (3-16) is a set of
linear equations in the unknown modal coefficients, C_, with known constant
• coefficients,Em_(k_.ri). There are U unknown quantitles, C_, where U
is the highest _adial mode, correspondingto m, that can propagate at
frequencyn_ These linear equations can therefore be solved for the Cmm_
provided that the number of equations, I, or radial locations at which"'the
circumferentialtraverses have been made to give the C_(ri), is at least
equal to the greatest number, U, of radial modes that can propagate to the
12
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plane of the microphones. Details of the method of solution are given in a
later s_ction of this report.
This concludes the basic descriptionof the principles of the traversing
microphonemethod. Detailed features of the method, and the effects of design
parameters and departures from ideal operating conditions are the subjects of
the remainder of this report.
3.2 SEPARATION OF TRAVERSE WAKE INTERACTIONNOISE
The general concept of measuring fan noise modal structure by means of a
plurality of microphones distributed across a section of the inlet duct has
always been subject to criticism due to concern with the fact that the wakes
from the microphone rakes or support structure are cut by the fan to create
extraneous interactionnoise modes. This extraneous noise makes it impossible
to obtain accurate measurementsof the primary noise mode structure present
under normal operating conditions. Exceptions to this problem of noise
contaminationhave existed under certain laboratory test conditions where the
microphone wake interaction_.were ignorable due to extremely low inlet air
velocitiesand/or small wake size. But, in practical, large scale fan rig or
engine configurations,many microphones are needed to measure the large number
of propagatingmodes, and since the inlet air velocity is substantial,wakes
from the required microphonesand their support structureare bound to produce
significantlevels of contaminatinginteractionnoise. In fact, circumvention
of this problem led to the concept of arrays of microphones confined to the
wall surface of the inlet, as described in ref. I and 2. One problem with such
wa11-mountedmicrophone arrays is that an undesirably large number of
microphonesand/or long test times are usually required.
Because of the importanceand prominence of this extraneous interactionnoise
problem, the continuously traversingmicrophone method was carefully examined
from this standpointbefore initiation of the detailed program of study which
is the subject of this report.
In the first place, it is obvious that any radia_'.yoriented rake, bearing a
set of microphones and spanning the inlet duct, will produce extraneous
interactionmodes of essentially all circumferentialorders, m, at each
harmonic of blade frequency.Minimizing dimensionsof rake and microphones and '_
streamliningmay help, but due to the substantial inlet airspeeds present in
practice, such measures may not be adequate. However, the modal structure of
the wake interactionnoise from the circumferentialtraversing microphone,
differs in a crucial way from the mode structure that would be generated by
the wake of a fixed radial rake. This distinction between the extraneous noise
fields of a fixed radial rake and a circumferentiallytraversing radial rake
allows the extraneous and primary interaction noise fields to be separated,
and thus permits accurate measurements of the primary, uncontaminatednoise
field to be made by the traversingmicrophone system.
The general nature of this distinction is equally obvious: the wake of the
fixed rake is fixed in space and time, whereas the wake of the traversing rake
rotates slowly about the duct axis. It is this apparently small difference
that matters, as is shown in the following analysis.
i 13
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Consider the wake of a fixed radial obstruction in the inlet, and especially
the Lth circumferentialspatial harmonic of this wake. When this distortion is
cut by the rotor, the interaction noise field will be a superpositionof
frequency harmonics of the form
(For B evenly spaced fan blades, n = B, 2B, etc.)
If, now, the radial obstructionturns slowly atl_rad/sec the relative air
velocity will not change magnitude, so that the wake defect and the modal
coefficientamplitudes are unaffected. However, due to the wake rotation the
frequency of wake cutting is changed. It can be shown, ref. II, that the
resulring pressure pattern becomes
p_(O,t) = Re{C_expi [(n +_)0- (n_;J&_)t]} (3-19)
This states that two mode-frequencypairs are produced:
mod_ number, m frequency,
(n-_) (n_-_T')
and (n +_) (no-+_l')
Because of wake rotation, the m = n-_ mode is now present at frequency
(n_L-Zl_) instead of just n_in the fixed wake interaction,and the other mode
with m = n+_has a higher frequency, nJZ+Zl_. (If the wake rotation is counter
to that of the rotor a negative value of _ is used.)
To obtain the corresponding time signal sensed by a microphone that also
rotates at l_, 0 is replaced by 6)=l't in eq. (3-19)just as was done for any
fixed wake interaction in obtaining eq. (3-8). The result is extremely simple
p_(t) : p,(e:Tt, t) : Re expi - n(jt-l_)t (3-20)
As a result of the cancellationof the (Tt terms in eq. (3-19) when the e = rt
replacement is made, it is seen that the rotating microphone signal is
completely free of any spectral component involving the wake harmonic,_.
q
The actual wake will be _ superpositionof spatial harmonics,_, so that the
complete microphone signal a_sociated with the nth frequency harmonic of rotor
shaft speed is
14
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or pn(t) : Re{Bn expi - n(_-l_)t} (3-22)
The extraordinary feature of this rotating microphone signal, as evident from
eq. (3-22), is that for each harmonic of rotor shaft speed, n, there is but a
_ component in the rotating microphone spectrum instead of a cluster of
Regardless of the rake wake structure, the rotating microphone signal
has a frequency of n(_%-?) despite the existence of the plurality of mode
pairs (n +_) for _= l, 2, etc. present in the duct acoustic field.
By comparison of this signal, eq. (3-22),with the more complicated signal
sensed by the rotating microphone that corresponds to the unperturbedmodal
field, eq. (3-8) and (3-10),the extraneous wake-cutting signal frequency
coincides with that of the single component of the unperturbed field mode
having m = n.
Instead of the microphone wake noise contaminatingall of the spectral
components, the contamination is restricted to spectral lines corresponding
only to those of the direct rotor field (m = n) rather than the general
_raction field having components corresponding to m = O, +l, +2, etc. for
each n. - -
For a rotor operating at subsonic tip speeds only those interactionnoise
modes having Iml |ess than n can propagate. Thus, the presence of components
in the rotating microphone signal at frequencies correspondingto the direct
rotor field where m = n are readily identified as due to the extraneous
microphone wake cutting noise and are ignored. All other spectral components
correspond to the primary interaction field to be measured and are
uncontaminatedby the wake of the traversing microphone system.
T_is ready separabilityof the "true" and "spurious" spectral components is
illustratedin Figure 3-4, for a symmetric B-blade rotor operating at subsonic
tip speeds. (At supersonicrotor speeds, where modes with m greater than B can
propagate, the spurious wake cutting signal will contaminate only the m = B
mode.)
m • IIIqm < -I ONI*Y pllI041'JI,_11AT _ '_ITOR _ml_D$
ll_I < l AT IUllONiC TIP _.lllOI
l]llllllllltlliil ,
*I 0 I
CIRCUMFERENTIAL MOO([ NUMllER. m
Figure 3-4 Spurious Signals Caused bv Traverse Microphone
Wake-Rotor Interaction
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4.0 COHPUTING ALGORITHMS AND SIMULATED TEST PROCEDURES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
During this investigationa computer program was developed to extract the
circumferentialmode coefficients,Cmm(ri),by transforms of the microphone
signals as given in eq. (3-12) and (3-15). Resolutionof these circumferential
modes into radial mode constituents,C_I_,by solution of the simultaneous
equations, eq. (3-16), comprised the n_xt part of the computer program. These
two subprograms form what is called the Analysis Program. '
Computer-simulatedtests were conducted to check out this program and study
the overall operating characteristicsof the traversing microphone system.
These tests required writing a program to simulate the pressure signal that
would be measured by the traversing microphone during the course of an actual
test run on an engine or fan rig. This computer program is called the
Synthesis Program. The Synthesis Program, obviously, would not be involved in
processing of any actual fan noise test data.
This section discusses the algorithms used to perform the required
calculations.The notation used here is consistent with that employed in the
previous sections. The actual computer programs involve somewhat different
notation to conform with standard practice. Consequently,to avoid problems
with translation of notation and because programming details are of secondary
interest,detailed descriptionsof the computer notation, programming, and
imput-outputformat are relegated _o Appendix B.
4.2 ALGORITHM FOR CIRCUMFERENTIALMODE COEFFICIENTS:Cn
m
For purposes of digital computation, the integral transform, eq. (3-12),used
to obtain the ci cumferentialmode coefficients, Cn, from the microphone
signals,must be replaced by a finite, discrete transform. The basic integral
transform of eq. (3-12) can be expressed as
flTr{p(t)} : T D(t) VM(t)dt
IST
= p(t) expi - [Me(t) Ni'(t)]dt (4-I)
T 0
The specific circumferentialmodal coefficient rN is then given by eq. (3-15)
i.e. M '
C_ = ?Tr {_)(t)}
(For simplicity, the radial location dependence of p(t) and M,N indices for
the operator symbol Tr_ } are suppressed.)
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Because the orthogona! properties of the sine and cosine functiens apply for
finite summation as well as for integration,an effective discrete transform
correspondingto eq. (4-I) is
Tr{D(tq)_ : _ p(tq)VNM(tq)_t
q:0
Q-l
l
= TZ p(tq) expi - [Me(tq) - N_C(tq)]_t
q=0
For Q equal time increments,At = T/Q, this becomes
Q-l
Tr{p(tq)} = _Z b(tq)expi -[M0(t q) - N_(tq)] (4-2)
q:0
Values of p(t), 8(t) andS(t) at the instants to are supplied to the
computer by digitizing the pressure and angle a_alog signals generated by
microphones and shaft angle transducers.The pressure signals must be
prefiltered by low-pass analog filters and the digitizing rate (or sampling
frequency)must be selected by Nyquist criterion to prevent aliasing. The
normal calculation procedure is to select an order N (usually B or 2B) of
interest, and to then execute eq. (4-2) for M : 0, +l, +2 . . up to the
maximum M that can propagate. This is done for each-radTaliy located
microbhone genMrating p(tQ). (The correspondingcircumferentialmode
coefficientsCM are just ICwicethe transform, by eq. (3-15).)
This procedure under ideal operating conditions is sufficient to obtain
accurate values of the CM. In practice, however, a number of factors may lead
to contaminationof the Pesult. These factors include the presence of
broadband random noise in the p(t) signals, and a combination of fan speed
variations and source-to-microphoneacoustic propagation time delays. These
effects are treated in some detail in Sections 5 and 6. For the moment, it is
sufficient to state that these contaminatingeffects can be reduced by
modifying the transformswith a weighting function factor, W(t) or W(tq), in
the integrand.This is a standard signal analysis procedure,called welghting,
tapering or windowing, employed to reduce the contamination("leakage") from
off-target frequency components in the signal.
Several standard weighting functions, W(to), are in use. For the current
traversingmicrophone study, two options Were used:
Rectangularweighting: W(tq) • 1 (4-3)
(as implied by eq. (4-2))
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1 2_tq,
Hamming weighting: W(tq) = _ [0.54 - 0.46cos(_j] (4-4)
The generalized,weighted form of the transform eq. (4-2) is
Q-I
Tr {p(tq)} : _ p(tq)W(tq)expi- [i_O(tq)- Nlf(tq)] (4-5)
q=O
This is the algorithm used in this study for computation of the coefficients CN
,4
employing either eq. (4-3) or (4-4) for the W(tq) weighting function options.
¢.3 ALGORITHM FOR CIRCUMFERENTIAL-RADIALMODE COEFFICIENTS Cn
,
After the circamferentialmode coefficients,Cn (ri) have been obtained at
each of the microphone radii, ri, a screening procedure _nould be used to
eliminate circumferentialm-modes judged to contribute comparatively
negligible C_ (ri) at all ri locations This screening may be done
manually by examlnationof a C_ (ri) printout table or by writing a
computer screening program to bridge the circumferentialand radial mode
subprograms.If the number of propagatingmodes is sufficientlysmall, it will
be simpler to compute all C_ without screening. (No such screening
procedures were needed or used in the computer-simulatedtests run in tnis
program.)
Then, correspondingto each C_(ri), a resolution into constituent
circumferential-radialmode coefficients,C_w, may be perfor_.edbynsolution
of the previously given simultaneousequations that express each Cm (ri)
in terms of the unknown coefficients, C_, and the Known eigenfunctions,
Emjw(k_ri), eq. (3-16), i.e.
#
U-I
cn(ri) :_ Cn Emf(kmz_ri) (i=l,2, I)mf
_:0
The known constants E_(kn)_ri) are computed from eq. (3-17).
U denotes the number of propagating radial (p) modes associated with the
circumferentialmode index, m. The largest number of radial modes will exist
for re=O,with progressivelysmaller numbers as m increases. Evidently t_le
number of microphone locations, I, must be at least equal to U. This means
that there will be more readings and equations available for obtaining the
comparativelyfew C_ when m is large than when m is small.
Procedures for solving eq. (3-16) have been examined in some detail and
reported in ref. 12. The procedure selected for use in this investigationwas
adopted on the basis of the ref. 12 study and for two other reasons that will
18
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be now developed. It is worth remarking that the prime objective of this
program was to study the propertiesand to refine the procedures of the
circumferentiallytraversingmicrophone system. It is on]y after tbe
circumferentialmode coefficientsC_ (ri) have been obtained by the
traversingmicrophone method or any other fixed-microphonearray method that
procedures for extracting the radial constituents, C_., need be considered.
A detailed study of radial mode extraction procedure'S,,such as reported in
ref. 12, is beyond the objectives of the program reported here.
for background purposes it is helpful to consider the hypotheticalcase where
the circumferentialmode coefficient,C_, has been determined_s a
continuous function of r, so that eq. (3-16) becomes
U-I
n
Cmn(r)=_ Cm/_Em/Jkm/Kr) (4-6)
/_=0
In this case, the Cn may be recovered by ap iying the Uessel transformas
folIows m/M
Iba U-_ ii Era/w(kmyWr)Emv(
cn(r)"r'Emv(kmvr)dr= Cn r kmvr)dr, (4-7)
' _=0 m/w
where the range of integration is from r = a at the hub or inner radius of the
annular duct to r = b at the tip or outer radius.
Because of the (r-weighted)orthogenalityof the eigenfunctions
I: I _'m f°r _:_
rEm,(k_ r)E (km_r)dr = (4-0)
'7" ,yw my 0 for /z # V
where l_mv= Iba rE2v(km r)dr,
only the diagonal terms on the right hand side of eq. (4-7) survive, thus
giving the Cn coefficient explicitlymy
n = 1 Ii cn (r).r.Emv(km_r)dr (4-91Cm_ _-mmv, m
This procedure and its result are closely analogous to the Fourier type
integral transform used previously for circumferentialmode analysis. However,
unlike the Fourier integral transform, it does not translate exactly into a
19 t| .
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discrete form because the orthogona]ityproperty, eq. (4-8) holds only for
integration and not also for finite summation.
Since in practice the _ (ri) are available at only a finite number of
radial locations, a discrete finite form for C_v , corresponding to
eq. (4-9), is not obtainable. There will always remain off-diagonal terms in
the equivalent of eq. (4-7). It may be expected that these off-diagonal terms
may be made small compared with the diagonal elements by employing small
r-increments(more microphones),by judicious selection of the ri locations
in the annulus, by use of some higher order numerical integration (such as
Simpson, _tc.), or by employing some combination of these measures.
The procedure selected in this study was as follows:
i. It was assumed that I equispaced microphones were employed to measure
the U radial modes, with I;U.
ii. Then, each of the I equations of eq. (3-16) is multiplied
by riEmv(kmvri)and the results are summed over i to give a new
set of equations
U-l I
Z cn(ri)riEmv(km_ri)=Z Cn EZ riEmf(kmywri)Em_(kmri)] (4-10)i=l /_=0 mf i=l
iii. The above set of equations,eq. (4-I0), is U simultaneouslinear
equations in the U unknowns, C_w. The first equation is obtained by
using the index p= O, the secdnd by v = l, etc., ending with P = U-l.
As described, there will be non-zero off-diagonalterms on the right
hand side. However, these terms will be small compared with the diagonal
elements if the ,umber of microphones, I, is reasonable and will
approach zero as I increases, because the finite summationsare
approximationsto the integrals having properties of eq. (4-8).
iv. Eq, (4-I0) is now in standard simultaneousequation form and can be
solved by any appropriate subroutineavailable in the user's computer
library.
Execution of this part of the analysis program completes the determinationof
the circumferential-radialmode coefficients. It may be shown that the
procedure described above corresponds precisely to obtaining a be-t fit, in
the least squares sense, of the U eigenfunctionsto the I data points,
Cm_(ri). A further discussion of tne procedure is presented in Section 5.
4.4 SIMULATION OF PRESSURE FIELD
As described in Section 4.1 a computer program was written to generate
computer-simulatedpressures that would be sensed by the traversing
microphones in an actual test. The simulation program starts with a selcctable
number of modal coefficients having known, ssumed values, :t then computes
the microphone pressure p(tq) at each instant of time as a superpositionof
the modal contributions.
20
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At this point, a provision is madP to modlfy the resulting pressure in a
. variety of ways. These modiflcationsmay involve rounding or truncating the
pressure or may involve the addition of random broadband noise. If no
' modificationsare made, the computed pressureswhen used as input to the '
= previously described analysis program will obviously result in computed nlodal
coefficientsthat agree with the initial input selections. (Insufficiently
close agreement indicates programmingerror or computer roundoff error, either
of which requires immediatecorrection.) Depending on the nature of the
modificationapplied, this simulation-analysisloop provides an instructive
C
means for __tudyingthe effects of d_viations from ideal operating conditions
upon the performanceof the traversingmicrophone method.
For constant speed operation, the algorithms used for synthesizingthe
, pressure at a typical microphone location are
p(tq) : Re_ Z cn expi[mO(tq) - n,(tq)] (4-11)m
, m n
where microphone anqle O(tq) =T'tq (4-12)r
fan shaft angle 1((tq)=_ttq (4-15)
The pressure, P(tn), thus simulated by eq. (4-II) s_rves as input to the i,
analysis algorithnl,eq. (4-5). The values of O(tq) andl_(ta) obtained from
(4-12) and (4-13) are also used to formulate the target signals,
vN(tq) = expi - [MO(tq) - Nl'(tq)], (4-14)
r
employed in the analysis tr:nsform,eq. (4-5).
"_ In eq. (4-11),each _ is a circumferentialmode coefficientat the typical
microphone radius. The phase of this coefficient is defined as zero when the
microphone is at e:, 0 and the shaft angle is at l'= 0 or any integral
multiple of 21r.This conventionconforms with standard mode measurement
practice.
In the simulatedtests perforned here the number of modes employed to make up
the pressure was kept small to make toe program more easily manageable and its
results clearer than if very many modes were used. Most "tests" employed only
1 or 2 shaft harmonics, n - B and/or n = 2B. For each such n, frequently a
single m mode was used, and rarely were more than three moues present.
In the analysis part of the program, values of the target parameters, M and N,
included the m and n input values, together with other m and n for which there
was no input (C_ = 0). An ideal, perfect result of a "test" was to obtain
all the input m_de C_ accuratelyand to obtain essentially zero output when
targetingother modes.
21
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As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the ideal pressure signal,
simulated by eq. (4-11), couid be modified when desired in order to reflect
roundinq or truncatingor to include the addition of a computer-generated
random noise signal to simulate broadband noise. These options are discussed
in Section 5.
It should be repeated that eq. (4-11), eq. (4-12), and eq. (4-13) apply only
to constant rotor and traverse speeds. Variable sp_.edoperation requires
different expressionsand is discussed in Section 6.
Simulated tests for determinationof the circumferential-radialmode
coefficients,CmmM,in terms of the circumferentialcoefficients,C_(ri),
were performed separately from the circumferential traverse program for
reasons given in Sectiofl4.3.
:,ealgorith,nused to simulate the circumferentialmode coefficient,
L,h_(ri} at a plurality of radii, ri, is given by eq. (3-16}, i.e.
U-I
cn(ri) :_ Cnm/wEm/,_kn_,ri)
I /_=0
For a fixed m and n, a set of Cmm=would be selected correspondingto
)w: O, l.... (U-I) and the C_(ri)_r,-would be computed for each microphone
radius. These simulated C_n(ri) could then be modified to incorporate
_ truncation errors, for example, or other options. The modified C_(ri) then
served as ir.putto the analysis algorithm, eq. (4-10). Comparison of input and
output values of the _iwled to an evaluation of the radial mode
decomposition process.
22
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5.0 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS- CONSTANT SPEED OPERATION
At this point a prospective user of the travers,ng microphone method probably
has two types of questions to b_ resolved:
I. How should design parameters of the system - traverse speed, traverse
time, etc. - be selected to make measurements on a specific engine or rig?
2. How significantwill deviations from ideal operating conditions, such as
rig speed fluctuations,broadband fan noise, etc. be in affecting the
accuracy of the results?
Both classes of questions are addressed in this Section 5 and in Section 6.
Variable speed operation is discussed in Section 5 rather than in 5. Although
it is but one form of deviation from ideal operation, its scope and impact on
all mode measurementswarrants special attention.
There is not always a clear boundary between the type I (desion paramete;-s)
and type 2 (deviation)matters, but this categorizationmay neverthelessbe
; helpful.
A listing of some topics in these categories follows:
' _Desi.gnParameters to Be Selected
Tra___rsespeed l_
Traverse time T
Traverse turns R (= (I/2/r)_T)
Digitizing rate Q/T
Microphone radii ri
Number of microphones I
Deviations and Errors
Error in pressure measurement
Error in rotor angle measurement
Error in microphone angle
Residual ter_ errors in algorithm
Extraneous spectral components
Broadband noise contamination
Rotor speed deviations (Section 6)
Traverse speed deviations (Section 6)
Section 5.1 discusses the frequency response function of the system, which is
basic to further study. Section 5.2 addresses questions that deal primarily
with selection of design parameters,and Section 5.3 focl,seson the effect of
errors such as listed above. Because these matters are often related, there
j will be frequent cross-referencesbetween 5.2 and 5.3.
23
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The characteristicsdiscussed in Sections 5 and 6 were determined by means of
analytical studies or computer-simulatedtests, or by a combination of these
methods.
Selection of design parameters and estimation of the effects of deviations
from ideal operating conditions is based on the frequency response function of
the system,which will now be examined.
5.1 SYSTEM FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
A frequency response function of the traversing microphone system will be
defined as the result of transforminga unit amplitude, complex pressure
signal at a_bitrary frequency,_, by transforms of the type given in Section 3
for the continuous case and in Section 4 for the discrete analysis.
A unit weighting function, W(t)• l is considered first. For the integral
transformsof Section 3, the frequency response function, denoted by y, has
the generic form
_ +T
a
y = _ expi (-_t) expi (._ot)dt (5-1a)
a
l i ta + T
V = T _ expi (c_o -uJ)t dt (5-1b)t
a
I +T
l ta expi (a_t)dt (5-Ic)Y=T
t
a
The factor expi (-_t) represents any pure harT._oniccomponent in the signal
p(t). The target signal, under constant fan and traverse speeds, is given by
expi (_ot), and_ is the difference frequency. As is seen, y is a function
of m_ and also of the averaging time, T, and the initial time, ta.
The integration in eq. (5-1c_ is immediate, and after a little manipulation,
the result can be expressed in _ standard form
sina_T/2
Y - _---_FT_--expia_(ta + T/2) (5-2a)
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or, wi th _> = 2_'_f,
q
si n_fT_7"
Y : afTer expi[2_f(ta + T/2);_r] (5-2b)
The amplitude of v indicates how well a signal is measured and is the well
known "diffractionfunction"
dif(AfT) = sin(mfT_) (5-3)
:fT_
It is occasionallymore convenient to denote this same quantity by the
notation
sinafTr sin :_T/2
diff(:fT_-)= "Aftr = _T/2 = diff(_uaT/2) (5-4)
This function is unity for Zlf = 0 and has zeros where _f is a multiple of
I/T. It is sketched in Figure 5-I. The height of the nearest side lobe is
about -13.5 dB relative to the main lobe, and subsequent maxima vary inversely
with _f. Note that if the time origin is defined at the midpoint of the run,
so that ta = -T/2, the phase shift implied by the exponential factor in
eq. (5-2b) vanishes for alIAf.
Ivl= DIR&f'r)I 1.0
0._ - 13 dB '
-rd -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
T T T T T T T T _" T T T
&f
Figure 5-I System Frequency Response Function Amplitude
lyl = dif(_fT) = sin(&fTr)/(&fTr)
(Uniform Weighting, W = l)
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Before applying the properties of the response function to the traversing
micronhone system, the response functions for the discrete form of the
transform and for the weighted transforms will be described.
The discrete analog of the response function, eq. (5-1c), corresponding
to the response function For the discrete transform, eq. (4-2), is
Q-I
= + :tq) (5-5)Yd expi A_(ta
: q:0
This is a geometric series of Q terms, with ratio = expiA_'±t and sums to
sin (_T!2)
Yd- Q sin(_,_T/2) expi_a(ta + __) (5-6a)
_ sin(AfT_
Yd expi (Af2_rt+ Q " 1 _fT_) (_-Sb)
sin(_fT_) a TQ
When the number of samp,_ points, Q, is large and when the time origin is
chosen at the midpoint of the run, this reduces to
sin(AfT_)
Yd - sin(l_T_r)_M (5-6c)Q
This differs from the continuous case because of the periodicity of the
denominator.When _fT/Q approaches unity, both denominatorand numerator
approach zero in such a way that the result approaches unity, as is also the
case for zeroAf. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 5-2. The full
response at af = Q/T, the sampling frequency,means that the signal to be
analyzed must be analog prefiltered to prevent this false response, called
aliasing. For large values of Q and forAf less than half the sampling
frequency, a good approximation to eq. (5-6c) is provided by the continuous
form, eq. (5-3).
The minor lobes of the response function, either eq. (5-3) or eq. (5-6), are
undesirable since they contaminatethe transform of p(t) over a wide range of
frequencies different from the target frequency. Side lobe suppressioncan be
achieved through use of weighting functions, as described in Section 4.2. In
this program only the Hamming weighting, eq. (4-4), has been used (in addition
to rectangul:ror W(t) m l weighting).
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Figure 5-2 Discrete Analog of System Response Function
With a weighting function, W(t), defined by eq. (4-4) the response function,
taking ta = 0 for simplicity, is
v = T W(t) expi _t dt (5-/a)
J
Q-l
or vd = _)W(Atq) expi (_tq) (5-/b)
q=O ..
With algebra similar to that used for the W(t) ; I cases, it can be shown,
ref. 1, that the resulting frequency function amplitudesare
I'HI"Y(_)_0.,2s926_y(/,l)+y(_-I); (_-8_I
where
A_" -- (5-8b) -
is used for the continuous case, eq. (5-7a)
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_ sin_) (5-8c)
i
, applies to the discrete case, eq. (5-7b)
and also where /_=afT (5-8d)
It would be convenient for later use to employ a notation for the amplitude of
the transform, IYNI, which is the frequency response function for Hamming
weighting, that parallels the functions dif( ) and diff( )used for uniform
weighting.
For W(t) : Hamming weighting, eq. (4-4), the transform is
with amplitude denoted by
Hamm(m_T/2) - sin:_T/2 [sin(_T/2 +_r)+ sin(_.oT/2-_-r_
_T/2 + 0.425926 (_T/Z +_1 (_T/_ -_ (5-9b)
= diff(A_T/2) + 0.425926[diff(_T/2 +_) + diff(m_T/2 -_)] (5-9c)
or by
: 0 4 [;in(4fT + l);r sin(_fT_-_l)z"_,Ham(AfT) sinAfTJrAfT_+ . 25926 (_fT + l)j7 + (_fT J (5-9d)
= dif(AfT) + 0.425g26[dif(z_fT+ l) + dif(:fT - l)] (5-9e)
In these expressions, the functions dif( ) and diff(), defined ir eq. (5-3)
and eq. (5-4) are the frequency response function amplitudes for the uniformly
weighted transform,with W(t)" I.
The Hamming weighted system response function is represented in .igure 5-3.
Two important changes from the unweighted case, Figure 5-2, should be noted:
The greatest side lobe is now about 44 dB below the main lobe, a reductionof
about 30 dB. However, the main lobe i_ twice as wide as In the unw'eightedcase.
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Figure 5-3 Hamming Weighted System Response Function
The extended main lobe or bandwidth can be compensated for bv doubling the
integrationtime, thus giving a frequency response that is as sharp as that of
the unweighted transform but substantiallywithout tileside lobe contamination.
Under ideal operating conditions,as will be shown, the only components of
p(t) in the rotating microphone signal occur for_f = 0 and at zeros of the
basic resoonse function of eq. (5-3) and eq. (5-6); therefore, there is no
contaminationand no need for weighting the transform. However, it will be
shown that under real conditions signals are not restrictedto these
locations, and Hamming weighting is needed to reduce their contaminationof
the indicated target signal.
These frequency response functionswill now be applied to the specific time
signals generated in the traversing microphone system. Some simplifications
are made for convenience:
I. The time origin ,rillbe taken at the midpoint of the run so that the
phase shift factors in eq. (5-2) will _e unity (amplitudeof the result
remains the same).
2. Since the number of points, Q, is large, the simpler continuous forms,
eq. (5-2), can be used in place of the discrete expressions,eq. (5-6).
3. ,_anyproperties of both Hamming-weighteatransformsand the uniform
weighting, W(t) I, are common. The simpler, uniform, case will be
emphasized, and the pertinent distinctions _etween this case and the
Hamming procedurewill be pointed out.
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Accordingly,eq. (5-2) and its representation,Figure 5-I will be employed,
,_ with appropriate reference in the case of Hamming to eq. (5-8) and Figure 5-3.
I The procedure involves simply replacing_f in the generic Frequency response
function with its specific values in terms of the traversing microphone
system, m, M, n, N,_,_, and T.
Eq. (5-3), repeated here for convenience
y = dif(&fT) : sin(AfT_)
_fT_
is applied for the appropriatevalues of mf arising in the transform of the
, pressure si0nal given bv eq. (3-13), also repeated in slightly modified form,
for the constant speed case.
n IT/2
Tr{p(t)_ _m _n _--_ I expi N)_Jt} (3-13))-T/2 {[(m- M)l_- (n - dt
n*I {
Cm _ T/2
+_ _ T -T/2expi[-(m + M)T'+ (n + N)_t dt
m n
(The conjugate terms invelving (Cnm_)/2arise from the representationof p(t)
as the real part of Cn expi (mO-cat)). It will now be shown that the
contributionsto the transform from conjugate terms and from off-target modes
and orders can be made negligible, resulting in the correct target
coefficient,C_.
There are four combinations:
a. Target mode and order m = M, n -=N
b. 0ff-target mode, target order m 14M, rl= N
c. Target mode, off-target order m = M, n  N
d. Off-targetmode, off-target order m )&M, n _ N
30
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For each case, the _a = 2;_&f (the arguments of the above expi functions) for
the direct terns and for the conjugate terns (C*/2) must be evaluated. The
results are:
Case Direct Terms Conjugate Terms
a. (Target m and n) 0 -2MI_+2N11.
b. m# H, n = N (m-M)1" -(m + M)I_ + 2NJ3.
c. m = M, n _ N -(n - N)_ -2MT_+ (n+N)_
d. m _ M, n # N (m-M)l_- (n - N)_ -(m + M)r + (n + N)_
By estimating the above values of_=a and evaluating the response function
eq. (5-2), the properties of the system may be found.
Case a: Target m and n
The direct term A=j = 0 so it always contribute_ the correct result, C_/2,
independentlyof all system parameters.
Hqwever, there is an unwanted contribution from the conjugate term of amount
C_/2 diff[(-2Mr + 2N&t)T/2].The worst circumstance is when af is small, and
the smallestAf will be for N = l and M = l (M can nnt exceed N for
propagation).The lowest frequency is then4g = 2(/_.-_'. 'q Section 5.2.1 it
is shown that to prevent overlapping of adjacent e clusters from orders n
and n+l,_ must be restricted to sufficiently low speeds, in particular,r/_,
I/(2n+l) where n is the maximum order of interest. For 2BPF as the highest
frequency of interest in the 32 blade P&WA fan rig,_/a_< 1/65, so_ can be
iqnnred in (_--l_). The lowest frequency present in the conjugate term then is
2A. (This is for tracking shaft order, not BPF)
We thus have the worst possible case giving
1 ldif(&fT) -
As an extreme example, SUpDOSe T is as short as one second. Then
dif(Aft) = 1/200rfor a rig speed of I00 rps, and the conjugate term
contribution is only 20 loglO diffAf or -60 dB. This is an ignorable error.
But even so, it is much larger than will occur in pr3ctice, for three reasons.
First, an integrationtime of at least lO seconds is more realistic,as will
be discussed later. This duration would give another 20 dB reduction.
Secondly, the frequency is unlikely to coincide with a minor peak in the
resoonse function. And, thirdly, the lowest order n of interest will most
likely be blade order, rather than shaft order. For n = B = 32 in the P&WA
lO-inch fan rig, still a further reduction of 30 dB results. Thus, a more
realisticestimate is that the conjugate term contamination is less than -lO0
dB, truly iqnorahle.
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It will be clear bj this type of estimation that the effects of conjugate
terms "n the other cases b, c, and d are also ignorable since their associated
_dare roughly the same order (NzLor 2Nzl)as in the case "a" jus_ considered.
Continuing now with a discussion of the remaining direct terms, there results:
Cases c and d: (n_ N)
In these cases the direct term_ contains a term (n-N)_r_which will have a
least value ofzL when (n-N) = I. By the arguments presented above, the
resultingLu_will always be sufficientlyhigh so that dif(_fT) is ignorable
comparedwith unity.
Case b: m_ M, n : N
This c ,, the only situationwhere there is a possibility of contaminating
the di,._ctterm with an off-target signal. This case involves a common n = N If_
order but an off-targetmode, m # M. If _w_= (m-M)_ is substituted there
results
dif(mfT) - sin(_T/2) _ sin[(m - M)mT/2]
_T/2 (m - M)Y'T/2 (5-I0)
Unlike the cases considered previously, the _a is not a function of shaft
speed,/%,but rather involves the much smaller traverse speed I".Consequently,
the denominator in dif(mfT) will not make the result ignorable as it did
previously.
Instead, dif(_fT) must be made small -- so that there is negligible
contamination-- by arranging for the numerator to be small. This is easily
done: Let1"T = Lo, the total angular travel of the microphone during the
traverse time, T. Then
sin[(m - M) Lo/2]
dif(AfT) = (m - M) Le/2 (5-11)
If Le is made an integral number, R, of full turns, then Le/2 : R_and the
numeratorvanishes for all m _ M. Thus, there will be no contaminationof the
target mode signal by any modes in the n = N tone cluster. m
The basic operation of the t_aversingmicrophone system is represented in
Figure 5-4. This shows the system targeted to mode t4,and represents
frequenciesof neighboringmodes loc(_tedT" apart (7" = [I/2T]I')at the zeros
of the response function. In Figure 5-4a one complete microphone turn (R = I)
is employed, and the use of 2 turns _,sshown in Figure 5-4b. The traverse
speed,I"'= R/T rps is common in both cases, so in Figure 5-4b the time T
doubles, narrowing the bandwidth of the frequency response. As will be shown
later, a narrow bandwidth is desirab]e since it reduces the effect of broad-
band random noise upon the target made coefficient measurement.
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Figure 5-4 System Response to Target and Off-TargetModes
(Uniform Weighting)
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If the traverse speed were reduced, the time required t_ execute R turns would
increase and the bandwidth would be reduced. The frequenciesof modes m _ M
would also contract, maintaining zero contaminationfrom nontarqet modes.
The case of a Hamming weighted transform is shown in Figure 5-5. Because of
the larger main beam width, use of a single turn, i11ustrated in Figure 5-5a
results in an extremely large contamination, -7.4 dB, from modes immediately
bordering the target. This contamination is removed by eml_loyingtwo complete
traverse turns, as shown in Figure 5-5b.
Using these properties of the response function of the transform, it is now
possible to select the design parameters of the system and to study _he
effects of departures from ideal operating conditions.
' 5.2 DESIGN PARAMETER SELECTION
5.2.1 Traverse Speed,T"
An upper bcund to tne microphone traverse speed,P, may be determined from
examinationof eq. (3-10),which gives the frequency_n sensed by the
microphone due to the mth circumferentialmode of the nth rotor shaft order,
n= n__ml _
Cd m
It may be seen from this expression,and from Figu.'es3-2 and 3-3 that if r is
made too large, the tone clusters associated with neighboring orders, n, will
overlap, thus making identificationdifficult if not impossib|e.
It is necessary in order to prevent such overlap that the nighest_ in the
tone cluster associatedwith the largest order, n, of interest is 1_ss tnan
the lowest_ generated by the (r,+1)stharmonic.._orsubsonic fan tiD speed
ooeration, it is conservativeto take the greatest lmi that can propagate as
equal to n.
Then the hiehest frequency at which C_ must be measured will be
t_nlmax= n_+Imlr - n(A+_). This corresponds to the reverse spin mode,
m = .n,
The closest frequency to this will be generated by a forward spinning oattern
of m = n + I in the tone cluster associated with the (n + I) _armonic. This
frequency is _n+ilmin = (n + l)_- (n  I)T_.
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Separationof the n and (n + I) Jrder tone clusters requires
; 7
max m min
or n(_+l _) _ (n + I)(_I.-I_)
: This requires
_ 1
Z). _ (5-12)
Some illustrationswill be of interest. Consider measurements on the lO-inch
fan rig at I00 rps (6000 rpm) and in the JTgD engine at 40 rps (2400 rpm). And
supposemode measurementsare required for harmonics up through n = 2B in one
illustrationand up to n = 3B as another illustrativecase. With B = 32 and 46
in rig and engine, respectively,the greatest allowable traverse speeds are
; given in Table 5-I below.
TABLE 5-I
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TRAVERSE SPEEDS
Highest Shaft Harmonic lO-Inch Fan Rig JT9D Engine
to Be Analyzed (lO0 rps rotor) (40 rps rotor)
n = 2B 0.775 rps 0.216 rps
n = 3B 0.518 0.144
These traverse rates seem reasonable from a test standpoint.They do not
appear too fast for standard operation, and the lowest figure implies about
seven seconds for one turn, which is not excessively long. Selection of a
traverse speed would probably be based on as large a value as possible, under
the above limitation, in order to reduce data acquisition time, and would also
be governed by mechanical speed limitations of the specific drive system to be
used.
5.2.2 Digitizing rate, Q/T ,_
Because of the periodic nature of the discrete frequency response function,
when the transform is targeted to a specific frequency, f, there will be
" additional full response to all signals at frequencies f + Q/T, f + 2 Q/T etc. :
These are called the aliases n_ f and will contaminate the target signal at f. '
To prevent this contaminationIt is necessary to select a sufficiently high
digitizingrate or sampling frequency, Q/T, and also to remove from the signal
to be digitized those frequency components that are much higher than the
highest frequenciesof interest. A simple guide for this procedure is to
provide a low-pass analog filter that will attenuate the microphone signa_ by
36
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about 45 dB--in this application--betweenthe maximum frequencyof interest,
fmax, and twice this frequency, 2fmax. Then the resulting signal to be
d_g1"tizedwill have no significantcomponents higher than 2fmax. The
digitizing rate is then selected as Z x 2 fmax or 4 fmax. If, for example,
interest is restricted to frequenciesbelow 2BPF, a filter attenuatingat
least 45 dB at 4BPF must be provided. Thi_ fi_,teredsignal is then digitized
at a rate of about 8BPF to ensure against aliasing. This is a conservative
procedure:actually 6 BPF sampling rate is sufficientand with a sharper
filter something slightly ....."e than 4 BPF could be tolerated. Unless
significantlyhigher frequenciesneed be analyzed, this procedure,which
requires only sim_]e filters on each microphone, is probably satisfactory.
I
The characteristicsof the P&WA lO-inch fan rig were used for the majority of
the computer-simulatedtests of this program. Twice blade passage frequency,
2 BPF, was selected as the highest frequency of interest. With 32 blades and
operating at 100 rps, twice blade passage frequency is 2 BPF = 2 x 32 x 100 =
6400 Hz. The digitizing rate of 4 fmax is then Q/T = 4 x 6400 = 25,600 Hz.
(Note: Because the microphone signals were simulated in digital form by the
synthesis computer program rather than obtained from a real test, analog
filtering was not a part of the program.)
5.2.3 Traverse Time, T, and Turns, R
Traverse time, speed, and angular extent, Le are related by Le =fT. In
; Section 5.1 it was shown that Le must be an integer number, R, of complete
turns. Denoting traverse speed in ros by I" =I'/2_ there follows
R = l_'T
so that the traverse time follows from
T = R/r', (5-13)
where R is an integer (l or more for uniform weighting and 2 or more for
Hamining).
: It has now been shown (Section 5.2.1) thatl_ must not exceed a calculable
upper bound. T_ should be selectedas large as can be convenientlyproduced,
subject to this restriction.Then when R is selected,T follows from
eq. (5-13). The design question comes down to: How many turns, R, are
required?This question is not easily answered either in principle or in a '
specific test because it depends upon conditions that have not yet been
considered in the discussion oF the traversing microphone system, namel_, the
presence of broadband random noise in the microphone signal and the effects of
variations in fan operating speed.
It will be shown later that both R and T will need to be larger than implied
by eq. (5-13) for one or two turns, l'hisimplies selecting r a._ large as
convenient (subject to the upper bound condition) and selecting R (and the
associated time) in accordancewith procedures to be described later on.
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(At this point it may be app,-eciatedthat with broadband noise in the
microphone signal, increasingT sharpens the frequency response of the
transform and reduces broadband contamination.But it is not obvious that T
should he increased by increasingR rather than by reducingl_.)
Furt_er discussion of these design parameters is given in Sections 5.3.5 and
6. A treatment of the n_JmberI and disposition, ri, of the microphones
across the duct annulus is found in Section 5.3.6.
5.3 EFFECTS OF DEVIATIONS FROM IDEAL OPERATING CONDITIONS
The results of computer-simulatedtests and analysis, provided in Section 5.3,
demonstratethe effects of reaso,_abledeviations from ideal operating
conditions. The algorithm for simulating the pressure-timehistory of a
circumferentiallytraversing microphone and the algorithm for processing this
data to retrieve the known input mode amplitudes, C_, were programmed and
checked out without deliberBtely simulatingany errors. This checkout is
described in Section 5.3.1.
The synthesizedpressure values were rounded off prior to running the analysis
program in order to simulate the effects of dlgitizing data and, to some •
degree, to simulate the effects of broadband random noise contamination. These
resultsare presented in Section 5.3.2. Effects of microphone-angleand
rotor-angleerrors are discussed, respectively,in Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4,
followed by a discussion in Section 5.3.5 of moderately large amplitude
broadband random noise contamination. Section 5.3.6 discusses the errors in
circumferential-radialnw)decoefficients, Cm ; a complete simulation-
reductioncase is presented, including radial modes.
The approach taken for the computer simulationwas to input a set of modes at
known complex amplitudes,usually (1+i0) or (0 + iO) and attempt to deter_,ine
the amplitudesof a target set of modes, usually larger in number than the
input set. Deviations from ideal operating conditions were accomplished by
minor modifications to the computer code. Output from the sit.nulation-re.iuction
sequencewas then compared with the known input value to evaluate the desired
effect. The results were generally satisfactoryin that the modes input with
amplitudes different from zero were recovered practically unchanged while
those input with zero amplitude were _ecovered with negligible amnlitudes.
Since the quantities of interest were the differences between assumed and
computed moae amplitudes and since these differenceswere usually small, the
data are presented in table form rather than as plots. Where possible, the
tables include output in both physical units and as decibels referenced to I,
i.e., 20 log (C/l). Double precision computationyielding approimately 16
decimal digits was used for the circumferentialmode simulation-reduction
program, but the result was rounded to eight significantdigits for Rri ring. _.
A value of 5 in the 9th decimal place corresponds to 20 log (5 x 10-7) n
-166 dB, so that a mode amplitude, printed as zero to eight decimal places, is
at least 166 dB below the usual input value of I. This is considered
sufficientlyaccurate relative to errors expected from deliberate changes.
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5.3.1 Basic Computer System Checkout
Two separate but related computer programs were used to eva]uate the
circumferentiallytraversingmicrophone method of mode measurement. The first,
or Radial Mode Program, computes a set of circumferentialmode coefficients
C_n(ri) from an assumed set C_, which includes radial modes.
Optionally, the deck can transform a set of C_ (ri) to C_. As discussed
in Appendix B, this program was formed from subroutinesdeveloped and
docu_lentedelsewhere, its checkout consisting simply in running a case for
which hand calculationswere available in order to ensure the parts were
assembled correctly.
The secona, or CircumferentialMode Program, synthesizes the _ressure fiel_
and rotor and traverse microphone angles as functions of time and allows for
incorporationof deliberate errors of various sorts. It then performs the
; discrete Fourier transform required to recover the original mode amplitudes
_m- This second program incorporatesall the novel features of the
circumferentiallytraversiflg_icrophnne method and, therefore) required a more
thorough checkout. This was done by comparing output mode amplitudeswith the
known input values with no deliberate additional errors introduced. Agreement
indicatedproper functioningof the program.
A preliminarycheckout of the results of the study of residual levels reported
in Section 5.1 was made by evaluating various sums of exponentials for a large
number of samples. The simulationproduced levels much higher than had been
expected, but investigationrevealed this result to be associated with
accumulatedround-ofF error from the summing of a large number, typically
256,000, of single precision addends. Changing all operations from single to
double precision eliminated this source of error, and the theoretical low
residuallevels of Section 5.1 were achieved. Since the cost of increasing
precisionwas not very significanton the available computer, it _vasdecided
to do all prcgramming for the CircumferentialMode Program in double precision.
Checkout cases were then run for this program. The first consisted oF a single
input mode, C__ , with a complex input level of l + iO = IZ___.Targets
included the input _ode and several others covering a range thought to be
typical and likely to uncover any problems. The rotor speed was selected as
lO0 rps, which is a convenient number near the range of the Pratt & _Whitney
Aircraft lO-inch rig. The traverse speed was 0.I rps. The number of samples
was selected as 256,000 and the time between samples was t = 0.0000390625
seconds for a total run of lO seconds. Contaminationwas not deliberately
included.
The results are shown in Table 5=2. The input mode is seen to have been
recoveredcorrectly to eight decimal digits, correspondingto a loss of 0 dB
relative to the input value I. Contamination from tne input mode general_y did
not affect the remainingmodes, whicn have computed amp!itudes of zero to
eight decimals, correspondingto levels more than 166 dB below that of the
input mode. The one exception to this statement is the M=O N=288 target mode
which is seen to be equal to the input mode. This frequency, N_= 28,800 Hz,
39
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is one of the aliases of the input frequency 32 x 100 = 3,200 Hz, as discussed
in Section 5.1 and in ref. 13, and, therefore, is as expected. If mode
informationwere required at this higher frequency in an actual application,
the sampling rate would be increased to eliminate the aliasing.
|
TABLE 5-2
RESULTS OF BASIC SYSTEM CHECKOUT WITH SINGLE INPUT MODE
m : 0 n : 32 C_z = I/00
Rotor Speed = I00 rev./sec
Traverse Speed : 0.1 rev./sec
Number of Time Increment.: = 256,000
Time Increment Between Samples = 0.0000390625 sec
Total Run Time : lO sec
Output
Target Target
M N .JC_J Pressure Units IC_J - dB re 1
Input Mode -_-0 32 1.00000000 0
1 | .00000000 *
32 t .00000000 *
0 33 .00000000 *
32 # .00000000 *
0 256 .00000000 *
1 | .00000000 *
2 t .00000000 *
0 288 l.00000000 0
• Greater than 166 dB below l
Additional c_ses were run in which the number of input modes was increased to
nine. The remaining input details were the same as in the previous case.
Targets included some of the input modes as well as some assumed to be zero. A
typical sample of the results is presented in Table 5-3. As can be seen, input
modes were reproduced accuratelyand those not input produced zero output. It
was,therefore,concluded that the program was operating correctly and ready to
be used.
i
i 5.3.2 Effect of Pressure Rounding Error
In an actual application of the Traversing Microphone System, the pressure
' signal, p(t), is derived from a probe-mountedmicrophone and its associated
electronics.Systematic errors such as harmonic distortion due to
nonlinearitieswere assumed to have negligible effect on p(t). However, an
attempt was made to quantify errors arising out of the digitizing process by
rounding the simulated pressure values to various degrees and determining the
resultingcontamination for a large number of targets.
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TABLE5-3
RESULTS OF BASIC SYSTEM CHECKOUT WITH MULTIPLE MODE INPUT
Input
m n C
-16 32 lO/._Q.°.
-8
-4
-2
0
2
4
8
16
M N_ !C_I - Pressure Units IC_I - dB re l
Input Mode --,-0 32 I.00000000 0
Input Mode ---16 l.00000000 0
l .00000000 *
9 .00000000 *
•Greater than 166 dB below l
For C'hefirst case run, the input traverse speed was O.l rev./sec, all values
of n oeing set equal to 32. Total run time was lO seconds. Time between
successivesamples was 0.0000390625,and the total number of samples was
256,000. To increase the number of distinct angular values used in the
analysis transform (MO- N_')in eq. (4-2), rotor spee% were selected with
values that were not small integer multiples of other parametersof the input.
For this c._e, the value lO0 + 200/9 was evaluated to the accuracy available
_, the double precision computer calculation, yielding a rotor speed of
122.222 . . rev./sec. This procedure greatly increased the number of
distinct angles used in the computer run.
SimuIazed pressures were computed at each instant of time for each input mode,
m, and summed. The results were rounded to two decimal places, designated .xx,
and then reduced. The effects of pressure rounding are shown in Table 5-4.
Input modes were recovered quite well while noninput modes have levels
approximately85 dB below the reference input value of one pressure ,mit.
In order to determlne the inlportanceof the degree of rounding, a second
series was run using enly one inout mode with the remaining s;mulation
parametersas before. Results are presented in Table 5-5 for no rounding,
rounding to two decimal places, .xx, and _ounding to one decimal place, .x.
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TABLE 5-4
EFFECT OF ROUNDING SIMULATED PRESSURES - SEVERAL INPUT MODES
Pressure Rounded to 2 Decimal Places (.XX)
Rotor Speed --lO0 + 200/9 = !22.222... rev./sec
Traverse Speed = O.l rev./sec
Run Time = lO sec
Input Amplitudes All = I/O°_ Pressure Units
All n=N=32
Input m Target M !Cj_I- Pressure Units IC_I - dB re. l
0 0 l.00006765 .00059
l .00006150 -84
2 2 I.00005894 .00051
3 .00007121 -83
4 4 i.00005992 .00052
5 .00004746 -86
6 6 I.00006335 .00055
7 .00006109 -84
8 8 I.00005514 .00048
9 .00006994 -83
lO
12
14
16
18
27 00006242 -84
28 00006561 -84
29 00005471 -85
3(I 00007549 -82
31 00004471 -87
32 00006487 -84
33 00005479 -85
34 00005446 -85
35 00006006 -84
36 00005776 -85
46
48
50
52
54
55 .00007029 -83
56 56 l.00006154 .00053
57 .00006601 -84
58 58 l.00005765 .00050
59 .00007357 -83
60 60 l.00005728 .00050
61 .00006440 -84
62 62 l.00004586 .00040
63 .00006396 -84
64 64 I.00006642 .00058
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TABLE_,-5
EFFECTOF ROUNDINGSIMULATEDPRESSURETO VARIOUSDEGREES- ONE INPUT MODE
Input
m = ] n = 32 4 z = ]ZO._ Pressure units
Rotor Speed = lO0 + 200/9 = 122.222... rev./sec
Traverse Speed = 0.] rev./sec
Run Time l O sec
Output
: Rounding M N IC_l- Pressure Units ICON- dB re l
None 0 32 .00000307 -ll0
l I.00000296 .0000257
2 .00000307 -I10
4 .00000307 -ll0
16 .00000307 -110
256 .00000307 -110
.XX 0 32 .00000218 -If3
l I.O0011299 .000981
2 .00000365 -109
4 .00000336 -109 ;
16 .00000355 -109
256 .00000323 -llO
0 64 .00000795 -102
1 .00000647 -I04
2 .00000671 -I03
4 .00000712 -I03
16 .00000643 -I04
256 .00000653 -104
.X 0 32 .00000533 -I05
l I.00344668 .029000
2 .00000646 -104
4 .00000227 -l13
16 .00000532 -105
256 .00000322 -|l0
0 64 .00000878 -101
' 1 .00000840 -I02
2 .00000783 -102
4 .00000867 -101
• 16 .00000780 -102
256 .00000753 -102
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For each amount of rounding. The input mode was recovered to approximately the
same degree of accuracy. These simulations indicate that the effects of
digitizingerror are not significantcontributors to errors in computed mode
amp]itudes.
' 5.3.3 Effect of Microphone Angle Error
A likely method for angle measurement with the Traversing Microphone System is
as follows. A multitooth gear is attached to a shaft having a known mechanical
speed ratio with respect to the traversingmicrophone axis. And a proximity
transducer provides a serie_ of electrical pulses as the gear teeth pass. The
output of the transducer is digitized and the results processed to provide the
required series of angle values. With this sort of device, two types of errors
are probable and were studied by computer simulation for a variety of inputs.
The first type is a systematic error; the second, a round-off error due to the
digitizing process.
A systematic error could occur ifo for example, the microphone accelerated as
it traveled downward from top dead center and deceleratedas it returned.
The equation selected to represent this type of behavior was
8 = eTrue + Cp sin p BTrue
where p = l for the examp]e described.
The computer program was changed so as to modify the true value of _, which
i was produced during the simulation portion of the program, by the above
I equation before being used in the analysis part of the program. Computer
simulationswere then made for a various numbers of error cycles, p, and error
amplitudes,Co. The re_aining input values are shown in Table 5-6 together
with the results of the computer simulation. Contaminationof the noninput
: modes is in genera] low. The poorest results were for high M and for values of
M near the input m, but even these would probably be acceptable for most
applications.The figure of O.l degree (or six minutes) was judge_ to be
: attainable in practice, using state-of-the-arttraverse angle measurement
procedures.
Microphone traverse angles were then rounded to simulate digitizing error.
! Traverse speed was set to 0.1222... rev./sec to increase the number of
distinct angular values used in the transform. Since the traverse speed was
increased from 0.1 rev./sec, a compensatingdecrease in total run time was
made to 8.181+ sec, so that the total traverse would be comprised of only
one complete revolution.Results of rounding are shown in Tab]e 5-7 where the
largest amplitude for a mode not included in the input is -88 dB, which is
considered excellent.
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TABLE 5-6
COMPUTEDMODEAMPLITUOESWITH SYSTEMATICERRORSIN MICROPHONEANGLE
Input
Input Mode _nplitude l_ Pressure Units
Rotor Speed --lO0 rev./sec
Avg. Traverse Speed = O.l rev./sec
Run Time = lO sec
Error
No of ErrorAmplitUdecycles(Degrees) _ Input_. I"1 I"lCM Pressure Units CM - dB re 1
32 ! 32 •99999924 •000007
2 .OO174533 -55
3 .00000343 -l09
5 * *
II * *
l 33 * *
2 * *
3 _ *
5 * *
II * *
l 64 " *
2 * *
3 * *
5 * *
II * *
•Ol l 32 .99999999 0
I 2 .O0017453 -75
I 3 .00000003 -150
5 * *
II * *
•l 128 32 128 32 .98756174 -O.l
129 I .11186193 -19
130 ,t .00640748 -44
132 / .00000732 -103
138 ! * *
4 .l 32 l 32 .99999924 .000007
J 2 * *
3 * *
5 .00436328 -47
11 * *
r
• Magnitude Less than 5 x 10-9 Physical Units and
Greater than 156 dB Below I.
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TABLE 5-7
COMPUTEDMODEAMPLITUDESWITH ROUNDEDHICROPHONEANGLES
L
Angles Rounded to 0.1 Degree (.X)
Rotor Speed = 100 rev./sec
Traverse Speed = O.l + 2/90 = 0.1222... rev./sec
Run Time : 8.181+ __j__I Microphone Revolution /
m = 16 n = 32 C_"6 = IZ.Q._Pressure Units
Output
' M N_ LC_I - Pressure Units JC_I - dB re l
16 32 .99676576 -.028
17 .00003265 -90
18 .00000709 -103
20 .00000376 -l08
24 .00000293 -liO
16 64 .00003893 -88
17 .O0001551 -96
18 .00000713 -103
20 .00000897 -lOl
: 24 .O0001090 -99
5.3.4 Effect of Rotor A,_gleError
Measurement of rotor angle is expected to be similar to traverse angle
measurement and result in the same sort of errors. A computer simulation
similar to that in the previous section was made to evaluate the systematic
and round off errors for this parameter. The computer program was modified to
adjust the rotor angle,_, according to the following
¥ : _True + Dq sin q _'True
which is the same form as for the traverse-anglestudy.
Inout parameters and results of the systematic error study are shown in Table
5-8 and can be seen to be quite favorable. The effects of rounding to O.l
degree are shown in Table 5-9 and are also excellent. Comparisons of these
results with those of the traverse angles study of Tables 5-6 and 5-7 show
that the systematic error with amplitude of O.l degree resulted in a larger
contaminationwhen the error was in the rotor angle rather than the traverse
angle. For the rounding study, errors in the traverse angle resulted in larger
contaminations. It is expected that a more detailed analysis would show mow
these results are related to the particular values of input variables
selected. The main conclusion from these two studies, however, is that since
results are acceptable for a large variety of inputs, a detailed analysis is
not needed.
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TABLE 5-8
COMPUTEDMODEAMPLITUDESWITH SYSTEMATICERRORSIN ROTORANGLE
All Input C_ = 1/0 ° Pressure Units
Avg. Rotor Speed = 100 rev./sec
Traverse Speed : 0.I rev./sec
Total Run Time lO sec
Error
No of ErrorAmplitudecycles(De_rees) mlnput_ TarGet I _I i _]C Pressure Units C - dB re l
32 32 .99922033 .006775
33 .02878599 -31
34 .00044004 -67
48 * *
64 * *
65 * *
.Ol 32 .99999260 .000065
33 .00287878 -51
34 .00000440 -I07
48 * *
64 * *
65 * *
• 16 32 * *
33 * *
34 * *
48 * *
64 * *
65 * *
64 . 32 .99922038 .00677t
33 * *
34 * *
48 * *
64 * *
65 * *
* Magnitude Less than 5 x lO"9 Physical Units and
Greater than 166 dB Below I.
!
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TABLE 5-_
COMPUTED MODE AMPLITUDES WITH ROUNDED ROTOR ANGLES
X.put
Angles Rounded to O.l Degree (.X)
Rotor Speed = lO0 + 200/9 = 122.22...rev./sec
Traverse Speed = O.l rev./sec
Run Time = lO sec }z
m = 16 n = 32 Cl6 = I/._g._Pressl=reUnits
ou_ t
M N IC?,,ll- Pressure Units IC_I - dB re 1
16 32 .98706775 -0.I13
17 .00000172 -I15 :
18 .O0000l72
20 .000001_2
I 24 .00000172
16 64 .00001441 -9/
17 .OGOO1440
18 .00001440
20 .O0001439
! 24 | .00001437
i
5.3.5 Effects of Random Noise in Pressure Signal
The presence of broadband random noise has always been a source of d_fficulty
when measuring the coherent, discrete frequency components of fan noise.
Consider first a fixed microphone in the inlet duct, which may be either one
of an array of microphones, or a fixed position of a step-traverse.In the
absence of random noise, a very short time sample of the microphone signal,
correspondingto one rotor revolutien,is sufficient to determine amplitude ,;
and phase values of every harmonic of shaft frequency. The process can be
i_len_entedby digital sampling of the signal, so that sampling is initially
triggered by a rotor position pulse. Subsequent samples of the wave are
obtained a, intervalsAt aoart, where At is small enough to prevent aliasing.
The resElting wave form (continuousor sampled as just described) can be
Four' nalyzed by a computer to give amplitude and phase va]ues of all
haP,. _ or orders of fan shaft frequency, BPF and its multiples being of
princlpal interest.
For determinationof the circumferentialmode structure associated with a
specificorder, such as BPF, such measurements are replicatedat a plurality
of circumferentiallocations.The nuBfoerof such locationsmust at ]east equal
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twice the highest order circumferentialmode that can propagate at the
" specificorder, which leads to a large number of microphones in large scale
fans. In the absence of random noise, the large number of microphonescan be
replacedby a plurality of measurementstaken by a single microphone that is
step-traversedcircumferentially.Consistentphase information is preserved
ar,_ngthese readings,taken at dlfferent times during the run, by means of tile
rotor shaft trigger feature that initiates the time sweep. (There are prob]ems
here if the rotor speed varies during the total run and if also there are
significanttime delays involved in the propagationof modes from their source
to the microphone plane ) Since, ideally, the total recording time required at
each microphonelocation is only a fractionof a second (one fan shaft
revolution)the total running time for the test is not long, and is governed
by how quickly the traversecan be stepped accurately from one circumferential
locationto the next.
The presenceof random noise changes these featuressignificantly.At a
m particularmicrophone location, the pressure signature recorded over one shaft
revo'lutionow differs from that obtaine; over another revolution.The extent .
of tne differencedepends on the relative levels of the broadband noise and ,
the coherentdiscrete frequencycomponents. In practical fans the broadband
signaturecontaminatesthe periodic component of the waveform.
Signal orocessingtech.lqueshave been available for some time to recover the
periodicwaveform ( and/or its Fourier components) from the noise-dominated
total signal.Such phrases as "signal enhancement,""waveformeduction,"
"synchronousdetection,""periodic sampling,"have been used for various
processesthat are basically similar,although possibly differing in some
., details. In essence, a11 methods for recoveringthe coherent signal from its
noisy backgroundemploy time-averaging.
For the example used above to introducethe subject, suppose now that random
noise is present in the signal. Values of the pressure, triggered at
successiverotationsof the _n, are no longer identical.The periodic
c_nponentdoes repeat at each shaft impulse but the random contributionwill
generallydiffer with each sample. If digitizationis initiated at a shaft
impulseand proceedsat intervalsAt, the resultinqwaveform will be "hashv,"
like the continuous,pre-digitizedwave. Now, to "enhance" the periodic
componentof the _iqna,, let there be a set of data registers, each
correspondingtc some multiple ef_t, with the first register correspondingto
the instant that the shaft impulse triggers the digitizing. Samples from
several shatt rotationsare accumu]ated in the registers,t,e first register
receivinqsamples that all correspond to the shaft impulses, the next register
storing samples taken At after the impulses,and so forth. After many such
samoles are stored, the accumulatedreadings are each divided by the sample
number. The sum due to the periodic component, being the sum of identical
readingswill grow, and upon division,will give the value that would have
been obtained during any single rotatiol in the absence of noise. On the other
hand, th_ sum in each register due to the random noise will not grow in this
n_nner. If the random signal has zero mean value the positive and negative
contributionsto each register te_d to cancel out. It is cledr that the time
averaqeof the random component in each reoistercan be made as sn_allas we
" please by takinq a sufficientlylarge number of samples.
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After a sufficientlylarge number of samples have been taken and averaged in
this mann_.,-,the enhanced wavefo_n will approach the pattern that would exist
in the absence of random noise. The process is usually stopped w_lenthis
waveform is considered to be "sufficientlysmooth" in the judgment of the
: data-processinganalyst. At that point, the enhanced waveform is Fourier
• analyzed for the harmonic coefficients that give amplitude and chase of the
; coherent, discrete frequency components of the sound field at that microphone
location. This process is repeated at the number of microphone locations
required for modal analysis. Since the time spent at each location to enhance
the signal is comparatively long if the random component is large, Lhe total
running time for the test can easily become prohibitive.
Now it will be recognizedthat, since the operations of signal averaging and
Fourier analysis, described above, are linear, their order of execution can be
interchanged.This would serve no purpose in the foregoingmode analysis
method, but it would be possible, if desired, to Fourier analyze the hashy
signal over one revolution for the BPF component, to repeat this Fourier
= analysis for many successive revolutions,and to then average the resulting
'- coefficients.This would give the BPF component ampli_Jde and phase with the
same accuracy as obtained originally.
• This is essentiallywhat is done in the Traversing Microphone System. During
the entire run, consisting of perhaps several thousands of rotor revolutions,
the traversing microphone signal is Fourier-analyzed(in parallel during the
computationprocess) for one or two rotor harmonics (BPF and 2BPF usually) and
for a plurality of correspondingmodal frequencies,_M = N_-M._.During such
a run, many thousands of samples are taken. For each target mode, in the
absence of random noise, the product of the target mode component in the
signal and the rotor generated signal,_, will be identicaland the average
of the process will be the desired mode coefficient,CM. (It has been shown
that the components of off-target modes, n#N, m#M, will vanish). When random
noise is added to the microphone signal, its contributionsat the sampling
instants will tend to zero average, as with the fixed microphone, since the
Fourier and averaging operations are interchangeable.
It is thus seen that the traversingmicrophone method automaticallyprovides
"signal averaging" or "enhancement"of coherent versus broadband noise, and
that no additional steps are needed specifically to obta_ ennancement.While
it is clear that any degree of enhancement or broadband noise reductioncar_be
achieved with sufficientlylong run time, a quantificationof this enhancement
is needed.
For this purpose it is helpful to examine the nature of the broadband noise
present at the traversingmicrophone and displayed in its signal. The modal
power spectral density function of fan broadband noise is useful here, and is
represented in Figure (5-6). This function corresponds to the (amplitude)
modal-frequency spectrum of coherent discrete frequency fan noise, described
earlier and shown in Figure 3-3. Since the frequencydistribution of random
noise is continuous the delta functions or spikes, located at (m, n_, in the
coherent nmdal spectrum, are now representedas "ridge lines" over which the
i so
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Figure 5-6 Modal Power Spectral Density Function for Random Noise
S(m,_) and Resulting Microphone Signal S(oJ')
power spectral density, S(m,p) varies continuouslywith frequency. These
lines exist only for + integer values of circumferentialmode, m, as in the
coherent case.
It can be shown, (ref. 2), that in a so-called homogeneous fan duct field,
where the statistical propertiesof the random signal are independentof
8-position,that the total power spectral density at any O-locatio;1,S(_) is
_ the sum over m of the modal psd: S(,J)= _S(m,_). This is just the sum of the
modal Dower spectral densities of all of the modal components.
Now it has been seen that, for the traversing microphone system to be able to
separate the modes correspondingto discrete harmonics, n, of fan speed, the
signals from neighboring harmonics, (n+l) i._ustnot have frequencies in
rotating coordinates,_', that overlap-thosecorresponding to harmonic n. This
requirementled to an upper bound for traverse speedl_. Figure 5-3 showed how
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modes at discrete frequencies in stationary coordinates transform to tone
clusters in the rotating microphone coordinate system. A similar relation
exists for the modal power spectral density function. However, due to the
continuous frequency distribution,all propagatingmodes now contribute to the
psd of the traversing microphone si_l at any frequeqcy,_'. This relation is
indicated in Figure 5-6 and makes it quite clear that the traversing
microphone system is incapable of separating the random signal into its modal
constituents. (For this purpose the methods described in ref. 2 and 8 may be
used.)
The power spectral density of the traversing microphone signal can be
expressed in terms of the modal psd, S(m,_) and the traverse speed,T', as:
S(_') =Z_ S(m,m' + ml_) (5-14)
m
If T'= 0 the result is, of course, the psd of the signal from a stationary
microphone at any e-location in a homogeneous field. Since traverse speed is
low (< l Hz) t_e broadband spectra of the traversingmicrophone is almost
identicalwith that of a stationarymicrophone signal.
Although the traversingmicrophone system cannot be used to determine random
modal psd, random noise seriously affects the results of applying the method
to measure coherent, discrete frequency noise. To evaluate this effect we
consider processing a random signal with the transf)rms previously employed,
initially using the uniformly weighted transform.
In digital form the transform of the zero mean rar.domsignal, r(t), is
Q-I
yi = _ _ r(ti+tq) expi(_N tq) (5-15)
q=O
Here_ = N:-MI_is the target frequency. It is taken that the signal present
is only r(t), with no coherent modes present (or no mode correspondingto
m=M, n=N). The initial time, ti enters into the process, as it does in
extracting coherent modes, where it will affect phase of the output, y, and
this dependence is indicated by use of the i subscript.
Since r is a random variable, so also will be the result, Yi" Because Yi
is a complex random variable, the most meaningful measure of its behavior
concerns its amplitude, phase having little meaning, if any, in the random
case. The easiest quantity to obtain is the square of its amplitude,
YiYi*, and since Yi is random, we require the mean or expected value of
Yi Yi*, E(Yi Yi*)'-It will be appreciated in advance that the actua|
vaiue of the magnitude of Yi determined for a specific run will depend on
the initial time, t. and the target frequency,_, in any particular
measurement,and will therefore deviate from the mean value. This mean value
will now be found from:
, 52
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* L N NE(Yi Yi) : _2 E r(ti+tq)expi_M tq" r(ti+t_)expi -_M (5-16)q=O
where the dummy index q is changed in the second sum to _.
The expected value of a typical term in the expansion will be
On substituting L-q=k and t_-tq=kat_ , this become._ _
E{r(ti+tq)-r(ti+tq+kml:)expi __jN k_l:} (5-18)
The expected value of r(t).r(t+_) is the autocorrelationfunction, R(_), of
the signal, r(t), so that the typical term of eq. (5-18) can be written as
N
R(k:l:)expi -_M k_t" (5-19)
In eq. (5-16) there are Q terms of the form of eq. (5-]9) with k = O, (Q-I)
terms with k = + l, etc., and finally one term with k = + (Q-l). Thus eq.
(5-16) may be reduced to
E (Yi Yi ) = _ l - .R(k_l_)expi(-_ k_ (5-20)
k=-(Q-I)
Now the autocorrelationfunction can be replaced by the followingFourier
transformof the power spectral density
R(k:I) = S(_') expi (_'kAt)d_' (5-21)
Substituting in eq. (5-21) and interchangingthe order of integration and
summation _)sults in
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E{yi yi) = (,) 1
__ (l - ) expi (_' -_M)k, d_' (5-22)
-" k=-(Q-l)
It can be verified that with_=Z_t = T/Q, the expression in {} brackets
equals the square of the magnitude of the sum
l_q___-expi (_'-o_MN)q&t!2
(5-23)
Since this sum is the system frequency response function
I_ _ pxpi (_.._' N _t12 =Isin(_J'--_T,,l'
= diff2(_' -_NM)T/2
The expected value of the square of the amplitude of the transform is simply
EE(Yi Yi) = (=j')diff2(_' -_)T/2 duJ' (5-25)
• For a constant power spectra1 density in the neighborhoodof the target
frequency,_, the expected value is just S(_) times the area under the
square of the transform frequency response function, diff (_' -_)T/2.
Since the widths of the main lobe and sidelobes of diff() are inversely
proportionalto T, the response to random noise, as measured by E(yi Yi*)
can be reduced to any desired level by use of a sufficientlylong averaging
time, T. Hamming weighting combined with double averaging time will be
additionallyeffective in essentially eliminating the side lobes of the diff
function. The appropriateexpression for E(yi Yi*) for this case is
obtained by replacing diff() in eq. (5-25) by the Hamming response function,
•. Hamm(), given by eq. (5-9).
Computer simulated tests were run to illustrate the performanceof the
traversingmicrophone system in measuring coherent blade passage frequency
modes in the presence of broadband random noise. The random signal was
simulated by a random _equence generated with a computer subroutine, whose
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values were added at each instant, tq, to the computer-simulatedpressure
due to selected coherent input modes. With input modes of unit peak amplitude,
a root-mean-squarerandom sequence of 12.8 units was used, giving a signal to
(total) noise ratio of about -25 dB.
The first run employed 256,000 data points over._ lO second interval. In
addition to the two unit input modes, C_z and C_, other null input modes 1
were targeted. Results are shown in Table 5-I0.
TABLE 5-10
EFFECT OF BROADBAND NOISE ON COMPUTED MODE STRUCTURE
Input
C = C32 = I/0° Pressure Units
o-noise = 12.82
Rotor Speed = lO0 rev./sec.
Traverse Speed = O.l rev./sec
Number of Time Increments= 256000
Time Increment Between Samples = 0.0000390625sec
Total Run Time = lO sec
output
I --| l __l
M_ _N ICml - Pressure Units ICml - dB re 1
0 32 .977429 - .19
l 32 .Of7377 -35.
16 32 .054900 -25.
31 32 .043502 -27.
32 32 .913269 - .79
At targets corresponding to the null input modes the indicated results are
relativelylow, on the order of 30 dB below the unit coherent inputs. The
input mode (0, 32) result is substantiallyunity (0.98 vs. l). However, the
(32, 32) mode reading at 0.913 has been seriously affected by the presence of
random noise. If the random noise in this band _d been at a level o,-"about
that measured in the other target bands, this C3) modal coefficient would
have been obtained with accuracy comparable to tee C_ mode, This specific
result is not an anomaly, but rather reflects a property of applying a Fourier
transform to a random function (ref. 13). This property is tilatrepeated _.
transformsof the random function,with a particular "target" frequency,
display considerable scatter about their expected value, and also, that
neighboringtarget values of the transform during any one run display
significantvariance. This scatter, which is on the order of the mean value
itself, can account for some readings of coherent modes being satisfactory,
while other modes are more seriously contaminated.
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As eq. (5-25) shows, and consistent with other methods of enhancement, the
contaminating effects of the random signal can be reduced by increasing run
time. This corrective effect was next demonstrated by computer simulation.
r
; For illustrativepurposes, instead of increasing the run time beyond the
previous 256,000 point run, a shorter run of 64,000 points was made to
establish a new baseline, in order to save computation time.
The results of this new baseline are shown in Table 5-11, column I. In this t,
run the input unit coherent mode was (m=l, n=16). Next, Hamming weighting was
applied, together with twice as long a run, to restore the original bandwidth
and eliminate side lobes of the response function.
TABLE 5-11
EFFECT OF INCREASING RUN TIME ON RANDOM NOISE REJECTION
WITH HAMMING WEIGHTED SYSTEM
Input
Cf = I/O° Pressure Units
Rotor Speed = lO0 rev./sec
Traverse Speed = 0.I rev./sec
Time Increment Between Samples = 0.00015625 sec
Output
Time Increments 64000 128000 384000
Baseline With Hamming Hamming
Target No Hamming 2 Turns 6 Turns
.__ __ ,CMI - dB re 1 ICMI - dB re 1
iN N
1 16 - .38 .08 - .02
216 -15 -27 -24
316 -,9 -28 -22
4 I_ -18 -20 -25
8 16 -27 - 20 -29
16 16 -23 - 29 -27
32 16 -18 - 25 -27
l 17 -20 - 32 -40
I 18 -21 - 19 -28
l 32 -20 - 18 -27
Average
" Contamination -20 -24 -?8
Results of this case are given in column 2 and show a general reduction of 24
dB for null input targets. Column 3 corresponds to a 6-turn run, three times
as long. An average reduction of about 4 more dB was achieved (vs 4.7 _i_'
theoretically).
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It is not possible to determine in advance, on the basis of such computer
simulated tests, the soecific run time required to conduct actual fan noise
tests on a particular rig. For this purpose, the spectrum in the immediate
neighborhoodof the blade nasage frequency must be estimated. Aore elaborate
computer simulationof the noise than that employed here would be ne,'essary.
However, in an actual fan test it will be possible to determine when
sufficientaveraging time has been achieved. A conservatively long run of data
should first be recorded, based on spectral estimates and further experience.
Then, a reasonable segment of the total run should be processed. With a slight
refinementof the basic traversingmicrophone method, it is possible to target
frequencieswhere there will be no coherent modal signals. Several such null
targets will yield an estimate of the ve_ local power spectral density, and
from this estimate, the probability that the neighboring mode coefficients
have been affected by noise to an unacceptable degree can also be estimated.
If this process indicates that a longer run should be made to further reduce
the effects of broadband noise contamination,further data from the original
recording can then be processed.By such a procedure, the accuracy required
for a specific applicationcan be achieved. This area of application of the
traversingmicrophone method should be explored in more detail,
5.3.6 Errors in Circumferential-RadialMode Coefficients,Cn
mp
The error investigationup to this point has focused on the circumferential
mode coefficientsC_. When an actual measurement is made on a rig or engine,
these C_ with their associated errors will be determined at a set of
different radii resulting in a set of circumferentialmode coefficents
Cm_(ri).The algorithm of Section 4.3 will then be used to determine a set
o'fc_rcumferential-radialcoefficients,C_r.,for each m, n pair of interest.
In this section, the impact of the errors in C_ (ri) on the final mode
coefficients,C_, are studied with computer slmulation and results of a
comnlete test sfmulation are shown (i.e., one involvingboth simulation ar,d
both reductionalgorithms).
The check of the effects of errors in the C_ (ri) was accomplishedby a
series of computer simulationsusing the Radial Mode Program discussed in
Section 5.3.1 and Appendix B. After a set of C_ (ri) was formed by the
simulationportion of the program from an assumed set of C_, the set was
rounded and used as inout to the reduction portion of the program, which
_ recomputedthe C_ with the included effects of the rounding errors.
Parameters for the first series of simulationswere based on the Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft lO-inch rig. For a hub-tip ratio of 0.437 and a normalized
outer wall radius of one, the annulus was divided into five equal parts, and a
microphone was assumed to be located at the center of each. From this, the
normalized microphone radii used for this run were 0.4933, 0.6059, 0.7185,
0.8311, and 0.9437. A single input mode was given an amplitude IZ._._,and
various larger sets that included the input were targeted. Results nave
meaning up to a target set size of 5 (the number of microphones),beyond which
the matrices involved in the algorithm become singular. Inputs were selected
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from various high and low m values for various cases, and it was found that
the largest contamination occurredwhen the target set size equaled the number
of microphones.
A typical example is shown in Table 5-12 for an input m=l,p=O mode. The table
includes the effects of no rounding, rounding inputs to 3 decimal places, and
rounding to 2 decimal places. In all cases contaminationof non-input modes by
the round off noise is negligible. Based on previous work, ref. I, this was
not surprising since the condition number, CN, for this case was a low 9.07.
As described in the reference, the condition number is the ratio of the
extreme eigenvaluesof a matrix and provides a measure of the magnification of
relative error_ in solving the matrix equation Ax=y. With one as a lowest
possible value, values below lO gave excellent solutions. Values in the
hundreds gave good solutions. Values above 10,000, however, were
unsatisfactory.
TABLE 5-I2
CALCULATED MODE STRUCTURE
(o-= 0.437, 5 Microphones, CN = 9.07)
m = l _ = 0 Cl,0 = l_ Pressure Units
Output
Input Rounded to .XXX Input Rounded to .XX
No Rounding (3 Decimal Places) (2 Decimal Places)
ICB_I - dB re 1 ICql_l- dB re l IC1_l - dB re l_m P-
l 0 - .O0001 .00287 - .03568
l 1 - lI0 - 72 - 52
l 2 - I09 - 70 - 55
l 3 - 119 - 96 80
l 4 - ll3 - 85 49
A larger size input array was then selected, and a lO microphone array was
used. The annulus between r' = r/b = 0.437 (b is the outer wall radius) and
r' = l was divided into ten equal parts, and the microphone was located in the
center of each section, similar t_ the previous set of runs. Input Cm_
values and results of the computer simulation are shown in Table 5-1'_for the
cases of no rounding and rounding to 2 decimal places. For this case the
condition number was 138 and, accordingly,the resultswere seen to be good.
Modes input were recovered to withir.0.I dB and those not input were at least
40 dB below the input levels.
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TABLE 5-13
CALCULATED MODE STRUCTURC
(0"= 0.437, lO Microphone_, lO Modes Targeted, CN = i38)
No Input Rounding Input Rounded to 2
Decimal Places
m _ Input C_I_ Output IC_I - dB re 1 Output ICm/_l- dB re l
12 0 O - 97. - 43
I I 29.9- .00009 - .085
2 l _ - .00007 - .084
3 -I .00002 .036
4 0 - 104 54
5 1 /1350 .00001 .075
6 0 - 122 - 56
7 0 - 103 - 42
8 0 -llO - 56
9 1 /270_0 .00004 .052 ,
To simulate measurement in a full-scaleengine at moderate distances from the
fan face, a case was run with 10 microphones, for a hub-tip ratio uf zero. The
normalized radius r' = l was divided into lO equal parts and the microphone
was assumed to be located at the center of each segment. Five modes were
input with levels I/._, as shown in Table 5-14. Even witnout rounding, the
resultswere seen _;obe very poor, as might be expected when the condition
number of 5.1 x 10o is noted. In an attempt to overcome this problem, it ,vas
recalled that the radial mode algorithm provides for least square curve
fitting, utilizing more microphones than the number of target modes.
simulationcase was therefore tried which targeted 7 modes using the same lO
microphone locations discussed in the oreceeding paragraph.The results are
shown in Table 5-15. This procedure can be seen to have reduced the condition
number to 2.25 and the results became satisfactory (contaminationat least 30
dB below input) even with rounding to 2 decimal places.
TABLE b-l4
CALCULATED MODE STRUCTURE
(0"= O, 10 Microphones, lO Modes Targeted, CN = 5.1 X 105)
No Rounding
m _ Input C___ Output ICm_l- dB re l
8 o - .I
8 I 0 - 40.2
8 2 ILO_ - .I
8 3 0 - 27.1
8 4 - 1.9
8 5 0 - 4,1
8 6 I/.0_° -15.0
8 7 0 + 2.1
8 8 ILO_ -10.9
8 9 O - 15.7
/
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TABLE 5-15
CALCULATED MODE STRUCTURE
((T'=O, lO Microphones, 7 Modes Targeted, CN = 2.25)
Output ICnwI - dB re l
With _nput Rounded
m _ Input CnVx To 2 Decimal Places
8 O 0 - 39
8 l 0 - 47
8 2 0 -IO2
8 3 0 - 47
8 4 0 - 48
8 5 0 - _6
8 6 ILO_ + O.l
Since the higher order modes tend to concentrate their energies away from the
central axis of the duct, it m_qht be expected that the determination of mode
c_fficients is very sensitive _ minute measurement errors near r'=O. It
might aiso be expected that a microphone distributionwhich concentrated the
microphones toward the outer duct wall could be found which would make the
calculation less sensitive to errors and allow fewer microphones to be used.
Since work on the radial portion of the algorithm was not the primary task in
this contract, no additionalwork was done to optimize microphone location.
However, this topic should be pursued as considerable data reduction time and
expense can be saved by reducing the required number of test radii.
The final case run with constant rotor and traverse speed was a checkout oF
the complete system to determine the combined effects of errors ik,the
Traversing Microphone System and in the Radial Mode computation.A set of C_
was selected using as a partial guide results o_ mode measurementswith flusn
mounted microphones in the Pratt & '_hitneyAircraft lO-inch rig, as reported
in reference 2. The synthesis portion of the Radial Mode Program was then used
to determine a set of circumferentialmode amplitudes,C_m(ri).Tnis set of
amplitudeswas used as input for the synthesis portion o'fthe Circumferential
Mode Program. Synthesized pressures were rounded and a new set of
circumferentialamplitudeswas determined by the reduction portion of the
CircumferentialProgram, using these rounded pressures.The output C_(ri)
containing the effect of the pressure rounding was then used with the
reduction portion of the Radial Mode Program to produce a set of C_W,
containing the effects of the pressure rounding, whicn were compared witn the
original C_/wset to evaluate the entire system.
A mode measurement test was described in Case 4 of reference 2, which utilized
a 32 bladed rotor with a stator of 34 rods in a duct with hub-tip ratio
= 0.437. At twice blade passage frequency (n=64) and a rotor speed of 5813
rpm, 53 nw)deswere supported by the duct geometry; however, the rotor-stator
interactionproduced a strong m = -4 lobe patterp. With this informationas
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background, seven of the possible propagatingmodes were _elected and given
assumed input values. Four were 3iven values of 1+iO=lLq._for convenience.
Amplitudes for the m = -4 modes were obtained by using values from the
referencenormalized so that the largest value had a magtdtude of I. This was?
done to give some reasonablevariation to the input values. The duct _nnulus
was divided into five equal radial segments, and four microphones were assumed
to be located where the segments touch. The input was then processed using the
procedure outlined in the previous paragraphs and the final results were
tabulated. The results can be compared with the input in Table 5-]6. Modes
input were reproducedwith accuracy to about 3 significant figures. Modes with
•_ no input amplitudes suffered some contamination,but the worst mode amplitude
= was about 54 dB below the typical input of I.
TABLE 5-16
INPUT AND OUTPUT CIRCUI_ERENTIAL-RADIALMODE AMPLITUDES
FOR COMPLETE SYSTEM CHECKOUT
(Input Assumed Mode Amplitudes - C6m_- Pressure Units)
_-0 _,-1 _w=2
Rea____1 Imag Rea.__l Imag Real Imag
m=3 l 0 l 0 - -
m = -4 -.9259 .3778 .4244 -.2983 .1505 -.2231
m=7 - l 0 - -
m=12 l 0 ....
(Output Computed Mode Amplitudes - C_- Pressure Units)
./.,' = 0 _ = 1 ,,,w.= 2
Rea_.__Ll _mag Real _ RFea____Ll
m = 3 1.0003 .0000 1.0007 .0000 .0007 -.0001
m = -4 -.9267 .3779 .4241 -.2991 .1508 -.2229
m = 7 .0005 -.0002 I.0005 .DO00 -.0011 -.0004
m = II .0005 .DOl9 -.OODl -.0007 .0007 .0013
m = 12 .9997 -.00DI .0012 -.0007 -.0006 .0002
Table 5-17 shows the intermediateinput and output to the circumferential
program portion of the test. Good agreement between input and output here
indicatespressure rounding does not produce serious errors, a result which
was seen previously in Section 5.7.2. Small errors here produced small _rrors
in the Radial Mode deck leading to overall excellent performance _f the
system.
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TABLE 5-17
INPUT AND OUTPUT CIRCUNFERENTIALMODE AMPLITUDES FOR COMPLETE SYSTEH CHECKOUT
(Input Mode Amplitudes, _ (ri), Computed From Assumed Crux,)(Pressure Units)
rI = 2.7666 in. r2 --3.3333 in. r3 = 3.9002 in. r4 = 4.4670 in.
R'_l-- _ Real _ Rea____l i_mma__ Real Imag
C64 .73112 .60519 - .39358 - .19725 -
C6: .09723 -.13312 -.08466 .01846 -.28919 .14831 -.42652 .19259
CI4 .29568 - .35275 - .20836 - -.08737 -
64
; CI2 .00621 - .03265 - .I0530 - .21R.56 - :
(Output_4(ri) ..From CircumferentialMode Program - Pressure Units)
C_4 .73165 .00015 .60539 -.00030 .34339 .00033 .19729 -.O0011
C644_ .09698 -.13324 -.084_b _774 -.28958 .14858 -.42673 .19266
C64 .29554 -.00043 .35292 .00048 .20891 -.00026 .08727 .00004
ooo,,ooo.ooo,o ooo,,ooo oo o.ooo,,
_12 .00631 .00027 .03266 -.00029 .I0572 -.00014 .21857 -.0000o
5.4 SUMMARY OF SYSTFM CHARACTERISTICS- CONSTANT SPEED
Analytical and computer-aidedstudies were conducted to determine the effects
of system parameters upon operation of the traversing microphone system.
Effects upon accuracy of deviations from ideal operating conditions, such as
inp,Jtmeasurement errors and random noise were also evaluated. The principal
results are listed below.
• There are three input quantities t_ the sy._temthat are measured and,
consequently,subject to error: instantaneousmicrophone pressure, fan
shaft angle, and microphone traverse angle. Due to the digitized nature o_
the input, these quantitiesare all subject to truncation or roundoff
error. Further, both angle rE_dings are subject to systematic or
calibrationerror due to possible imperfectionsin laying out a digitized
angle scale. It is assumed that thP microphoneswill be sufficiently free
from harmonic distortion so that systematic pressure errors may be ignored.
• A variety of forms of systematic angle error together with several
magnitudes were used in computer-simulatedtests to deter=ine the effects
of rotor and traverse angle input errors. '_ithinput errors that might
reasonablybe expected from angle measurement devices, the errors in
circumferentialmode coefficientswere acceptable.
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e Similarly, roundingerrors due to digitizing fan and traverse angle
readings to the nearest O.l degree were found to have acceptably small
effect Llponthe accuracy of the circumferentialmode coefficents.
e The _y_t_m _'_ extremelytolerant of large roundinqerrors introducedby
the digitizationor the microphone pressure signals. Rounding to the
: nearest 0.I unit of pressure with maximum input mode strengt,1of 1
pressure unit had negligibleeffect on the computed mode cJefficients.
On the basis of these results it is concluded that the effects of errors in
angle and pressure measurement that range from reasonableto l,_rgehave
acceptablysmall impact upon the accuracy of the computed circumferentialmode
coefficients.
C
In real fans broadband noise is present in addition to the coherent discrete
frequencyblade-passageharmonics. The traversing microphone system, like
other, conventionalmethods for discrete mode measurement,m_st enhance the
coherent signals with respect to the random noise. This enhancement is
accomplishedin the system by means of time-averaging,which is also the basis
for other enhancementprocedures.
m To evaluate the perform_nc_of the traversing microphone system in
recoveringcoherent modes in the presence of broadband noise,
computer-simulatedtests were conducted using known input modes and a
computer-generatedrandom signal. The rms level of tne random noise was
about 25 dB above the levels of the modal signals. In this first run the
resu1_swere mixed: some modal coefficientswere recoveredwith
acceptableaccuracy,hut others were excessivelyaffected by the random
noise, lhese resultsare typical for p,'ocessinga random signal by a
Fourier transform.
• Two steps were taken to demonstratehow these results can be improved.
First, Hamming weightingwas incorporatedin the transform process to
reduce the frequency response to randrm noise components ti_atare more
distant from the target mode. When tllerun time was doubled to compensate
for increasedmain lobe width, the res_41tswere improved.
• Secondly,the run time was further increased in steps. With each doubling
of time, the mean level of the system output due to broadband noise
decreasedby about 3 dB.
• Fnese results show that the effects of b'oadband noise can be reduced to
any desired level by use of sufficientlylong averaging, a property common
to other erhancementmethods. The vaaue of time required in practicewill
deQend on Lne broadbandnoise characteristicsof the specific fan.
• Since details of the broadband noise of a specific fan can only be
estimated roughly prior to actual test, the traver_" - microphone method
should employ a procedure that allows successively nger portions of the
entire data acquisitionrun to be proce._sed.By observing the effects of
_uccessivelylonger runs upon the results it should be possible to decide
whe_ sufficientenhancementhas been completed.
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• It is consi_.=redadvisable to develop in more detail the process for
deciding when sufficient averaging time has been achieved, in order to
avoid either excessive test and processing time on one hand, or
insufficientdata on the other.
The Traversing Microphone System computing procedure is organized to first
compute the circumferentialmode coefficients at each of the microphone radial
locations.Corresponding to a specific circumferentialmode, the set of these
circumferentialcoefficients is then used a_ input to obtain the corresponding
radial-circumferentialmode coefficients,the final output of the entirez
process. The next phase of the error investigationconcerned the accuracy of
the final radial-circumferentialmode coefficients, when errors were
introducedinto the input circumferentialmodes. Two fan geometries were used.
One, the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft lO-inch fan rig (having a hub-tip ratio of
0.437) and the other, the JTgD engine, was taken as zero hub-tip ratio to
represent the full cylindricalinlet section. The following results were
obtained:
• A variety of combinationsof input modes were simulated for the 0.437
hub-tip ratio fan, including a case where lO radial modes could propagate.
In all _ases, using no more microphone locations than the number of
propagating radial modes, excellent results were obtained for the output
i mode coefficients when inputs were rounded to 2 decimal places. Input
target modes were in error by at most O.l dB and modes with null input
strength were indicated as below -40dB. Much greater errors would still be
acceptable in practice for the final radial-circumferentialmode
coefficients.
e When similar tests were simulated for the JT9D, zero hub-tip ratio
geometry, the results differed drastically.With the number of microphones
set equal to the number of propagatingmodes, the computed coefficients
were seriously in error as a consequence of the poor condition number of
the system of equations.
• The unsatisfactorystate of the zero hub-tip ratio geometry was found to
be correctable by empl_ving 3 or 4 microphones more thal the number of
propagating radial r . With this arrangement, comparc_lc accuracy to
that of the 0.437 hL .ip ratio cases was obtained. The system condition
number returned to its previous low value, presumably due to the least
squares fitting of the data that is implied by the computin§ algorithm.
e These results indicate that in cases where the traversing microphone
method is to be used in actual tests on a low hub-tip ratio engine or rig,
- further studies should be made to determine the optimum radial placement
of the microphones in order to minimize their number and the corresponding
number of data channels. Because of the typical radial mode pattern,
microphoneswill probably be concentrated near the outer wall.
Successfuluse of the TraversingMicrophone System depends upon selecting its
design and operating parameters to comply with certain requirementswhich are
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summarized below. Generally, these requirementsdepend upon both the extent
and accuracy of the modal info,'_ationbeing sought, and also upon certain
characteristicsof the specific fan to be tested.
There are five principal parameters that must be selected in order to run a
traverse test and process the data:
Traverse speed,
Traverse turns, R
Run time, T
Digitizing rate, Q/T
Number of radial microphone positions, I
Rules that govern selection of these parameters are listed:
o Traverse sDeed,_ . An upper bound to the allowable traverse speed depends
upon the highest"harmonic,n, of fan shaft speed for which modal
coefficients are to be determined.This bound is given in tems of the fan
speed,,Q.,by
• /__.< I/(2n + I)
Unless this restrictionis followed, modes of the nth fan shaft harmonic
will be subject to contaminationfrom noise associated with the (n+1)st
harmonic. For measuring up to and including twice blade passage frequency,
! (n=2B) on the P&WA lO-inch fan at 6000 rpm, the highest allowable traverse
speed is about 0.8 rps. On the JTgD engine at 2400 rpm the traverse speed
should not exceed 0.2 rps.
There is no comparable,clear-cut lower bound for the traverse speed.
H,,wever,to minimize the undesirableeffects of fan speed variations, and
e_cq to expedite signal enhancement in the presence of broadband noise,
t,:o tr-verse speed should be selected as high as is convenient, consistent
with the above upper bound.
e Traverse turns, R. Data for processingmust correspond to an integer
number of complete traverse revolutions.Under ideal, constant fan speed, .
zero random noise conditions, one turn is sufficient.With Ha_ing ,
weighting, 2 turns are the requiredminimum. However, due to fan speed
variations and to random noise, several complete turns may be needed. The
_ specific number cannot be established in advance. For a particular fan
test, speed variation effects must be analyzed and broadband noise
estimates must be made. These will provide a basis for estimating the R
_,_quirement.
Traverse time, T. Time, speed, and traverse turns are, naturally, related.
It will be'most convenient to select speed as high as is conveniently
possible, as described previously.Then, provided only that R is integer
greater than 2, R will follow from the approximate run time, T, required.
This run time, T, will be determined by the level of fan broadband noise
1983011304-072
i in the neighborhood of tl_e fan harmonics; more specifically the signal-to-
noise ratio. As run time increases, the broadband noise effect is reduced as a
result of signal enhancement. The extent of enhancement required to produce
modal coefficients with a prescribed accuracy cannot be determined accurately
in advance of the test. Consequently, a conservatively long run time must be
_ allowed for in the data acquisition.How much of the data need to be processed
for prescribed accuracy can be established during the data-processingphase.
Details of the procedure will be clarified with further study and will lead to
sharper specificationof the required run time.
• Di_itizin9 rate, Q/T, for microphone signal For the information recorded
during a test run to be processed, it must be supplied to the computer in
• digital form. It will be most accurate, and probably most convenient, to
employ digital trar.sducersdirectly for measurement of fan shaft angle and
microphone traverse angle. Since pressure measuring microphones deliver an
analog signal, these signals must be digitized for subsequent processing.
The digitizing rate, or sampling frequency, is set by the well-known
(Nyquist)criterion: Digitizing rate must exceed twice the highest
frequencycontained (at a significant level) in the analog signal to be
• digitized. This requirementdictates that the microphone signals be
low-pass filtered by analogue filters prior to digitizing. If for example,
a top frequency of twice blade passage (2BPF) will be analyzed for mode
structure,an analog filter that is essentially flat to 2BPF and then
• falls to -40 dB at 4BPF could be used for pre-filtering.The resulting
filtered signal would then be sampled at a rate of 2 x 4BPF or a frequency
of 8BPF.
• Number of radial microphones, I. The number of microphones must at least
equal the highest number of propagating radial modes present at the
highest fan frequency of interest. This number will be associated with the
m=O circumferentialmode and should be determined before test. For fans
with hub-tip ratios greater than about 0.5, a number of microphones equal
to the number of propagatingmodes was found to be sufficient.For lower
hub-tip ratio fans, 3 or 4 more microphones were found to be essential f,,r
acceptable accuracy. For twice blade passage frequency, the lO-inch P&WA
fan rig at 6000 rpm required 5 microphones for determining5 radial modes.
The zero hub-tip ratio JT9D fan inlet at 2400 rpm needed lO radial
microphone locations to evaluate 7 radial modes. These requirements,
includingpossible variation of microphone placement from equi-spaced
locations,may be modified to optimize the procedure as a result of
further study.
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6.0 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS- VARIABLE SPEED
6.1 BACKGROUND
Rotor speed variationsduring mode measurement tests on engines and fan rigs
have long been recognizedas a source of inaccuracy.As fan speed changes
slightly, the phase of each mode, as measured at a microphone distance x From
the source, will shift according to the change in kx_- x. If two or more
modes contribute to the microphone pressure, the resulting signal will change
in amplitude as well as phase. Even if only a single mode is present, the
standard use of a time-averagingprocedure to enhance the coherent signal with
respect to broadband noise will lead to a false value for the modal amplitude.
In order to understandhow this problem affects the traversing microphone
svstem (and all mode measurementmethods as well) an analysis of the
' propagationof modes under conditions of small variations in frequency or
speed has been made. Before de._cribingthis unsteady analysis, a simple, quasi
steady-stateinterpretationis given first.
6.2 SIMPLE INTERPRETATIONOF EFFECT OF SPEED VARIATIONS
The essential results of the effects of speed variation on mode measurement
are most easily determined by considering the pressure at a fixed microphone
location due to but a single (m,_) mode. If the rotor plane is consideredto
be the source location, then at a distance x forward in the duct, at some
fixed angle and radius, the pressure can be written as
: O(x,t) = Re{Cm/W expi (kxmz_x - _ t)} (6-1)
where _ = n.fL
and kxm/w k2 - k2 for ignorable axial Mach numberm/w
k : w/c
kmA( = eigenvalue for (m,/K) mode.
Under constant speed conditions, if the circular frequency is designated by
_Pn, the modal pressure can be represented in the complex plane in the
cn6ventional manner shown in Figure 6.1a. The phase angle of the modal signal,
• _ = kxox, is measured with respect to a rotor-generatedreference signal of
frequency _o : n_o.
Now let the speed change slightly by _. There will eventually be _ chanqe
in phase at the microphone given by A,# = Z_(kxx) as shown in Figure 6.1b.L
The magnitude of the phase shift can be obtained in terms of the frequency
chanqe, v_ (correspondlr,9 to the speed change_'c), from
67
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(a) / C
/ COMPLEX COEFFICIENT
AT SPEED _o / OF (n',_u)MODE/
_ = kxoX(PHASEOF MODE)
i_ _ UNIT ROTORREFERENCESIGNAL
: //_ '_#= &kxX
(b) CHANGE IN PHASE
_T SPEED (=o+a_) //
_,= kxoX
UNIT ROTOR REFERENCESIGNAL
Figure 6-I Effects of Speed Change on Modal Phase
dk
= x) - lJ (6-2)x d_ _o
The q_:antity d_/dk x is called the group velocity, Vg, for the (m,/x
mode at _ = _o. Then
_ = _to _- , and if _-- is called the delay time, I:: , the phase shift
i i
g g
can be expressed as (6-31
Suppose that a measurement run is made in which the frequency is coo + _:o
for half the time, and drops to _o-_ for the remainder.Figure 6-2a
shews this speed variation and the correspondingtwo values of the complex
pressure,phase shifted + _p = + _ from the orientation that would
correspond to the mean f7equency,-_o. Because time averaging is used to
suppress random noise, the measured signal is the average of the two extreme
comp|ex pressures show1. This average signal has an amplitude which is reduced
by the factor cos (&_'). It is clear that if the speed variations take tOe
form of a "square wave" of any frequency, the same result oo.ains. This
attenuationof modal signal amplitude is here called "Loss of Signal."
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TIMEAVERAGEDSIGNAL= C-_)t
SPEED MODALCOEFFICIENT RESULTING
VARIATION VARIATION SIGNAL
C(o_0 + &_)
_ SIGNAL = C, co._.sl&oJT_)
LOS
(a)
°J0 _ t -&o_v Cl_0 - &°_)
SIGNAL = C •J. o(A_v._)
LOS
(b) COMPLETE LOS
°:0+&_ __._ F-OR4o_v= 765,
_0 _ t
_0 - &o:
_ SIGNAL = C • SINI,',_r)
,=
(c} Los
_0 + &u_
COMPLETE LOS
FOR &oJv=,
_0 t
o_0 - &¢_
Figure 6-2 Effects of Three Types o,"Speed Variation on Resultant Mode
Coefficient
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Figures 6-2b and 6-2c illustrate the effect of two other types of speed
variation - sinusoidal and sawtooth. The expressions for the corresponding
loss of signal (LOS) will be developed presently. The foregoing analysis for a
one cycle square wave is obviously applicable, except possibly for transient
effects in the neighborhoodof the 2_cJ frequency jump. It is not obvious,
however, that the other forms of speed variation shown in Figures 6-2b and
6-2c, can also be analyzed on the same quasi steady-statebasis. For this
reason, and because the microphone pressure must be related to the rotor
reference signal in the traversingmicrophone method, it is necessary to
develop a more fundamental approach to the speed variation process.
6.3 PROPAGATION OF MODES DURING SPEED VARIATIONS
Correspondingto a single (m,_) mode, the pressure distribution in a
: reference plane, x = O, which may be considered the source location, under
constant frequency ((o = _o), operation may be expressed as
p (0, t, r, 8) = Re_P"(0, t, r, 8)_
where P (0, t, r, 8) = Cmp _mz_(r, 8) expi _o t
If the eigenfunction,V)m_ (r, O) is sunpressed for simplicity t'lisoecomes
P (0, t) = Cmjw expi - _ot, (6-4)
which gives the temporal behavior of the mode at x = 0 for constant frequency.
If this mode is "switched on" at t = O, the pressure at location x will be
p (x, t) : Re{Cm_ expi [kxm/w (_o) x - _ot]}
+ transient
For times sufficientlylong for the transient to decay, the solution is simply
(x, t) = Re[P (x, t)}, (5-5)P
where P (x, t) - Lm_ expi Ckxmv_ (_o) x - _o t]
Consider now the behavior when the frequency varies (see ref. 14).
Specificationof the time dependence at x = 0 requires the replacement of the
angle _o t, for constant frequency, by the integral
_t _(t)dt, giving
Cruz_ i t _ (t) dt] (5-6)P (0, t) : expi [- o
7O
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Suppose that the frequency varies by a small amount, + _, about a mean
value, _o, and let this variation be harmonic, with Frequency, P , that is
, small compared to =Po
(t) = _o + Z_ cos (_t + _ ) 6-7)
i Tilen, ft° (_J(t)dt = _ot +-_--_-sin}p(_/t +, ) + b 6-8)
_' where b is the constant of integration, - _c_ sin _ .
The source pressure is then
m_v sin (_t + _ ) - b] 6-9)P (0, t) = Cm/W expi [-_pot
= CmjW expi - (_o t + b) expi ["_ sin (vt + # )]
Tne second exponential is a familiar expression in the analysis of
frequency-modulatedsiQnals and can be expanded (ref. 14) according to the
generic form
expi (x sin _ ) : _ Jq(X) expi q_ (6-I0)
= --_
There results
= _ Jq (-_-)expi- [(_o + q _)t + q# + b] (6-11)P (O,t) Cm/_ q:-_
The source pressure is thus expressed as a linear combination of harmonic
motions involving the mean frequency,_o, and the sidebar'ds,_o +_ _ ,
_o +29, etc.
Consequently, the pressure at x may be found as the suoer_ositionof the
P(x,t) appropriate to each of the modulated frequencies,implied by
eq. (6-II). If the source is "switched on" at t=O, with a oehavior qiven by
eq. (5-ll), then after the transients nave decayed, tne pressure at x will
accordinglybe qiven by
q_= (--_-) expi { (_o+q_)]x-(_o+q_)t-q,-b} (5-12)P(x,t) : Cm/_ dq [kxm/w
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, where kxn_ (_o + qV) is the axial wavenumber evaluated at frequencies
' (_o + q_).
+
For small frequency variations about a mean, _ o, that are not too close to
cutoff, the wavenumber can be approximated by
kxm/w (_o + q V) = kxm/, (_o) + d kxm/_ (5-13)
i dk I
: kxm/w (w°) + _ _o q v
The expression_dkxm I_o is the reciprocal of the group velocity, Vgm/w' for
the mode.
Then the quantity [kxm/w (_o+qV)] x in eq. '6-12) can be written as
X
kxm/w (_o+qV)x = kxm_ (_o)X + qv Tg,m/w
The factor x/Vgm,u is the time delay for the changes in frequency in the
wave to arrive at station x, and will be called _'m_
x _ _ . x (_3-I4)
m/_- Vgm_ _o
So
kxm/w (_)o + qV)x = kxmp (_Jo) x + qv _m/w
and eq. (6-12) becomes
P(x,t):Cm/_[expi kxm_w (_o)X] _ Jq(-_)expi-[(_)o+qV)t-q v Znl/z+q_+b]
_--_
Comparing eq. (6-15) and (6-11) it is seen that the q-sum in (6-15) can be
obtained from that in (6-11) by replacing t with (t-n_m,,).Accordingly, the
pressure at x can be obtained from the pressure at 0byr
.+
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P(x,t) : P[O,(t -_'ms_)] expi [kxm_(_ o) x - _o_'r_j] (6-16)
This result shows that a variable frequency wave at one location is replicated
at a more distant location after a characteristic time delay, _nl_. While
eq. (6-16) was derived on the basis of a single frequency h&rmonlc modulation
it is clear that the same result holds for more general frequency variations,
provided that the total excursion about the mean frequency is sufficiently
small to allow the approximation for the change in wavenumber used in eq.
(6-13).
The exponential factor in eq. (6-16) is of interest. It is a phase shift of
the signal that may be interpretedreadily by applying eq. (6-16) to the
special case of constant frequency, _ = _o. In this case the result is
P(x,t):[Cm/_ expi-_o(t - t'm/_)]6expiCkxm_w(_o)X- _o t_m/_] }
Here the quantity in square brackets is P[O,(t -_'mv_)], the pressure at x=O
for _ =_o, time delayed by i'm/W. Combining exponentials
P(x,t) = Cm/_ expi[kxm/w (_o) X-Pot]
which is the obvious constant frequency result, exhibiting the phase shift
kxnjM(_o)Xwith respect to the wave at x=O.
Another form of the phase shift factor in eq. (6-10) may be obtained. Replace:
t_n_by x/Vgm#w, and kxm_. by (kxm_/_ o) _o = _o/Vp, where
:ao/kxn)_is the phase velocity, Vpm_r Then
For highly propagatingmodes the phase and group velocities are approximately
equal, so this phase shift vanishes and the relation becomes
P(x,t) -,-Pl0,(t-_m_ ))
The phase shift between x = 0 and x = x in this case is given entirely by
P{x,[t -_',v,]}- P(O,[t -R;m_)], which amounts to C_o)'mz_= _ox/c
= kx in the case of negligible flow velocity.
Another case of interest is the one discussed in Section 6.2 to introduce the
subject: Let _e frequencybe constant at _ao for a time, and then let it
suddenly change to_ o +A_ and remain there. By inserting these two steady
state values in eq. (6-16) it is verified that the phase of P(x,t) and also
the phase of P[0,(t -l_mlW)] changes byeS'mr, as was obtained by the
quasi steady-stateanalysis of Section 6.2.-- _,
IThese results, which govern the propagation of variable frequency waves ingeneral, will now be applied specificallyto 0etermine the benavior of tr._traversingmicrophone system under variable sDeed operating conditions.
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6.4 EFFECTSOF SPEEDVARIATIONS ON TRAVERSINGMICROPHONESYSTEM
; 6.4.1 Effect of Traverse Speed Variation
Before considering the eFFects of rotor speed,_, variation, described above,
upon the traversingmicrophone system, the results of deviations from constant
traverse speed, I", will be examined, in order to clear the way for discussion
of the more significanttopic of variable rotor speed.
Under constant rotor speed,_., and allowing for traverse speed variations by
writing 0 : 0(t) in place of Tt, the transform of the pressure for the ruth
circumferentialmode of target order n = N is, neglecting previously discussed
conjuqate terms:
• t +T
1 r 1 N
Tr{pNm (t)} = T ,ItlPm (t) vN (t) dt
tl+T
l N l expi [me(t)-N_.t]'expi-[Me(t)-N._t]d_
= Z Cm T tl
tl+T
1 CN _ expi[(m-M)e(t)]dt (6-17)
=7 m l
In the imDortant case of the target m = M mode, the integrand is unity so the
result is perfect:
Tr PM
For the off-target, m = M, modes, it has been seen in Section 5.1 that when e
is a linear function of time I l_ : constant) the integral vanishes if the _
length of run, T, corresponds to one or more complete revolutions of 6 .
If traverse speed l_(t) departs from constant value,T_o,by a small
variation, g(t), we can write
(t) : ro + g(t) (5-19)
rt)::_ so e(t) = "P(t)dt = ro t (d-20)0
i
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/
/og(t)dt will be small compared witllro t and, of course, is
where G(t)
nonlinear.
Then, eq. (6-17) becomes
tl+TTrC_[}= ½ CmN Tl tl expi [(m-M) l_o_ + (m-M)G(t)] dt
tl_T
l N l
expi ['_-M)_ot]'expi [(m-_i)G(t)]dt (6-21)
= _ Cm T tl
If G(t) is small in tl_t_(t I + T) the second factor will be approximately
constant over the integration, so that the resul_ will be aDproximatelyzero
instead of vanishingexactly.
To estimate this effect of traverse speed variation, computer simula-_edruns
were made for both linear and sinusoidal types of speed variations. For the
example of linear speed variation, g(t) was chosen as O.OOlt. With ro equal
to O.l and a run time of dO sec, this corresponded to a 10% speed change at
the end of the run. This unrealistically,large speed variation was selected in
order to demonstrate the departures From constant speed more clearly.
Results of the simulation are shown in l'_ble6-I. Contamination of modes not
input is seen to f_ll off as the difference between input and target m number
becomes large. Even with this rat_er unrealistic s_eed variation results are
acceptable.
Sinusoidal speed variation was simulated by the relation
g(t) = _l_sin 2
whereAris the amplitude of the variation and E is the number :f complete
c_cles of variation in t_e run time, T. Results of tnis simu,a-iJnare shown
in Table 6-2 for a _l_ = O.OOl and both one and four cycles of speed
variation. Contaminationin "_is case is clearly insignificant.
/
5.4.2 General Formulation for Rotor Speed Variation
For analytical investigationof the effect o? speed variations, the integral
form of the order transformsof Sections 3 and 4 will be used
tl+T NTr{p(t)] = _ D(t) W(t)VM{t)dt (D-22)
It l
where _(t) = expi [M_)(t)-Nl'(t)] (5-_3)
M
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TABLE 6-1
,,i EFFECT OF LINEAP,ACCELERATION OF TRAVERSE MICROPHONE
I ON COWUTED MODE AMPLITUDES
Input
1 = I/0o Pressure Units
Rotor Soeed = lO0 rev./sec
Traverse Speed = 0.I + O.OOl t rev./sec
Number of Time Increments = 244349
Time IncrementBetween Samples - 0.0000390625sec
Total Run Time = 9.54+ sec
Output
m C 2 Pressure Units C 2 - dB re 1
0 l 00000409 O.000036
l O1449415 - 37
2 00725714 - 43
4 00362829 - 49
8 00181279 - 55
16 00090537 - 61
32 00045265 - 67
TABLE 6-2
EFFECTOF SINUSOiDAL SPEEDVARIATION OF TRACERSEMICROPHONE
_._ COMPUTEDrIODEAMPLITUDES
•nput
32
CO = lO_ Pressure Units
Rotor Soeed = 100 rev./sec
Traverse Sp_ed : .l + .OOl sin (2_t/T) rev./sec
Number of Time I._crements= 256000
Time IncrementBetween Samples - .0009390025sec
Total Run Time : lO sec
-0 --"--I'TI_31J_uOO0 0 T.-O0000000 0
l .00050000 - 6_ .00000024 - 132
16 .00000024 - 132 .00000024 132
. 31 .00000024 - 132 ,00000024 - 1,_2
32 .00000024 - 132 .00000024 - 132
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is the target signal for the Mth circumferential mode of order N. @(t) is
microphone angle, V(t) is rotor shaft angle, W(t) is identically one fer
uniform weighting and, for Hammingweighting, is given by eq. (4-4).
Based on the _receeding analysis of the propagation of variable frequency
wave_, t>.e expression for the pressure of the (m,p) mode will be taken as
Dn (t) = Re C expi [me(t_-n¥(t-_
This expression is used in place of the full expression for p, which involves
m and_ summation,to simplify the'resultingforms so that the effects of
nonlinearshaft angle variation:and delay time will stand out _,_oreclearly.
Further, the phase shift factor of eq. (6-16) is suppressedfor similar
reasons;it may be consideredto be lumped with the mode coefficient, C_
: The delay time, _'m_, is t,hetime for a speed change in the fan rotor 1_-be
sensed by the micro'phonerespondingto the (m,/_ mode. It is generally _
differentfor all modes and also includes any ,-,: namic delay for modes "_
_ excited by _.heinteractionof the rotor wakes w_tn downstream stators.
With eq. (6-24)for pressure, the transf.,m.of eq. (6-22), using uniform
,veighting becomes
= expi [_(t) - nlf(t-_n
mA,)]expi -[M_(t) - NIF(t)]dt
n_ )tl
TT,econjugate terms ar,_omitted _"h_e ey are small, as has been described it,i
Section 3. This expressiunbe om_
: : _ T tl expi[(m-M)@(t)-ny(t-_m/) + Nl(t)] dt (6-25)
We can make the approximation
-_,
n _nm/ d l((t)((t- ZF,_ ) = Y(t)-
(6-26)
' = y(t)-t"n .CL(t)
Su ttlat
tl+T[ )_ "n _rZ(t)] dt (6"27)
Tr Pmin(t = _lCnm/_Fl Jtl exp_ [(m-M)_(t)+(N-n)¥(t)+n_m/w
?
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I
,_t
_I Now, unless n = _, the factor expi (N-n) _'(t)ensures tnat the integrand will
oscillate rapidly so that the time average can be made sufficiently small to
_I be iqnored. The importantcases, therefore, are for the target n=N order, for
wnich the transform becomes
Jtl ml"_z(t)] dt (6-28)
: It will be observed that if the time delay is zero, tilevariable speed .rL(t)
presents no _omplicatiun: for an integral number of microphone turns the
inteqral vanishes unless m = M, in which case the transform equals 1/2 CrY,M,
_ as in the constant speed ca._o.
T_'e speed variation can now b_ ritten in terms of its mean value, a'Z o and a
small time variatien, _ (t)
_.(t) = _'Lo + _(t) (0-29)
This gives
tI+T
Tr(pNm/W(t}} = ,_.Ic,N3expi. N-(_o_rNmxW._ tl expiC(m-M)_](t)+N_(t}_:_]dt (_-30}
When the microphone angle l_(t)is replaced by 8(t) =l_t, we get
• _tl+T
. Tr{P_mjw(t)}= _ CNm_expi N_o _N_T,I| expi[(m-M)l't+N_C(t)_m/_N]dr (6-31)
JtI
If the integrand in eq. (6-31) is compared with the constant speed case for
the tarqet n = N frequency, eq. (3-13), it is seen that the term (m-M)rt for
constant speed is now supplementedby tne term Nf(.t)._,N which depends on
the speed variation, f(t), and the delay time, "_/_ . T_l_smodificationwill
alter the previously obtained constant speed results.
6.4.3 Linear Speed Variations
In order to interpreteq. (6-31) and to obtain illustrativenui_rical results,
specific forms for the speed variation, f(t), will be taken. The simplest case
is a linear speed variation, f(r which f(t_.= _t, so that
.rL(t)= _rzo + at (6-32)
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For clarity of illustration,tne limits of integrationin eq. (6-31)will be
taken from -T/2 to T/2 so that the mean speed,.FZo, is attained at t = O. In
• addition, the constant phase shift factor, expi NZLo _6'-_6iwill besuppressed. (Note: if t e phase shift factor of eq. had be n retained
in eq. (6-24) it would have combined with exDiW tl_10_'m#__above to give
k_m/_X, which simply transfers the phase of Cm/_ from'x-= 0 to x = x under
constant speed conditions.)
Under these conditions we have
'i f T/2 N ]t dt (6-331=_}, Tr{ NmRs.(t)J = _ CNn.kuI"I - expi [(m-M)T'+Na_'m/W
;i
. It can be seen that the frequencydifferences between the target mode, M'_,
and other modes, ml_, which under constantW speed are integer multiples of
microphone speed are now shifted by Na "_'m,_•
The process is easi.y understood intuitivelyon the basis of an analog
_. tracking filter. As speed changes, the frequency of th,,rotor reference signal
or tracking signal changes in a precise mat--h.But, due to the time delays for
the ,nodesto propagate to the microphone, tne microphone pressure signal lags
behind the tracking signal, creating a frequencymismatch.
w
The integral in eq. (6-33) can be readily evaluated to give
Tr{D N (t)} 1 cN sin [(m-M)T+Na_Nm/_] T/2
= (6-34a)
m/w 2 mp ll'+Na_"N] I
m/w
or, more briefly,
N (t) : g Cm/u dif."[(m-M)]_+Na_'m/W] T/2 (6-34b)Tr Pm,_
For interpretivepurposes it will be a little more convenient to switch signs
in the argument of the diff function,which is allowable since it is an even
function,giving
Tr Pmp diff [(M-m)l_+Na_'m/w]T/2 (6-34c)
In the constant speed case, where a = O, for the m = M target mode the
function diff [ ] is unity, and for all ot'.;ermodes it vanishes. The effect of
linear speed variation is seen to introduce a snift in frequency from these
values, producing two types of error: l) The resDor.sefor the target mode is
79
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reduced by the factor diff [Na_'_ ]T/2; this is called here "loss of
signal," LOS. And 2) the non zer(/-responsefor neighboring off-target (m = 14)
,,odesdue to shifting from the zero_ of the function is called contamination.
Both effects can be readily calculated from eq. (6-34). T':leseffects are
illustratedin Figure 6-3.
As a check of these results, and to bring out some important design features,
a six-part computer simulated test series was run, the results of which are
plotted in Figure 6-4.
A set of computer simulated tests was run, using the following parameters for
the lO-inch P&WA fan rig.
Mean rotor speed lO0 rps
Rotor acceleration l rps/sec
Run t_me I0 secs
Order n = N 32 (blade order)
A delay time, _'_ of 9.375 x lO-4 seconds was selected for illustrative
purooses to give'a frequency shift of O.3/T, and was used foY modes m =
O, + I, + 2. The extent to which this delay corresponds to actual operating
conditions is treated extensively in Section 6.5.
The results of Run l, a l-turn traverse in lO seconds, using uniform weighting
(W/[t)_l)are shown in Fiqure 6-4. The target signal has fallen 1.4dB and there
is contamination from the bordering mode of -8.7dB. (Under constant speed
conditions this contaminationwould be zero or "-,,"dB).T'aeseLOS and
contamination figures are certainly not ignorable.
With these Run I results as reference, a sequence of modified data acquisition
and processing procedureswas applied to the same rig operating conditions, in
order to show how these results can be improved.
In Run 2, Figure 6-4 the microphone traverse speed is doubled to produce 2
turns in the I0 second run. This spreads the modal frequencies farther apart
and prevents the immediate bordering frequency from encroaching into the main
lobe of the response function. The contamination from this bordering mode has
now dropped from -8.7dB to -16.4dB. (The LOS is unchanged.)
Further reduction of contaminationmay be had by additional microphone speed
increases,but this would only shift the bordering mode frequency to
successiveminor lobes, which fall slowly. A more effective procedure is to
introduce Hamming weighting in the transform. These results are giver,in Run
3, Figure 6-4. The nearest mode contaminationhas dropped to -26.7dB, and the
LOS is now -O.6dB instead of -I.4.
The greatest contamination is now resulting from intrusionof the neighboring
mode into the main lobe of the response function, which has been oroadened as
a result of Hamming. This can be corrected by further moderate microphone
speed increases to move the bordering mode frequency farther away from the
target.
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TARGET
M
_ MODAL FREQUENCIES
FREQUENCY
TARGET
FREQUENCY
• • • • • •
I I
LOSS OF SIGNAL H RELA'nVE FREQUENCY SHIFT
DUE TO MODAL FREQUENCIES
EFFECTS OF LAGGING BEHIND SPEED
SPEED INCREASE INCREASE/-
ua CONTAMINATION
_O
Z
CONTAMINATION f'_ M-1
FREQUENCY
Figure 6-3 Loss of Signal and Conta,ninationResulting From Linear Speed
Increase
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MODAL FqEQUENCIES
V V T V •
M
RUN 1 -1 4dB_ REFERENCESHOWS LOSSOF/IX SIGNAL AND CONTAMINATION
Ill RECTANGULAR WINDOW8.7dB R =' I TURNr = 0.1 rl_
M+3 M+2 M+I M-2 M-3 M-4
- V M1 4¢IVj_,%,BAIr_ _ V •
DOUBLEMICROPHONE SPEED
fl I _ R =2TURNSr = 0.2 rp=
M-1
M+I - 16.4dB M-2
• M_O.6dB'_'__ • • ADD HAMMING WINDOW
RUN 3 A I X HAMMING WINDOW
R = 2 TURNS
M-2 r = 0.2 rl_
-46dB
M+I M-I
'_ • M,.,,,.,,, _ • INCREASEMICROPHONESPEED
RUN 4 _ i X HAMMING WINDOW
R = 3 TURNS
M-1 I" :,=0.3 rl_
m +1 -58dB
RUN 5 INCREASEMICROPHONESPEED
HAMMING WINDOW
R = 4 TURNS
M-1 r = 0.4 rpll
-46dB
l FULL RESPONSE • INCORPORATETIME DELAY
HAMMING WINDOW
ZEROCONTAMINATION R ,, 4 TURNS
./ i r-o.r.
lr
Figure 6-4 Effect of Linear Speed Variations
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. Figure 6-4, Runs 4 and 5 represent speed inc;'easesgiving 3 traverse turns and
4 turns. The contaminationis now less than -40dB in both cases.
It is clear from these results that Hamming is extremely beneficial when used
with a moderate number of traverse turns.
There is still another procedural modification that will improve not only the
contcmination(which has now oeen reduced to levels that are probably
acceptable),but will also improve the loss of target mode signal, which now
stands at -O.6dB. The reasoning that leads to this modification is quite
simple: Both LOS and contamination problems arise because the modal
frequencies are shifted with respect to rotor-generatedtarget signal
frequency. This frequency shift is, in turn, a consequence of the time delay,
_'m_ for the mode to arrive at the microphone during a speed cilange.If the
transform equation were modified by introducinga matching time delay,
_'=_'_'y,in the rotor signal, VM, both the modal signal and the delayed
rotor target signal would be frequency-lockedas rig speed varied.
This delayed reference signal is computed from eq. (6-23) simply by replacing
¥(t) by _'(t-_')to aive
vN(t-_) : expi - [Me(t) N IF(t-_')] (6-35)
(Note that t-l_replaces t only in the rotor angle function,)',and not in tne
microphone angle,@.)
The transform of the modal pressure, eq. (6-25), now becomes
Tr{pmn/_(t)1 l_cn _ f tl+T n )+N _F(t_l_)]dt= expi [(m-M)e(t)-n¥(t- _'m,u
_ m/w tl
For the important n : N order case, this is
Tr p (t) =_Cmf _ tl expi [(m-M)e(t)+N[_'(t-t')-_'(t-_m/_
If the computer-applieddelay, *_, in the rotor signal is made equal to the
the
modal delay, tr_, factor of N vanishes giving
Tr{pNm/_(t)1 _cN 1 Itl+T
: ex_i [(m-M)l_t]dt
m/_T tl
for traverse speed r.
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All time delays and speed variations have disappeared and tne result is the
same as in the constant speed case; there is neither loss of signa] nor
contaminationif an integer number uf turns is used.
This result is shown as Run 6 in Figure 6-4, where a delay time equal to the
modal delay has been incorporatedin the rotor reference signal of a computer
simulation.The common frequency shift of the modal signals and the delayed
target signal may be noted, together witK full target signal recovery and thei
complete absence of contamination.
It will be equally clear that the use of this simple procedure in an actual
engine or rig test will not produc,=such dramatic improvement.For one thing,
not have common delay times, _m#/_, because they generallyall modes do have
different wavenumbers, kxn_, and different sources in the engine or rig.
_nother consideratiJn is t_at the source locations are either unknown or are
known with limlted accuracy. The aerodynamic delay t me for rotor wake
impingementon downstream sources contributes a further uncertainty to
selecting the rotor signal delay, _. Extension of this procedure to handle
these complications is considered feasible but was beyond the scope of the
current investigation.
6.4.4 Sawtooth SDeed Variations
The foregoing analysis for linear speed variation has been presented in
considerabledetail si,lcethis form of variation gives a constant frequency
shift that is easy to visualize and produces effects that are readily
interpretablein terms of the frequency response function.
However, examinationof recorded time histories of rotor speed variation in
several engines and rigs shows that the typical variation present is a
somewhat irregular hunting about a mean speed, rather than a linear, long time
speed drift. This is fortunate,both for the operation of the machine, and
also for use of the traversing microphone system. In the previous 6-part
- illustrativesequence all simulated runs were of I0 second duration for
illustration.Now, it has been shown in Section 5.3.5 that the run time, T,
may have to be extended to reduce contaminationdue to broadband noise. In the
examples of Figure 6-4, if T is increased beyond lO seconds the main lobe
bandwidth of the responsewill be narrowed. This narrowing will attenuate the
target mode signal, even with Hamming, and even with a rotor signal time delay
that differs somewhat from the modal delay _.
It is therefore important to examine more realistic, hunting type speed
variations. This subsection treats sawtooth variations and in _he next section
sinusoidalvariations are examined.
Consider an irregular sawtooth speed fluctuation,shown in Fiqure 6-5.
For the qth segment of constant acceleration, ao, beginning at time, tq,
of duration Tq, the basic transform for the target mode, m = M and n :N
will be, from eq. (6-28)
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Figure 6-5 Sample Irregu]ar Sawtooth Speed F]uctuation
Trlp_(t) } ½ C_ l ftQ+T N/W= qexpi(N%" _q(t))dt (6-37): Tqq tq
Since IL(t) =_'Lo at the midpoint, toq, of the interval Tq, we have
3"Lq(t)= _rLo+aq(t-toq), (6-38)
Where toq = tq + _ Tq (6-39)
Then
Tr{D_(t)} = _C_ expi [N4_(jlo-aqtoq)] (6-40)
F tq+TX l_ q N aqt)dt, expi (NTM__
q / tq
Using the qeneric form
l sin/4L/2
-[" expi(/_8)dt)= /_L/2 expi /_(_+L/2) {6-41)
= diff_L/2) expi /_(_+L/2),
the transform becomes
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Tr OMx#(t = ½ CM/_ expi IN'C" (.rZo-aqtoq)]diff[N_i_aqTq/2] (6-42)
X expi [N_aqtoq]
: _CM/_IN diff [N_waqTq/2] expi (N_w.rL O)
But the product aqTq/2 is simply the speed excursion, -_Z)., which is
common __ all segments of the time history. Hence
Tr{p_/ (t)) = ½C N diff (N_ZLrc'N)expi (N_o_NM_) (6-43)
It is seen that this result does not depend on the individual acceleration,
aq, of the qth segment, nor upon its duration, Tq, nor upon the time,
tq, that the accelerationbegan.
The transform for the general sawtooth speed variation, Figure 6-5 follows
readily: We write for the pressure transform, following eq. (6-37)
I _ tl+Tg(t)_t, (6-44)
,r{pNM/w(t = _C_ 'tl
where tl is the beginning of the complete run, T.is the total time, T = Tl
+ T2 + . . . + TQ, and g(t) = gq(t) = expi [N_'_.(_a(t)] for
approoriate subintervals.
Then
Now the qth integral in the above, lq, can be written as
t +T
l q q (5-4_)
iq : Tq Tq tq gq(t)dt
: Tq diff (NZ_I_._N)rlpexpi (N_ O_N ,,
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where, as has been noted, the diff and expi functions are commonto all
segments. So
M/_ = CM/w _'r_ )expi(N_ot_M/_)T TI+T2+'".+TQ _,
The T-sums add to T, clearing the expression of run time. Also the factor expi
(N%lo._M/w" ) is just a ohase shift, constant over the run and will bediscarded here as it was for the linear variation. The result is then, simply _-
Tr{DN/_(t)} = ½ CN _NM/w diff (N_'L M/w) (6-4/)
l C_/w sin (N_(N_k_I._'_Nz_)) m"
or = _ _M_
This result corresponds to that obtained by the quasi steady state approach in
Section 6.2.
This result should be compared with eq. (6-341))for the case of unlimited
linear speed drift, which becomes for the target mode case m = M
Tr{ PNMp(t)} = _ CNM_diff ,Na_T/2) (6-48)
In this case, under constant acceleration, as T increases, the loss of signal
increases. In the sawtooth case, eq. (6-4/), which can be obtained_
replacing a.T/2 by _._Z in eq. (6-48), it is the combination N_- _
which governs loss of signal. To minimize LOS ,ae magnitude of speea
fluctuations, _'L, and the delay times, should be low. _o variation of
operating parameters such as run time, T, and traverse speed, T', will affect
the LOS. The delay times, _ are beyond control; however, as was seen in
the set of runs in the previous section, introduction of a cempensating time
delay in the rotor reference signal is an effective count.rmeasure for speed
variation.
6.4.5 Sinusoidal Speed Variations
A still more realistic form of fan speed variation is a sinusoid fluctuation
or a combinationof such fluctuations.The sinusoidal speed variation of
amDlitude + _ZI., circular frequency, P , about a mean speed-(_o is given by
.n.(t): -rLo + _ sin (vt+_), (6-49)
where @% is an arbitrary _hase angle.
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From eq. (6-28) for the basic transform under general small speed variation,
• for the target order n = N. use of eq. (6-49) gives
l N l | expi [(m-M)T_t+N_"m (_o+_Lsin(vt+_))]dt (5-50)Tr p (t =JsCm/4
: ;t 1
tl+T N
1 N l expi (_Ml_t)expi [NZ'mxw_jrLsin(vt+ _)]dtTJh
r_Here, _t4 = (m-M), and th_ ccnstant phase shift factor, expi N_" -CXo,
has been dropped, as before, for simplicity.
The exponentialwith sinusoidal argument in the integrand is replaced by its
Bessel functionexpansion, eq. (6-10), to give
(t+Tl _ _m_
Tr{p_](t). = _ N lFCn)# 'tl expiG&Mrt)q=_,Jq(N_LKt)expi q(_;t+_)dt (6-5])
_ Jq (N_ "Nm/W) _tl+T: _ Cm/W expi (q_) _ | expi (Z_Ml_+qv)t dt (6-52)q=
-_ Jt I
This result can be used to evaluate loss of signal and contamination. These
' are be_t handled separately.For loss of signal of the target mode _!4 = 0 and
J(pMN/w TM C___ _ tl+TTr (t)j _ , tl= Jq (NAA _" ) expi (q_ 1 expi (q ut)dt (6-53)
: g C Jo (NZ_ _ ) (6-54)
N
Z J (Nm_
+_ CM/_q_O q M_w) expi(q_)diff(qvT/2)expi q_(tl+T/Z)
_N
This general result simplifies drastically if there are an integral number of
cycles of speed variation in T. In this case the time integral in eq. (6-53),
(and the diff funccion in eq. (6-54)) vanishes, giving as the sole surviving
term:
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The argument of Jo i_ the same quantity, N__cL_'M_, that governed the
attenuationof the target signal in the case of s_wtooth speed variation, eq.
(6-47), i.e.:
{ N )} di_f (N,._.(sawtooth)Tr pM_w(t = ½ CNM;w _.NM/al.
Since the first zero of Jo(x) is at x = 0.767F and the first zero of diff(x)
is at x =T , there will be a complete loss of signal in the sinusoidal speed
variation case when N_.C_ = 0.76_, compared with N_" = 2v"for the
square wave variation. This result may be appreciated from examination of
Figure 6-2, which represents the time-varying phase shift of a mode at a fixed
microphone location, analyzed on a quasi steady-sta_.basis. The time average
of the vector i_ least (most LOS) for a square wave variation,where the
vector jumps between extreme positions. In the sawtooth or drift case the
vector position is u,,iformlydistributed between extremes. The sinusoidalcase
is intermediate;proportionallymore time is spent near the extremes of the
excursion than in the linear ca_e, but obviously not as much as for tne square
wave.
The result eq. (6-55) is independentof the frequency of the speed variation,
V, just as the sawtooth wave case result eq. (6-47) did not depend on details
of the wave shape. However, both results were based on an integer number of
_£_speed excursions during the run. This will not genera]ly occur in
practice, (neitherwill pure sinusoidalor sawtootn waves). However it is
pnssible to verify that eq. (6-55) is a good approximation to eq. (6-54):
Sirce Jq(x) for small x decreases rapidly with q, and since
Ji(x)(Jo(x), ewn ignoring the attenuatioa provided by diff (qvT/2) in
eq. (6-55), the contribution of the q-sum will be small compared witilthe Jo
term. If a more conservative estimate should be desired for the loss of
signal, the square wave case, cos (N_'_/w) m_; be used.
Realistic estimates of the loss of signal that may be encountered in practice
are given in Section 6.5.
Contaminationof the signal by neighboringoff-target modes will next be
examined with the use of eq. (6-32) which applies to the _M f 0, or m # M
case. The time average may be glven immediately in terms of the diff ( )
function,where (AMP+q v) is the frequency difference.Discarding unessential
phase shift factors, the result is
Tr{ mi.__NCt)}- ;_ Jq(N -C )dill (:Mr (S-56)
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The contributionof Jo will be zero since, witn q = G, the diff function
will he diff AMT'T/2 which vanishes for an integral number of turn_,_T.
Of the remaining q # 0 terms, Jl for q = +l dominates for small argument.
Unless diff (_Mr + )T/2 can be made s_all, the transform may be
significantlycontamlnated. If _MT" = + V , diff ( ) = l and t_,eworst
contaminationresults. We cannot depend-on being at a zero of dif._ (), since
p is an arbitrary frequency. The bordering modes, _M = +I, are the most
critical since they give diff (l_-V) as the most dangerous case in the sense
of making a small argument of the function and a large value of diff (T'-P).
Neither will it do to require 'ha_ T_ be made ver) much larger than P, for
this could result in an impracticallyhigh traverse speed or a speed that
would violate the constraint for time cluster spnaration, eq. (5-12).
The solution to this contamination problem is to employ Han_,ingweighting in
the transform of the pressure signal. It can easily -e seen that _f this W(t)
is inserted in the integrandof eq. (6-50) it will carry through and appear in
the time ,ntegralof eq. (6-52) to give I
= w(t)expi(_Mr+qv)tdt (6-57)
, Tr_Pm/w(t) _rn/Nq_ q' _ m/x)expi(q_)_ tl
Now, the t;me average can be obtained simpdy as t_e functlon
T
where Ha.._..I ) is defined ',yeq. (5-9) and is -illustratedin Figure (5-3).
Consequently,the solution of eq. (6-57) that corresponds to the solution
eq. (6-56) _or uniform weighting is
{_ _ I N _ J (_,,N)Hamm(_MT_+qv)T/2(t=_C m_"- '6-5L'I
Trp
As for uniform weighting, the worst contamination will be from Jl for q=+l
_,_dfor borderingmodes, _M = + I. Here, the argument of the HaremfunctTon
is, again, (_-V)T/2, for the most serious situation.
Now if we put T_= 2rr ', l)= 2/T_ ', where T" and V' are in Hz, the
argument of Harm ( ) is
( T"- _' )T_'. (6-60)
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Since the major lobe of the Hamming response ends at Z_f = 2/T, contamination
c_n be reduced to trivial levels (-40dB) bv selecting the traverse speed, T",
such that (I"- V') >_.,,.,,.T(Without Hamming a comparable reductionwould
' require, approximatelythat (T"- V') > lO0/T.)
This requirementmay be convenientlyexpressed in terms of number of
microonone turns, R = P'T, and number of cycles of speed variation cycles =
_)'T during the run of length T
• R- (no. of ;,_eedcyclesl ) 2. (6-61)
1 or R > (no of speed cycles) + 2
Since the number of speed variation cycles generally increaseswith time it
may be more instructi,'eto express T as R/_' in the requirement
L_ 2
(?'-p')>T
zl
obtaining (T_'-V') _ 2 R
R
(6-62)or R- 2 V
With R : 3 turns,T' must be > 3v', for R:4,1_' ) 2v, R : 5 gives
r'>1.67_', R = I0 givesI" > 1.25V.
This shows that to avoid contaminationthe traverse speed must exceed the
frequencyof speed variation, and also to prevent having to L_sea traverse
speed that is inconvenientlyhigh or violates the top speed constraint, the
use of a moderately large numL_r of turns is required.
In the applicationof the traversingmicrophone method to engine or fan rig
tests: it is clear that the specific speed characteristicsof the fan must be
examined in order to select the best traverse speed and number of turns.
Some computer simulated runs were conducted in this program to illustrate
sample loss of signal and contamination resulting from sinusoidal speed
variations. T,lefirst case consisted of a sinusoidal variatio;;of rotor speed
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with no time delay to verify that it is the time delay that is the important
source of error. T,leform of the speed variation was the same as used for the
sinusoida] speed variation in traverse angle, namely
g(t) =a_zsin_t
Results are shown in Table 6-3 for_1-_= lO and_equal to one and four.
Recovery of the input mode was seen to be perfect to the accuracy displayed,
verifying that for a microphone traverse near the source of a ,,ode,
i.e.,_ = O, rotor speed variation is unimportant.
TABLE 6-3
EFFECT OF SINUSOIDAL SPEED VARIATION OF ROTOR ON COMPUTED MODF AMPLITUDES
NO TIME DELAY
(Measurement at Source)
Input
4 _ : I/0° Pressure Units
Rotor Speed = lO0 + lO sin (2m_t/T) rev./sec
Traverse Speed = .l rev./sec
Number of Time Increments = 256000
Time IncrementBetween Samples = .0000390625 sec
Total Run Time : I0 sec
Output
./.,=1 J(:4
m jC3m21-PressureUnits ICm32J-dBre I jCm321-PressureUnits ]Cm3Zj-dBre1
0 I.O00OO000 0 I.00000000 0
I .O000OO00 < -I 66 . OOOO000C < -I 66
16 .00000000 < -I 66 .00000000 < -I 66
31 .00000000 _-166 .00000000 < -I 66
32 .00000000 _ -I 66 .00000000 < - 166
Time delay was then introduced for a series of runs where changes in _£z/zz,
"C_nand the number of cycles of speed variation,_, were studied. Results
are shown in Table 6-4. Output mode amplitudes were rounded to 4 significant
decimal places in t_is table to make comparisons easier.
C_Inoarisonof cases l, 2 and 3 shows rather large l_.ssof signal for the input
CO mode and large contaminatior,for the adjacent CT mode. It also shows
: that it is the product _n_/_ which controls the magnitudes of the loss of
signal and contamination.Cases 2, 12 and 13 show the effect of changing %'_,
and it can be seen that increasing_ increases both loss of signal and
contamination.Similarly, increasingA.c_/_.increasesboth loss of signal and
contaminationas seen in cases 2, 9, lO and II.
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. TABLE 6-4
: EFFECT OF SINUSOIDAL SPEED VARIATION OF ROTOR ON COMPUTED MODE AMPLITUDES
WITH TIME DELAY
Input
C_z = l /0 ° Pressure Units
Avg. Rotor Speed = lO0 rev./sec
Rotor Angle = i00 (t_z.n) + i00_ I{_ n } "1 - cos [2_r_ (t-_m)/T]
Traverse Speed = .l rev./sec .
Number of Time Increments= 256000
Time IncrementBetween Samp|es = .0000390625sec
Total Run Time = lO sec
Output
Output Mode Amplitudes-PressureUnits
Case _X_. n No. of
i No. _ _ sec Cycles-_ IC_21 IC_21 IC_l IC_121 IC_I ,_
! __ m
i ! .05 .00062500 l .9037 .2989 * * *
i 2 .l .00031250 | .9037 .2989 * * *
3 .2 .00015625 _ .9037 .2989 * * *
4 .l .00031250 .5 .9814 .1319 .0004 .O001 .OOOl _
5 1.5 .9127 .2291 .0012 .0003 .0003
6 2 .9037 k , , ,
7 4 .9037 * .0004 * *
8 8 .9037 * .0477 * .0004
9 .05 l .9755 .1551 * * *
lO .2 I .6425 .5122 * * * :
lI .4 1 .0550 .4938 * * * '
12 .l .00062500 | .6425 .5122 * * *
13 .l .00015625 _ .9755 .1551 * * *
: *Le_ than 5 x 10-9
NOTE-s See text Section 6.4.5 for discussion of this table.
Changes discussed to this point affected only the input mode amplitude and .:
that of the adjacent mode. Changing the number of cycles of variation,
however, results in contaminationbeing spread to differentmodes. This can be
seen by comparing cases 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. A noninteger number of cycles,
as would be the usua] result of an actual test, introducescontamination into
all modes (cases 4 and 5). This contamination appears to increase with
_" increasingproximity to the input mode.
L
:. 6.5 PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCEOF SPEED VARIATIONS
It has been seen that the dominant factor in producing loss of target signal
and contaminationfrom off-targetmodes is the total phase shift excursion in
the microphone plane, A_= (N_#). In preparing for an engine or fan rig
w
t
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test, there will presumably be available sufficient fan speed data to
determine the probable fluctuations,Z_rC,and some information about the
frequency of these fluctuations,(which, together withA@, affects
contamination).It then remains to estimate representativevalues of the delay
time,_w. With_ estimated,<_ can be found, and then the LOS can be
estimated using dlff_ , Jo (_I), or cos(_), as is summarized in Figure
6-2. The potential user of the traversing m_crophone method can then decide
whether these estimated losses are acceptable for the accuracy required. If
the estimated losses turn out to be excessive, then a modified procedure,
outlined in Section 6.6, must be developed and employed. It cannot be
overemphasizedthat excessive loss of signal is net in any way a consequence
of using the traversingmicrophone system; it occurs in any conventional fixed
microphone method that uses time-averaging to enhance the coherent fan
harmonic signals with respect to broadband noise.
In this section estimates of LOS will be given for three configurations: the
10-inch P&WA rig, the JTgD engine, and the NASA LeRC 21-inch fan rig.
Contamination estimateswere not made since it was shown in Section 6.4 that
use of Hamming with multiple traverse turns can reduce contamination to
acceptablelevels. (Loss of signal is not improved by this procedure.)
The modal delay time, _ , generally involves an aerodynamic delay and a
propagation delay. The propagationdelay is the time for changes in frequency
at the source to propagate to the microphone plane, and was given by
eq. (6-14). For stator sources downstream of the rotor, an aerodynamic delay
between rotor speed changes and their correspondingwake interactioneffects
at the ._tatoris involved. For illustrativepurposes here, it was assumed that
the rotor was the source of interactionmodes, so that aerodynamic delays were
not involved.
In the following work, the N or n superscripts on kxnW, _'m_w, etc., are
dropped for simplicity. The frequency at which such _uantitfes are evaluated
is taken to be, NJZo : _o, the mean frequency of the target order modes
in stationarycoordinates.
It has been shown that the modal delay time, by eq. {5-14), is
x I• "t'_ -- -------- x
Vgm_w
d_ I_o
Since axial wavenumber, kxn_, depends on cutoff ratio, _m._ will vary
widely at any given frequency,_o. To describe this situation requires that
we determine how the propagatingmodes are distributed with respect to delay
time. With such informationwe can find what fraction of the modes exceed a
specified delay time, and consequently,wh_t fraction of the propagating modes
will suffer a loss of signal greater than a preselected amount. In short, we
will determine for a sequence of acceptable LOS of O.5dB, IdB, 2dB, 3dB and
6dB, what percent of the propagating modes have loss of signal greater than
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'_ these values. It will be seen that this procedure provides a convenient,
easily understoodway of deciding whether the basic traversing microphone
i system can provide sufficientaccuracy or whether modified p ocedures are
necessary.
Starting with eq. (6-14) we can write
dk dk
xm dk
dk
_ xm___x
This can be expressed as
_Fm,_ _'c, (6-@4)
"Cm/- t,c
where _c = x/c (6-65)
is the time for a free-spacewave (no flow) to travel distance x
dkxm_ (_-66)
and _'m/_/ _'c- BIT
is the delay time magnification,relative to free space, for changes in
frequency to arrive at x.
Now the wavenumber, kxm/a, is taken in the form
= k I -Mx2)kxm/_ l-M _ [MX + l-(l _ m/w2], (6-67)
X
where _m --km_/k (6-68)
is called "cut-on ratio."
(This is the reciprocal of the more commonly used "cutoff ratio,"
: ( = klkmf ).
• Eq. (6-67) applies for waves traveling forward from rotor toward inlet, and
: Mx, the axial flow Mach number, is a positive quantity.
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, As fan speed changes ,u, k, _ , and Mx all change. The derivative required
; for obtaining _ml/_'c can then be expressed as
-_ = _- -r)k_x_-c + _ kxmp_m_ + _kxmzudMX_Mx_ (6-69)
The rate of change of Mach number can be obtained from engine data given in
the form:
Mx = aNl + b, (6-70)
where Nl is shaft speed, rps, and the constants a and b apply to the
specific fan rig or engine.
Nl and k are related by
k _ 2 TN1N- - (6-71)
C C
A numerical procedurewas used to obtain from eq. (6-67) through eq. (6-71) a
tabulation of _m_,/_c versus _m,_. Figure 6-6 shows this relation for
the second harmoKic of blade passage frequency in the JTgD engine at 3400 rpm.
The large magnificationof delay for high _ (near cutoff) is noteworthy.Even
highly propagating modes ( _ near zero) have delay times of about 7 times .
their _c = x/c values. These magnificationsare significantlylarger than :
the Mx = 0 case due not only to flow but also due to the rate of change of
flow with respect to fan speed.
With "C'/i_"c determined as a function of C, the phase shift,
calculated_¢ = _'_c'_',Jsing'_o/_c,)can(_ . be found, and the loss of signal can be
With loss of signal obtained as a function of cuton ratio,_ , it remains only
to determine the percentage of propagating modes that exceed # and that, •
consequently,exceed that loss of signal. For this purpose, the cumulative ,
distributionof propagatingmodes is required as a function of _'. This will
be obtained by means of modal density functions.
Rice has shown (ref. 15) that the modal density function with respect to
cutoff ratio, ( , in the case of Mx = 0 is given by
D_ N = 2/_3 (6-72)
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Figure 6-6 Variation of Delay Time With Cuton Ratio
(Mx : 0.555)
The density function,DSN is the derivative, dN/d(I, and can be interpreted
readily from the relation
Fraction of propagatingmodes = (D_ N)d_ (6-73)
between (= (l' and I(= _2 (1
The cumulative distributionfunction Ni is the fraction of modes having
cutoff ratios less than _, or
/
hlt)= [ (O._N)d¢ (6-74)
II
These density and distribution functions are shown in Figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-7 Rice's Modal Density and DistributionFunctions
For the l)uroosesof this section the density and distributionfunctions are
required with respect to the variable _, the reciprocalof _ used above. The
conversion is made by the change of variable rule for density functions:
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dN dN
t
._ This results in
I
., D_N : -_ -__ = -(-_
This density function, which is simpler than the one for cutoff ratio, is
shown in Figure 6-8a, for the zero Mach number case.
Because of its linearity the density function, D_N, is easily modified to
account for flow at axial Mach number Mx. From the wavenumber function, eq.
; (6-67) the cutoff point, when the radical becomes imaginary, occurs whena
' (l-Mx2) _'n}_ = I. The range of _ for propagation thus extends from zero
tn i 1/(1-Mx2). This extension is shown in Figure 6-8b, together _ith the
reduced slope of the density function, required to maintain unit area under
the curve.
The cumulative distribution function, or fraction of modes with cuton ratio
less than _ is
QI)
o I'_'_\\\\_ I I J
k_
k
2 . (b)
_
0.I 10 T/_._-'_M2 II
L_
CUTON MAll0, l -
w
Fiqu_ 6-8 Modal Densit;, as a Functior_ of Cuton Ratio
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_ N_ = (D_ N)d_ : {l-Mx2)g 2 (6-77)
i
Now from the above relation, (Nt vs _), _nd from (_'_/_'c vs _) of
Figure 6-6, the relation ( _ vs _ ) is found, using _# = _U_'c
' _'/_'c.Finally, the relations (N¢ vs _) and (_ vs _) give the
relation ( _ vs N¢ ).
This relation, ( _@ vs N¢) is shown in Figure 6-9. It _hows the fraction of
modes having phase shifts less than or greater than selected values of _i# .
The left hand entry is the minimum possible phase shift - all modes will
i exceed this value. Moving to the right side of the figure indicates the
fraction of modes that will exceed successively larger phase shifts. Tile
associatedloss of signal, corresponding to LOS = 20 loglo Jo (_#) is
shown on the vertical scale to the right of the figure. Values plotted in
Finure 6-9 are for the JT9D engine, and correspond to the distributionof
modal delay time ratio, _'m/w/_'c,which has been presented in Figure 6-6.
Using this distributiona table can be constructed to show what fraction of
modes will undergo a loss of signal greater than a sequence of pre-selected
values.
It is found, for example, that all modes have LOS greater than O.6dB, 22% have
LOS =, IdB, 7.5% have LOS :_ 2dB, etc. As an indicationof the serious
i_lication of such figures, suppose that a LOS of 6dB could be tolerated in a
very crude test. It turns out that 2.8% of the propagatingmodes would have
even greater loss of signa]. This amounts to about 80 possible modes of twice
blade passage order in the JT9D.
These distributionswere determined for three fan configurations,the lO-inch
P&WA fan rig, the JT9D engine, and the 21-inch NASA LeRC fan rig. (Actually,
expanded logarithmic graphs were used to obtain better accuracy than the
linear scales of Figure 6-9 can provide.) The following tabulation gives
percent modes exceeding selected LOS for these fans (see Table 6-5). Relevant
data used in the calculations is also tabulated.
A glance at the table shows two things quickly: The lO-inch rig figures seem
quite satisfactory,and the 21-inch rig figures are obviously unacceptable
since all modes have at least 9.6dB loss of signal. The results for the JT9D
are not as black or white, but they are certainly cause for concern - if
results are required _ithin IdB LOS, 32% of the modes will fail to meet this
standard.
: Some explanation of the large differences among the three rigs is helpful.
i From the tabulationof data it is noted that the observed speed variations ofboth lO inch rig an JT9D engi e are less than + 2 rpm, where s the
"I 21-inch rig has a figure of + 60 rpm. The cause of this comparatively large
I speed variation is a result _f the speed control system. Despite closely
equal speed variations in the lO-inch rig and JT9D engine, the LOS results are
clearly worse for the full-scale engine. This turns out to result from larger
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Figure5-9 Distributionof PhaseShiftand Lossof Signal
full-scaledistancesbetweenfanand assumedmicrophonelocations,but more
importantly,itis due alsoto the differencein delaytime ratio,
_n14_,/_ in the two fans. In the JTgD,"_'m_w/'_'cis muchhigherthanin the_8-'inchrig becauseboththe axialHa'chnumberand the rateof change
of Mx with speed;_rehigher.
It is concludedFromthisexercisethat the basictraversingmicrophonesystem
is likelyto be satisfactoryfor use on the lO-inchrig,but on otherrigsand
enginesmay producemarginalor priorresults,due to the effectsof speed
variations.(Insome applications,wherethe dominantmodesare known,and are
knownto have_;malldelaytimes,the effectsof speedvariationswill not be
as severe.)
There is,however,a modificationthatcan be easilyincorporatedin the data
processingpa_'tof the traversingmicrophonesystemthatwill improvethe
resultssignificantly.Inismodificationis describednextin Section6.6.
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TABLE 6-5
EFFECT OF SPEED VARIATIONS ON LOSS OF SIGNAL - (LOS)
• CHARACTERISTICSOF THREE RIGS
BASIC TRAVERSE SYSTEM
_'i Percent of Modes Exceeding LOS
LO___SS lO-inch ri9 JT9D (T.O.) NASA Fan
r
0.5 dB 0.4% 100% 100%
l 0.2 22 lO0
2 _ O.l 7.5 lO0i
• 3 ,_ 0.1 4.5 100
6 _ 0.I 2.8 100
(Minimum LOS) 0.002 dB 0.6 dB 9.6 dB
DATA
Speed Variation Observed + 1.5 rpm + 1.25 rpm +60 rpm
Speed Variation Used - 1.5xi.5 - 1.25xl.S -60xl
: Distance 0.61m (2 ft) 1.52m (5 ft) 0.7_m (2.6 ft)
Mx O.l Oo56 O.31
rp_ 6000 3400 12,000
order (2BPF) 64E 92E 56E
6.6 CO_ENSATION FOR SPEED VARIATIONS
A simple modified procedure for reducing the effects of s_needvariation will
now be described.
Unuer a general type of speed vamation, from eq. (6-22), eq. (6-23), and eq.
(6-24),and using uniform weighting, the modal pressure of target n = N order
has the transforT_i:
L $*TrlpNiu(t)1= ½ CN l tlexpi [mO(t)-N)'(t-%"N )] vN(t)dt (6-78)
m/_T mjw
where the target reference signal is
vN(t) = expi - [MB(t)-NY(t)]
M
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For the target, m = M mode, this becomes simply
t +TTr{p_(t)} = ½C_ l expi-N lr(t-_"NT M/_) ' expi N )'(t)dt (6-79)l
or
tl+T{ N/w )} 1 _ l l expi N[,(t)_ l,(t_l_N/w)]dt (6-80) ,
Tr p (t = C T
al
If, hypnthetically,the modal delay, _Mxw, were ignorably small, (as for a
highly propagating mode measured very close to its source), then the factor
[If(t)- If(t-_h_, would be essentially zero, the.integrandwould be
constant = l, and the transform would give I/2 C_ with no loss of signal.
This would apply to completelyarbitrary histories of small speed variations.
(It was confirmed by computer simulation,as reported in Section 6.4, that
with zero time delay the result was unaffected by speed variations.)
It has been shown, however, that _'_w is not always sufficientlysmall in
practice and that serious loss of sfg_al is obtained. But there is another way
of making the quantity [_'(t)- ¥(t- .%_M/w)]essentially zero: If the rotor
reference signal ¥(*) were to be delayed by a time. _ , closely equal to the
modal delay, the quantity in brackets would become
N ][_(t-_)- )'(t-_m/W)
and for _'_:_M_ this would also become essentially zero, resulting in the
full transform, I/2 C_/_.
Accordingly,let a new target reference signal be formed to replace VMW(t).
The required signal to produce the effect described above may be denoted by
V_(t,'_) and is defined by
vN (t,%') : expi - [MB(t)-N¥(t-_)] (6-81)
Note th,t t is replaced by (t -It) only in the rotor'angle signal IC(t),and
not in the microphone angle signal, O(t). The delayed rotor angle signal
_(t-'_')is obtained from the digitized, direct rotor signal by time-shifting
in the :omputerprogram that executes the transfo,_n.
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With the modified target signal, eq. (6-81), the transform becomes
Tr PM_(t) = T )t I pMiu (t) VNM(t,_-) dt
I cNiw' If t1+T
=_ T)tl expi N [ Y(t-%')-_'(t-_'_)]dt (6-82)
a/
If it were oossible to know the value of _MA_ then _ could he asslgned an
equal value and the result of perfoming _ne transfo m eq. (6-82) would be
exactly the desired qdantity, I/2 C_b_ . In practice, the _t#_ can at best
; be estimated approximatelydue to uncertaintyof source location, unknown
aerodynamicdelays, and o_her factors. It is therefore necessary to evaluate
eq. (5-82) when _" and _'_ differ by some amount, A%'_.
Replacing _(t-_) and _'(t-_t_) in eq. (6-82) by their expansions in
terms of speed, eq. (6-26), gives
#'tl+T
Tr{¢(t)l = _cN/w TI expi N {[)'(t)-_'_c_(t)]-[_'(t)-_'II._(t)]}dtJtI
• r tl +T
1 _ 1 J expi [N4_(t)( N: _ C T t_ _'M/u-_) ]dt I
i
or
¢N N
Tr_PM_(t : _ CN l | expi [N_(t)4_'M_] dt (6-83)M/w T )tI
where A_.N = z,N (6-84)
M/,
Then, if eq. (6-29), i.e., .CL(t)=_'o + _C(t)
t +TN expi (N_(t) _M_)dt (6-85)Tr pNM/_w(t)= ½ C_w expi (N_q.0 _'_'Ml} _ l
_'M_ has nowThis is the same result as given by eq. (6-31) except th#t
been replaced by the (presumably)smaller quantity _%'_T_ = '_-_-_'.
Consequently,the _esults of the previous sec.tion,6.5, apply directly _vothe
modified transform, except that smaller _/w replace the original _M_
delays, and result in less severe loss of signal.
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For all types of speed variationstreated analytically (drift, sawtooth wave,
sinusoidal)the appropriateexpression from ;vhichL_OScan be obtained, (the
transform for re=M,n=N) is now evaluated with _,_ replacing the original
_'_. Specifically, for sinusoidal speed variations which were used to
estimate performancenf 3 fan configurations,the loss of signal is given bv
( A@ ) : Jo (I|_ _'MN/_) (6-B6)Jo
To determine the improvementthat incorporationof a compensating time delay
; makes in the LOS for the 3 fan configurationsof Table 6-5, it is unnecessary
to repeat the detailed calculations that were involved. A simple procedure
will give the result, as is now illustrated for the case of the JT9D.
Referrinq to Fiaure 6-9, giving the phase shift and LOS distribution function
for the JT9D, it is seen that at the left hand side there is a minimum phase
shift of 0.50 radians. Highly propagatingmodes sustain this shift, and for
modes nearer cutoff the shift and LOS are larger, as shown. If now a
compe-'-atingtime delay were inserted in the rotor reference signal that would
produce this same 0.50 shift, then the resultingminimum shift would be
reduced to zero. Highly propagatingmodes would sustain essentially no loss of
signal. However, modes nearer cutoff would still be attenuatedat reduced
amounts.
This procedure can be improved to benefit a larger number of modes if a
desired limit of LOS is establishedby overcompensatingthe time delay. For
example, suppose it is required that the loss of signal not exceed IdB. (Table
6-5 shows that without compensation22% of the modes fail this requirement).
One decibel corresponds to Jo(_) = 0.890, which corresponds to _# = +0.67.
If a delay of _"is selected such that _# = N_A(_N_-_') = -0.57 for tee
highest propagatingmodes, then these modes are shifted -0.67 radians, giving
LOS --IdB. Now, however, for modes approachingcutoff, the phase shift
increases toward zero, reducing LOS. At some fraction of propagatingmodes the
LOS ._ecomeszero. For modes still closer to cutoff the phase shift turns
positive, until, when _lJ = +0.67 the IdB limit is reached. This point
determines the new, much larger range of modes satisfying the IdB LOS
requirement.
Figure 6-I0 illustratesthi; modification and shows that now only 1.4% of the
modes will have LOS greater than IdB, versus 22% with no compensation.This
procedure can be repeated to determine the fractionof modes exceeding other
values of loss of signal.
Table 5-6 shows the result of incorporatingsuch time delays in the reference
rotor signal for the three fan rigs. The uncompensatedfigures, taken from
Table 6-5 are included to make comparison more convenient. (Compensationfor
the lO-inch rig was considered unnecessary.)
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TABLE 6-6
EFFECT OF SPEED VARIATIONS ON LOSS OF SIGNAL (LOS)
WITH AND WITHOUT TIME DELAY
BASIC TRAVERSE SYSTEM
Percent of modes exceeding LOS
LOS lO-inch ri9. JTgD (T.O.) NASA Fan
0.5 dB 0.4% 100% 100%
1 0.2 22 I00
2 0.I 7.5 I00
3 0.I 4.5 I00 ,:
6 0.1 2.8 I00
(Minimum LOS) 0,002 dB 0.6 dB 9.6 dB
SYSTEM WITH TI_ - DELAYED ROTOR SIGNAL
0.5 dB 2.5% 26%
1 1.4 18.5
2 0.7 12.5
3 0,5 9,5
6 0,3 6
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• While the potential user of the traversingmicrophone system must decide
whether his fan results are completely e.atisf_ctory,it is clear from Table
6-6 that use of a compensatingtime delay in the rotor reference signal
results in a marked improvementof the results. The table also illustrate_ the
large differences possible among fan rigs and engines. ;_
Further developmentof the use of compensating time delays is beyond the scope
of the current program. However, it is easy to appreciate, in the light of the
large improvementproduced by use of a single, common, time delay applied to
all target modes, that a more elaborate compensationprocedure that employs
several compensating delays in sequence is worth further study. The results
given above suggest thet such a modification could probably be developed to
give further significant improvement.
6.7 SUMMARY OF SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS- VARIABLE SPEED
Analytical and computer-aidedstudies have been conducted to determine the
effects of departures from normal, constant rotor and traverse speed
operation. Major findings are summarized below.
• Significantvariations in microphone traverse speed were found to have _,
negliqible effect upon the accuracy of the traversingmicrophone system '
; outputs.
• For highly propagatingmodes, measured close to the source, so that
propagation time delays are negligible, the effects of significant rotor
speed variations are negligible.
• On the other hand, for modes nearer cutoff and/or measured farther from
the source, rotor speed variations produce two effects that seriously
i affect measurement accuracy: (1) Attenuation of the target mode measured
amplitude, called "loss of signal", (LOS), (2) "Contamination"of the
target mode signal reading by neighboring,off-target modes.
• These two adverse effects were studied for a variety of types of speed
variation, including linear drift, sawtooth wave variation, square wave
and sinusoidalvariations. The precise loss of signal and con•amination -_
depend on details of the variation, but in all cases are func.ions of the
magnitude of the deviations from constant speed durirg the run and the '
modal time delay. •
• It was found that contaminationof the target signal by neighboring modes
could be reduced to satisfactory levels by employing two procedures in the
c system: (1) Hamming weiqhtin_ should be used in data processing to reduce
: system response to neighboringmodes, (2) traverse speeds that are as high _
as convenient (withoutexceeding an upper bound discussed earlier) should
be used to separate the modal frequenciesso that frequency shifts due to
varying speed do not intrude on the response function for the target mode.
+
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• The above measures do not improve the loss of signal, however. In order
_ to evaluate the severitv of this LOS problem in practice, an analysis o_
how the loss of signal affects the different modes (from those near cutoff
to highly prooagatingmodes) was performed. The analysis centered on the
" modal time delay - the time between initiatlon of a speed change and its
reception at the traversingmicrophone plane, and how the number of modes
is distributedwith respect to time delay.
• Knowing the modal distributionwith respect to delay time, and how LOS is
related to delay, the fraction of modes that will be subject to varying
LOS was computed for three test vehicles: (1) the P&WA lO-inch fan rig,
(2) the JTgl)engine, (3) the 21-inch NASA-LeRC fan rig. Using information
: about speed variations for each of these machines, the fraction of modes
that would undergo LOS greater than 0.5, l, 2, 3, and 6dB was determined.
Results range from satisfactoryon the lO-inch rig to clearly
unsatisfactoryon the 21-inch rig, with the JT9D results being open to
_ judgmert depending on the use to _hich they would be put.
._ • It was found that a simple modification of the basic traversing microphone
system could improve the results significantly.The modification consists
of inserting a compensating time delay in the rotor reference signal
during the data processing. It was found that if the reference delay is
set equal to the time delay for a specific mode that the mode can be
recovered with no loss of signal. In addition, all modes will have
improved recovery if some compensating delay is employed. Further, by
selecting several appropriate time delays, the fraction of modes exceeding
allowable loss of signal can be reduced significantly,thus increasing the
chances of obtaining satisfactoryresults on all three test vehicles.
• On the basis of these results it is reasonable to expect that a more
elaborate modified method, using more than a single compensating delay,
can be developed with further effort, so that accurate modal measurements
can be made on rigs and engines having large speed fluctuations.
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7.0 PLANFORFURTHERDEVELOPMENT
Development of the traversingmicrophone concept into a workable system for
mode measurement on a variety of engines and rigs was initially visualizedas
a three-phaseprogram. The firs" "hase,which is the subject of the current
program, reported here, was intended to determine the feasibilityof the basic
method, and to uncover problems that were not known at the initiation of this
phase of the program. It was known initially that speed variations could be a
serious problem, but it was decided to defer developmentof suitable
correctivemodificationsuntil the second phase of the overall program. Phase
two was intended to develop, by analytical and computer-aidedstudies, the
required system modificationsto handle speed variation effects, and also to
resolve other problems that were disclosed in the phase one program.
It was initially visualized that if the current phase one program turned up an
unanticipatedmajor problem with the basic traversingmicrophone method, for
which no solution seemed forthcoming,the method would be judged unfeasible
and the program would be terminatedat that point. The initial plan
contemplatedproceedingwith the second phase if the basic method was deemed
feasible. If the results of the phase two study were satisfactory - that is,
if a satisfactorymodified procedure for handling reasonably large speed
variationswere to be developed, then phase three would be initiated.Phase
three would cover extensive mode measurement t_sts on a suitable fan rig and
would lead to operable instrumentation,traverse hardware, and detailed
operating experience with this new system. At the conclusion of this
three-phase program a complete, operational,checked-out, system would be
available for use on a variety of full-scaleengines and fan rigs.
In accordancewith this three-phase program structure, it was made a part of
the current first phase effort, reported here, to establish a plan for further
development if the basic method was evaluated as feasible. Since current
studies have failed to disclose any unresolvable,unforseen problems, and the
results of analytical and computer-simulatedstudies have been satisfactory,
further development of the traversingmicrophone system is clearly warranted.
Elements of the required further development effort are describe below. In
formulatinga specific program plan, a selection from these items will be
influencedby additional considerations,such as time and cost schedules and
the availabiltyof suitable fan test rigs.
I. CompensationFor Speed Variations
The effect of fan speed variation on mode measurementwas recognized as a
potentially serious problem before the current program began, and this was
confirmed by results obtained and reported here. It was also found that
use of a compensating time delay in the data processing reduced the impact
of this problem significantly,thus suggesting that the problem could be
satisfactorilyovercome with further development. The extent of the
problem varies among different fan configurations,and a modified method
would allow mode measurements to be attempted with confidence on a range
of engines and rigs.
I09
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The basic concept for modifying the current method is to use a plurality
of compensating time delays in the data reduction. Some of these delays
will optimize recovery of certain groups of modes; other delays will
handle modes with other ranges of modal delay time. It remains to develop
this concept into a working procedure, and this is by far the largest
analytical task required for further development of the traversing
microphone method. Somequestions that this task will address are: How
many such delays are needed? What values of delay time should be used? How
will the best result be recognized? Will contamination from neighboring
modes with different delay times obscure the result? What quantitative
effect does the actual time history of speed variation during the data
acquisition of the run have upon the results, and how does this affect the
details of the optimum data processing procedure? These questions can be
_. addressed and the modified method can be developed and checked by
analytical and computer-simulationmethods. At that point a complete,
efficient computer program can be written, incorporatingthe experience
gained in the studies.
2. Broadband Nois,.Suopression
Depending on signal-to-backgroundratio, broadband noise can affect the
accuracy of the modal coefficient determinations.This is a well-known
matter in the field of fan noise measurement and is handled by "signal
enhancement"methods. The traversingmicrophone method provides such
enhancement by use of time-averaging,which is the common basis of all
enhancement procedures. As was shown here, enhancement is increased by use
of longer time averages, but the manner of determining the time required
for obtaining mode coefficients to prescribed accuracy needs further
examination. It is expected that a satisfactoryprocedure can be developed
by analytical studies and computer-simulatedtests. There is also the
possibility of using a modification of the traversing microphone method to
obtain estimates of the detailed spectral structure of fan broadband
noise. In addition to computer-simulatedtests, refinement of the method
for suppressingbroadband noise (and possibly estimating its spectral
structure)would benefit greatly from actual test experience on a fan rig
with real broadband noise. For this purpose, a vehicle having closely
constant fan speed characteristics,such as the P&WA IO-inch fan rig, is
highly desirable, since the complicationsdue to speed variation would be
absent and would not affect the broadband noise investigation.
3. Radial Mode Determination
It was found here that fewer radial microphone locations are required for
a given accuracy when the rig annulus in which the traverse is made has a
comparativelyhigh hub-tip ratio. For low hub-tip ratios, such as with no
spinner or inner body, a larger number of radial microphone locations is
needed. It may be possible to reduce this required number by optimizing
their distributionacross the duct radius, and to thus make easier the
task not only of malntainingmicrophones, but also to reduce the digitizer
and recorder channel capacity requirements. Further investigationof
optimum radial microphone locations and alq'_rithmsfor extractinq the
radial mode components correspondingto the circumferentialmodes should
be a part of further proqram development effort.
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: It should be a part of the next phase of the development program to evolve
' detailed plans for test and evaluation of the modified method on a fan
rig. Further, if a suitable fan rig and measurement equipment are
available, it would be advisable to proceed with initial, exploratory
tests before awaiting completion of the analytical and computer-simulated
studies of items l, 2, and 3, above are completed. The following items
address this aspect of the development plan.
4. Selection of Fan Ri9 For Evaluation of the Method
While the objective of the overall program is to develop a mode .,
measurement system for use in a variety of rigs and full-scale engines
(including,ultimately, flight test operation) there are obvious
advantages to using a convenient,versatile, accuratelycontrolable fan
rig for the development phase of the traversing microphone system. Some
important features of the test rig are listed below.
• In normal operation, the speed characteristicshould be sufficiently
constant so that the effects on mode measurement of its small
variations can be confidentlypredicted by calculation to be
negligible.
• The rig must also be suitable for obtainina mod_ measurements using
conventional,fixed microphone methods, to provide a basis for
comparing the traversing system results.
• There should be a means for deliberatelyvarying rig speed to
simulate larger speed variations that will be encountered in some
other rig and engine applications. This controlled speed variation
capability is desirable to evaluate the modified delay-compensated
method that will be developed.
• If the selected fan test rig normally operates with significantspeed
variation, means for controlling operation to reduce speed
fluctuation should be explored. Further, a procedure should be
developed that will provide a check of the TraversingMicrophone
Sys*em results under these conditions.
o ,ne r'_ should have the operational flexibilityto accommodate
change, in mode-generatingstator hardware in a convenient and
inexpensiveway, so that a variety of acoustic mode st-uctures can be
generated for measurement.
e It should be possible to vary coherent mode signal level hy changing
axial location of the stators. The rig should have comparativelylow
levels of fan broadband noise in its basic configuration,and it
should be possible to raise these levels by inlet turbulence
generators.Thes_ featuresare helpful in developing operating
procedures for use of the traversing system that will ensure adequate
signal enhancementover the broadband noise levels that will be
encountered in practice.
e It would also be desirable to conduct some tests with the rig
configured to both high and low hub-tip ratio annuli, to check out
developmentof optimum microphone distributionsacross the annudus.
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5. Test and Measurement Equipment
During the next phase of the development program, and after the fan rig
has been selected, suitable traverse hardware and measurement system
equipment must be provided. This phase will involve analytical design, to
establish parameter requirements,followed by detailed design and
procurementof traverse and rig hardware and selection of instrumentation
" items, such as microphones, shaft angle transducers,digitizers, and tape
reccrder.The characteristicsof the selected rig and the availability of
instrumentationshould be important considerationsin design and selection
of this equipment and instrumentation,since the program objective is to
arrive at an experimentalevaluation of the traversing system as
expedientlyas possible.
6. Test Program
The last part of the Traversing Microphone System development program
consists of evaluation of the method, and will be conducted after the fan
rig equipment, the traverse system equipment, and the required measurement
instrumentationhave been installed and checked out. The test program
should provide, if possible, for evaluation of the traversing system under
both constant speed operation and with controlled speed variations. Mode
measurement of some acoustic fields should be made by conventional fixed
microphone methods to provide a check of the traverse system results.
Several mode structures should be measured, some using two hub-tip ratio
annuli to check optimum radial locations of the microphones. Broadband
noise with several signal to noise ratios should be provided to allow
evaluation of signal enhancement procedures.
It is believed that the Traversing Microphone System will he found to be
an effective means for mode measurement, as a result of these tests. It is
also considered essential that an experimental program of the general form
described above be conducted prior to attempting measurements on a
full-scale engine on which data are needed for specific application.
Inevitdbly,during the course of the experimentalevaluation, operating
problems will come to light that were not predicted by analytical or
computer-simulatedstudies. The purpose of the experimental evaluation is
to disclose such problems, and solve them, before the system is needed for
important engine test results.
The above descriptionof items requiring further development is as complete as
is possible to formulate at this time. It is clear that several combinations
of th._seitems may be used to formulate specific programs that are consistent
with time, cost, and fan rig schedules that prevail when further work is
initiated.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS
Developmentand dn evaluation of the feasibility of the Traversing I4icrophone
System has been made, using analytical methods and computer-simulatedstudies.
Detailed conc_,usionsabout the system performance under constant speed
operation are given at the end of Section 5. The effects of fan speed
variation on the system, an important problem in all mode measurement methods,
are summarized in detail at the end of Section 6. These detailed conclusions
can be condensed as follows:
I. Under constant fan speed operation the Traversing Microphone System
wil| perform satisfactorily.Mode coefficientscan be obtained
I accurately and will not be affected by extraneous noise resulting
, from cutting of the traversingmicrophone wakes by the fan. The
system also inherently provides for coherent signal enhancement to
,'educethe effects of broadband noise.
2. With variations of fan speed that could be encountered in some
engines and fan rigs, the performanceof the system could become
unsatisfactory.Of three fan configurationsevaluated one applicatlon
of the method was satisfactory,one was completely unsatisfactory,
and the other was marginally acceptable.
3. A simple modification of the basic Traversing Microphone System
produced significant improvementin results when fan speed
fluctuates,l_Hs modification involves using a time delay during the
data processing of the microphone s_gnal in order to match the
average propagation delay time of the modes.
4. Bv further modifying the procedure to use a plurality of time delays
it should be possible to approach the accuracy obtained under
constant speed operation.
The overall conclusion of this analytical and computer-aidedevaluation is
that the TraversingMicrophone Systen_,in its present form is suitable for use
in some fan rig tests for the complete measurenw_ntof fan noise mode
structure. Relativelyminor refinements in the details of data processing
should make the method satisfactoryfor use in essentially all full-scale
engine and fan rig noise test programs. A plan for the required further
developmentof the method has been prepared for guidance.
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9.0 RECOMMENDATION
In view of the satisfactory results obtained in the evaluation of the
traversingmicrophone system, using analtyical and computer-simulatedstudies,
it is recommended that the system be developed for operational use in engine
and fan rig noise measurements. A plan for persuing development of the system
into a practical, experimentallyverified procedure has been prepared for
guidance and is included im Section 7 of this report.
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APPENDIX A - NOTATION
English S_mbols
a accelerationof fan (radians/sec2) constant
a inner radius of annular duct
.; a, b coefficientsof Mach number variation
B number of fan blades
Bn signal coefficientof microphone wake-rotor interaction
noise
BPF fan blade passage frequency
b outer radius of annular duct
Ck complex amplitude coefficient
Ca coefficient of microphone wake-rotor interaction pressure
C_ coefficient of target mode, order N
Cm, C (ri) coefficient of m-mode, order n
C_/_ coefficient of (m,/_) circumferential-radialmode, order n
c speed of sound
D( N density functionwith respect to cuton ratio
DN N density functionwith respect to cutoff ratio
dif(z) function defined by eq. (5-3)
diff(z) function defined by eq. (5-4)
E(z) expected value of z
Em_, Emv radial mode eigenfunction
expi(z) complex exponential function, eiz
f frequency (Hz)
f(t) variable part of fan speed
_kf frequencydifference
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APPENDIX A - NOTATION (Cont'd)
E_.._n.__!ish Szmbols
ft
G(t) I g(t) dt
J 0
q arbitrarymultiple of fan speed
g(t) variable pa_'tof microphone speed
Ham(z) function defined by eq. (5-9d)
Harem(z) function defined by eq. (5-9b)
I number of microphone radial locatlons
Jm, Jq Besse! function of First kind, order r.dor q
k _vavenumber_/c
k iodex
kmp, kmv eigenvalue for (m.p) mode
kX, kxm,_ axial wav_ number for (m./u) mode
L0 extent of microphone traverse
LOS loss of target mode signal
number n,t cycles of speed va,_iation/revoIution
spatial harm_nic of microphone wake
M tarc,_tcircumferentialmode index
Mx axial Mach number of flow In duct
M mode difference (m-M)
m circumferentialmode index _'
N target (_rder
N fraction of propagatingmodes
NI fan speed (rps)
N_ distrihution function with respect to (;utonratio
lIB
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tAPPENDIX A - NOTATION (Cont'd)
English Symbols
N_ distribution function with respect to cutoff ratio
n order or multiple of fan speed
P(t), P(x,t) complex pressure
p(t) acoustic pressure = Re{P(t)}
pn(t) pressure of the nth harmonic
p_(t) pressure due to interactionof microphone wake with rotor
pN(t) pressure of mth circumferentialmode, order N
pn _t) pressure of (m,f) mode, order n
Q number of digitized points in run
Qm/w eigcnvalu_ for (m,/z) mode
R number of revolutionsof traversing microphone
Re real part of
R(_) autocorrelationfunction
r, ri microphone radial coordinate
r(t), r(tq) random noise function
, S(m,_) modal power spectral density function of random noise field
S(_') power spectral density of traversingmicrophone signal
T run or analysis time
' Tr [} transformof quantity { }
t, tq time
At tq+l - tq time increment
t T/Q
U number of propagating radial modes
V, VK, V_ target signal
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En_lish Symbols "
V_(t) target signal
L
Vg, Vgm/W group velocity for (m,/w) mode
Vp, Vpm_ phase velocity for (re,p) mode
W, W(t) transformweightirg function .
x axial distance from rotor to microphone plane -
v, Yb, Yd,Yi alternative designations for transform .-
Ym Bessel function of the second kind, order m
Greek Symbols
parameter = AfT
_,T'(t), microphone rotation speed (rad/sec)
l_' microphone rotation speed (revs/sec)
o mean microphone speed
If, _((t) fan shaft angle
cuton ratio km_/k
(_, _(t) microphone angle
normalizing factor, defined by eq. (4-8)
p radial mode index
V target mode index
V circular frequency of fan speed variation
V' frequency of fan speed variation
cutoff ratio k/km_u
%" time delay
i_c time delay at sound speed
_m_ ,_mvv time delay for (m,p) mode
phase angle
120
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APPENDIXA - NOTATION(Cont'd)
]
Greek Symbols
_ phase shift
_m/_ eigenfunction
fZ, _.(t) fan shaft speed
_Zo mean fan shaft speed
_- amplitude of fan speed variation
&o circular frequency = 2'_f
_do mean frequency
_' frequency in rotating coordinate system
Z_ frequency difference
n
(dm frequency of m mode, nth order, in rotating coordinates
Indices
i
k
K
m
n
q
/J
V
Symbols ,,
* complex conjugate
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COMPUTERPROGRAMDESCRIPTION
While the development of computer programs was required to comp;ete the
objectives of this contract, delivery of these computer programs and
associated user's manuals was not specificallyrequi.ed by the contract. For
this reason no detailed Fortran listings or flow charts are provided in this
report. This appendix was included, however, to describe the programs
developed in sufficient detail to provide the interested reader with the basis
for constructionof his own programs.
The computing _ffort required under the contract was divided into four tasks
for convenience:
I. simulation of circumferentialmode coefficients,C_, from assumed
circumferential-radialmode coefficients,C_, for'"aset of radii,
ri;
2. reduction of the C_n(ri) to retrieve the original set of C_.v_
including the effects of deliberately introducederrors, I_ any;
3. simulationof the pressure-timehistory that would be measured by a
circumferentiallytraversingmicr°ph°ne'ofr°mi-1 values of C_nwhichwere given assumed values, usually l + - a_ °, or values derived
from I. above;
4. reduction of the pressure-timehistory of 3. above, to retrieve the
original input values of C_ including the effects of any deliberate
errors.
The first two tasks were performedwith separate but similar computer Drograms
called "Radial Mode Program Simulation" and "Radial Mode Program - Reduction."
The last two tasks were nerformed using a combined program called the
"CircumferentialMode Program." The program descriptionswhich follow assume
constant speed operation of both the traverse mechanism and rotor and also
assume a rectangularweighting window for the discrete Fourier transform. In
general, modificationswere made to the Fortran code, as required, to study
the various deviations from ideal operating conditions discussed in the main
body of this report. The methods used for the various simulationsshould be
clear from the text.
RADIAL MODE PROGRAM - SIMULATION
Al9orithm
The algorithm used to obtain the circumferentialmode coefficients wa_
described in Section 3, eq (3-16) and (3-17);
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cn(ri) = _ Cn (km/_ ri)
_=0 mp" Em_ '
and Emzu = Jm (km_w" ri) + QmvwYm (kmiw" ri)
Here Jm and Ym are Bessel functions of the first and second kinds and the
km_ and Q_ are obtained by solving two simultaneous equations which
'• require that the pressure function satisfy the hardwall bour,dary condition at
the duct outer wall and also at the duct inner wall if there is one.
A series of computer subroutines to evaluate the E functionwas developed
under contract NAS3-20047 and reported in Reference 2. A detailed description
and listing of the computer programs which perform the evaluation is included
in related References 16 and 17. Subroutines were taken from these references
and a main program was written to read and write required parameters and
initiate the computation. The subroutinesand functien subprograms taken from
the references and used for the simulat,on program were BESJ, BESLI, BESL2,
BESY, BI.OCKDATA, EMUCAL, FALZIP, KMUCAL, and KQCAL.
Input
The following is a list of inputs used for the radial mode simulation program
Number of Radii, NR
Number of (m,/_i A;.._s(n must be constant for each run), ND
Hub-Tip Ratio,_"
Outer Wall Radius, b
Vector of Radii where Cm is Desired, Ri i = l ... NR
CircumferentialPk)deNumber, m
Vector of Radial Modes, p j, j = l ... ND
Outpu
The following is a list of outputs from the radial mode simulation program;
Eigenvalues at each_, (km_)j, (Qmf)j
Em_X,ri) i = l ... NR
Cm(ri) i = l ... NR
This output can be used as input to the reduction part of the Radial Mode deck
with or without modificationto determine effects of errors of the
circumferentialmode coefficientsCn on the final circumferential-radial
coefficierts Cn Optionally this output could also be used as input to the
' _ "
CircumferentialMode Program.
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: Al_ur'i thin •
The algorithm used in the Radial Mode-Reductionprogram was based on Reference
12 and is discussed in the text of this report leading to eq. (4-I0).
_- Cn (ri) ri (km ri"m Em_ _ 'i=l
_0 cn ri Em_a(k_'ri) Emv (kmu" ri; mf i-]
: This equation can be written in the matrix form y = Ax and is written out
below for two radial modes, 0 and I.
" y= I cmn(ri)r i Em,0 (km,O" ri:]
Cmn (r i) • r i Em,1 (km,1 r i
ri Era,0 (km,O" ri) " I _ ri Era,0 (km,0 ri) "I i
Era,0 (kin, 0 r i) I Era,1 (kin, 1 r i)
_i ri Em'l (km'l" ri) " I _i ri Em'l (km'l ri) iL ,o ,0 ri) 1 2J m,l km,l
Subroutinesdiscussed in the previous section were used to solve for the
E-functlons.Vector and matrix elements were then formed bv summationsas
indicatedabove. The system of simultaneous equations was _nen solved using
SIMEQC of Reference 17. This subroutine was based on an IBM subroutinewhich
solves the equations using Gaussian elimination, b_,twas modified to include
co_,lex variables.
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A calculation was performed to evaluate the sensitivityof the solution of a
set of simultaneousequations to errors in its elements. The resulting
1 measure, called the condition number, is described in Reference 2. This
number is the ratio ,)fmaximum to minimum eigenvalue of the system of
equations and required for its calculation use of the following subroutines;
EIGCC, EBALAC, EHESSC, ELRHIC, ELRH2C, EBBCKC, AND UERTEST. These routines
are the property of InternationalMathematical and Statistical Libraries, Inc.
of Houston, Texas (IMSL). These rented routines, however, were not required
for any other portion of the programing and can be omitted if the condition
number calculation is not required.
Number of Radii, NR
Number of (m,_) Oiads, ND
Hub-Tip Ratio, o-
Outer Radius of Duct, b
Vector of Radii Values, Ri, i = l ... NR
CircumferentialMode Number, m
Vector of Radial Mode Numbers,f j, j = l ... ND
Vector of Complex CircumferentialMode Coefficients, (Cnm)i, i = i ... NR
In order to checkout the computations,values of kmz_ Q_, Em_,
elements of the A matrix and the y vector were prin_ced. The main result of
interest, however was the vector of Cn for the various values of_ , and the
' m_
condition number, CN, which indicated the sensitivityof the computation to
input or computer roundoff errors.
CIRCUMFERENTIALMODE PROGRAM - SIMULATION
Al_orithm
The equation used to simulate the pressure at a typical microphone location
was based on eq. (4-11). The double summation over n and m indicated in the
equation was replaced by a single sum over j where j is an index denoting a
particular input m, n pair. With this change the simulationequation became;
Pi = Re'[Z (cn)j expi [mjO i -nj )'(t-_'j)]}+ A" NiJ
where _j is an assumed time delay for the jth (m, n) pair (Jsuallyassumed
to be zero), N is the output of a random noise generationsboroutine with
input standard deviation, A.
The random noise was obtained from an IBM subroutine, GAUSS, which generated a
random n_'mk_rsequence with mean value of zero and a Guassian distribution.
The subroutine is reported to produce 229/12 or approximately44,700,000
values before repeating.
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Microphone traverse angle and rotor angle were simulated by the equations:
0 i = l'ti
_'i= -rcti
where l_ and _ are the constant angular velocities of the traverse and rotor,
respectively,and i is the time index.
The programmingof these equations was very straight forward. Within an outer
loop indexed by time there was an inner loop within which was summed the
contrib._tionsof each mode. The results of the computationwere a string of
sets { p_, 0 i, )'i) which can be thought of as going to a disk or tape
which represef_tsthe simulated result of a test program. Since the use of the
additional disk or tape units was not desirable for this computer study, the
pressure and angle sets were processed by the reduction part of the program,
described in the next section, at each instant within the outer time loop.
Because of roundoff error accumulation it was found necessary to program this
and the reduction portion of the CircumferentialMode Program in double
precision.
Number of Time Increments, IMAX
Number of Input (m, n) Diads, JMAX
Time Increment Between Samples; At - sec
Random Noise Standard Deviation
Angular Velocity of Microphone
Angular Velocity of Rotor
Vector of CircumferentialMode Numbers, mj, j = l, 2 ... JI_AX
Vector of Shaft Orders, nj, j = l, 2, ... JMAX
Vector of Time Delays (l_mn)j j = l, 2.... JMAX
Vector of Amplitudes, (cn)j j = l, 2, ... JMAX
Outout
Pressure at Each Instant of Time, Pi
Traverse Angle at Each Instantof Time, 6 i
Rotor Angle at Each Instant of Time, )'i
CIRCUMFERENTIALMODE PROGRAM - REDUCTION
A1qorithm
From eq. (4-2) and (3-15) the circumferentialmode coefficientswere obtained
by;
(CN)k = T_axZ2 Pi expi [-Mk 0i + Nk ¥i]i
where i is the time index and k is the index for a particular target (M, N)
set.
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In_
Input to this portion of the program consists of the microphone pressure at
each instant of time, Pi, rotor angle at each instant of time _i and
traverse angle at each instant of time, 0i. A list of target (M, N) sets
is also required.
The output of thi_ portion of the program consists a list of target (M, N)
sets and the computed complex mode amplitudes, C_. To help check out various
modificationsto the program values of Pi' 0i' _'i'(Cn)i were printed for
various times.
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